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A DECLARATIVE AND FINE-GRAINED POLICY LANGUAGE FOR THE WEB APPLICATION DOMAIN

by Seyed Hossein Ghotbi

A Web application that deploys on a set of servers and can be accessed by a large number of users over the Internet requires efficient security mechanisms. The core element in security is access control that enforces desired policies over the shared objects of the system and stops the unauthorised users to operate on these objects. Moreover, the used access control mechanism needs to be managed, through authorisation management elements, during the run-time of the system by the administrators. Therefore, the development of such models and their mechanisms are a main concern for secure systems development. Fine-grained access control and their authorisation management models provide more customisation possibilities and administrative power to the developers; however, in Web applications these models are typically hand-coded without taking advantage of the data model, object types, or contextual information.

This thesis presents the design, implementation and evaluation of $\Phi$, a declarative, fine-grained policy language that enables the developer to define a set of fine-grained access control and authorisation management models for a Web application. For $\Phi$, three types of access control and authorisation management models were designed and implemented. These models, used by $\Phi$, are based on four main access control approaches, namely attribute-, discretionary-, mandatory-, and role-based access control models. For efficiency and flexibility, each access control model can be used with an authorisation management model. $\Phi$ compiler, first validates and verifies all these models based on written transformation strategies and verifies them by translating them into logical satisfiability problems to check the models for correctness and completeness, and against independently defined coverage criteria. If the models pass these tests, the generator then compiles them down to the existing tiers of WebDSL, a domain specific Web programming language.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Web is an important aspect of computer science, and Web application development is thus an important factor of software development. Web applications, such as Facebook or Amazon, are deployed on a set of servers, and become accessible through a web browser, wherever there is an Internet connection. The ease of use and accessibility of such applications, via any web browser and operating system, make them popular among users. The available server-oriented deployment mechanisms for web applications such as Jetty [10], Tomcat [1], or a Google engine [7] also make them a suitable development choice for different domains (such as e-business [4] or social networking [6, 18]) for providing and/or sharing their services [12, 19]. As the number of users of a web application grows, its security becomes a major concern [54, 138]. Authentication mechanisms [128, 52, 151] can be used to differentiate inside users from outside users, and help users to operate on their own personal data. This is, however, not enough when the data is shared among inside users, as for example in an organization. In such an environment different users typically have different sets of privileges on different subsets of the shared data. Therefore, there is a need for controlling the access to the shared data, based on specific policies [140, 71, 123]. One way of enforcing a desirable security mechanism for inside users is by using one of the many types of access control [140, 146, 135, 43, 143], such as discretionary (DAC), mandatory (MAC), and role-based access control (RBAC) [71].

Web applications consist of elements that have different granularity levels and that are scattered through the entire application code. Therefore, it is essential to have an efficient access control model and mechanism to deal with the distributed fine-grained access control code that protects the Web applications’ elements. In this thesis we investigate modelling and implementing a set of fine-grained access control models and automated deployment mechanisms for the domain of Web applications. Our work provides a novel environment for declaratively defining a combination of DAC, MAC, or RBAC policies with data and system constraints, and to test objectives over a range of objects with different granularity levels. These models can be formally analysed and verified. The proposed approach is implemented on top of WebDSL [162], a domain specific language.
for Web application development. It uses code generation techniques to generate and weave the access control predicates around the objects within the application code written in WebDSL.

![Diagram of Web Application Interactions](image)

**Figure 1.1: Abstract View of Web Application Interactions**

There are two main approaches that I can choose from when we try to introduce an access control mechanism within the domain of Web applications (see Figure 1.1). First, I can use database-oriented techniques such as query rewriting [155, 136, 88]. Here the Web application remains unchanged and all access control is delegated to the database. When the application then tries, on behalf of a user with certain authentication rights, to retrieve data from the database, the database management system modifies the query to take these rights into account and to ensure the data out of user’s rights cannot be retrieved. Second, I can use a code-based approach that integrates the access control into the application code that is deployed on the server. The focus in this research is on the code-based approach, for the following reasons:

**Validity and Verifiability:** In this research I aim to provide an automated mechanism for validating and verifying the defined access control model with respect to itself and its target application, and then generate and weave the access control code into the target application. In this way I do not need to wait until the deployment of the Web application is finished, and then check for all the access requests based on all the access rights and analyse the retrieved information from the database to ensure the effectiveness of the access control elements.

**Clear Relation:** Similar to D. Groenewegen and E. Visser [85], I aim to create a very clear connection between the access control and the application’s elements. Therefore the access control mechanism and its related policies can be easily analyzed and adjusted with respect to themselves and their target application, before its deployment.

**Configuration:** In line with the WebDSL original access control approach [85], I want our approach to be easily extensible and flexible to disallow inconsistency between
access control policies and mechanisms, and allow integration of access control administrative tasks within the application.

1.1 Security and Access Control

Security is a multifaceted concept, with different types of concerns such as encryption, authentication, or authorisation in different domains such as networking [96] and Web applications [150]. Access control mechanisms [69, 165, 148, 151] are a part of the authorisation concerns, but not a full solution for these. In general, the aim of enforcing security policies in a system is to stop both internal and external users from violating data confidentiality (i.e., data-flow violations) [167] and data integrity (i.e., data modification violations) [47]. To fulfil these goals, both authentication [52, 151] and authorisation [139, 99] mechanisms are needed. Authentication is used by users to identify themselves to the system [52], typically by providing their credentials (e.g., their password or biometric data). After this point, authorisation is used to enforce the access rights specified for the internal users. In this thesis we focus on authorisation and assume that authentication is handled elsewhere.

In line with Sandhu et al. [145], I assume that, in an access control model, three types of basic elements exist, on which the evaluation of an access request is based. These elements types are subjects, objects and operations. A subject represents any actor of a system; typically subjects are users, but they could also be processes, agents, etc. An object is a system component that needs to be protected by the access control mechanism against the operations available on these objects, such as database create, update, delete (CRUD) operations, or file execution. As Samarati et al. [140] point out, there is a distinction between the access control model and the access control mechanism. An access control model deals with the protection requirements to be enforced, but its mechanism is dealing with how to implement it during software development. In this research, I address fine-grained access control models and their mechanisms.

1.2 Access Control and Web Applications

Web applications typically consist of elements that have different granularity levels and that are scattered throughout the entire application code, which makes the implementation and validating and verifying of the access control model and its mechanism difficult. For example, a page in a Web application can contain smaller elements such as sections or even more fine-grained elements such as a date of a record that is retrieved from the database and displayed in a cell of a table. Currently, developers need to hand-code the fine-grained access control elements around the objects that require access control, using languages such as Scala [94], XACML [119, 87], or Ponder [61]. However, approaches
as those listed above have drawbacks in several areas which complicate development of fine-grained access control models and can easily introduce security holes.

**Abstraction level:** They lack the right *abstraction level* to define flexible access control models that allow the specification of different policies for different individual objects based on the context of the access control terminologies.

**Separation of concerns:** They lack the *separation of concerns* [63] between access control and application [56]. If I can develop the access control components separately, the developers can check for potential vulnerabilities separately and mechanically, instead of manually analyzing the access control predicates scattered throughout the application code, which is an error-prone and time consuming process.

**Validation and Verification phase:** They do not provide any validation and verification mechanism for the developer to validate and verify the hand-written code. This can lead to misconfiguration of the access control element of the application. There must be validation and verification mechanism for the developer so that the defined access control model and mechanism, can be checked for errors and warnings, with respect to the model itself and its target language.

**Access control for the social Web:** Web applications will become more collaborative, and none of the mentioned languages provides an efficient access control model and/or mechanism to define and implement a combination of different access control models for a single Web application. The developer should be able to define a set of access control models for a single Web application such that each access control model enforces a certain authorization requirement for a set of controlled objects.

### 1.3 Problem Statement

I use the following example, with the assumption that a standard RBAC mechanism is controlling access to individual pages, to illustrate the problem of manually implementing a fine-grained role-based access control approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Homepage</th>
<th>Medical History</th>
<th>Mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/js10">www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/js10</a></td>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/br1">www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/br1</a></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas08</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/d11">www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/d11</a></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I consider a simple student table (shown in Table 1.1) that contains each users’ username, homepage, medical history, and mark. If the access control policy states that the
administrator can edit all the students’ information except their mark, and that a teacher can edit each student mark, see (but not edit) the information related to username, and homepage, and cannot see the medical history, the developer needs to define two tables and put them into two different pages, because of the coarse granularity of the existing access control mechanism. However, such an approach leads to duplicated code. Instead the developer can employ a fine-grained approach, by hard-coding the access control checks around fine-grained components (in this case, the table’s header, rows, and columns). The following high-level pseudo code illustrates how such an implementation could look.

```java
page example1 {
  table {
    tableHeader {"User name", "Homepage", "Medical History"}
    if (currentUser.role == admin) {
      for (u in User) {
        row {edit(u.username), edit(u.url), edit(u.medHistory), text("***")}
      }
    } else if (currentUser.role == teacher) {
      for (u in User) {
        row {text(u.username), text(u.url), text("***"), edit(u.mark)}
      }
    }
  }
}
```

Listing 1.1: Hard Coded Fine-Grained Role-Based Access Control

This very simple example illustrates on a high level the flexibility of hard-coding access control policies. However, if also shows that as the number of roles grows, more and more embedded access control checks need to be inserted to achieve a fine-grained access control approach.

Moreover, let us go beyond the notion of tables, and consider all elements inside the pages. As in the previous example, the access control checks could cover any element such as the header of a page or a sentence inside a paragraph. In this case, as the following high-level pseudo code shows, the embedded fine-grained role-based access control could be used to enforce the desirable policy. It should be clear from the code that the developer needs to do more hard-coding to enforce the access control on more fine-grained elements. This is not a desirable approach as it leads to problems such as poor maintainability and reliability, code duplication, etc.

```java
page example2 {
  if (currentUser.role == admin) {
    header {This is the header of a page seen by the admin}
  }
  text("This is a sentence that could be seen by everyone.")
  if (currentUser.role == teacher) {
```

...
The following points reflect the research problems in the area of access control and Web applications, which is addressed in this research.

1. The lack of efficient declarative fine-grained access control approaches [79, 119, 85] in the domain of web application engineering.

2. The granularity of access control code over the web application code, in particular, the enforcement of access control concerns on a fine level of granularity [119, 9].

3. The lack of validation and verification mechanisms for fine-grained access control models and their mechanisms, with respect to both, interval consistency and integration with the target application.

4. An efficient access control model and mechanism for the social and collaborative Web.

Research Questions

From the problems identified above I can now derive four specific research questions that will be answered in the reminder of the thesis.

Research Question 1: What are the advantages of providing an abstract fine-grained access control modelling mechanism to the developer?

One efficient way to dealing with distributed fine-grained access control code is to use an approach with a higher level of abstraction, compared to the available mainstream languages that support DAC, MAC, or RBAC [119, 9]. Then, instead of writing scattered access control code, code generation techniques could be used to generate and merge it with the rest of the application. This solution provides three main advantages to the developer:

Productivity: The developer just needs to define the access control on a high level of abstraction and the required access control checks will be generated automatically.
Maintainability: The abstract approach that enables the developer to define the fine-grained role-based access control makes it possible to change the access control in one point, and the required change will be generated and merged with the application code.

Reliability: The validation and verification of the access control component becomes easier, as the developer uses a more abstract and compact notation to define and enforce the security policy.

Research Question 2: What are the notions of fine-grained access control models independently of their implementation approach?

In the existing literature, the notion of fine-grained access control refers only to models that can control access to fine-granular objects but where the policies themselves remain coarse-grained, and thus lack flexibility. For example, a number of studies [156, 113] discuss fine-granular access control in the context of databases in terms of the table structure (i.e., columns, rows, etc.), while others [95, 154] discuss it in the context of XML and the hierarchical structure of XML documents. Therefore the challenge here is to define a fine-grained access control based on the access control domain terminologies and not the context of the programming languages.

Research Question 3: What elements need to be considered during the validation and verification phase of a fine-grained access control model and its mechanism?

Access control as a software component needs to be semantically verified [158]. Recent studies [163] have shown that although verifying the access control model is essential, validating and verifying the model on its own is not enough. Any access control is defined to cover a set of objects in an application. Therefore, the validation and verification mechanism should also take into account the target application as well as the access control model.

Research Question 4: What are the benefits and constraints of the fine-grained access control models and their mechanisms?

Access control models are the important part of the security component of the system. They are build on the top of other elements such as authentication, and themselves become the foundation of the other part of the security components such as monitoring and provenance. Therefore it is very important to investigate the benefits and weaknesses of our fine-grained access control model.
1.4 Research Contributions

In answering the research questions above, this thesis makes the following research contributions:

- **Fine-grained Access Control Modelling:** To address the first two research questions, I provide a set of fine-grained access control models for the Web application domain that enforces a separation of concerns between application and access control model at the right abstraction level. Therefore the developer can define the access control model based on the context of the access control models. Moreover, the developer can define a set of fine-grained access control models on a single Web application.

- **Validation and Verification Mechanism:** To tackle the third research question, I provide a novel validation and verification mechanism to check the correctness, completeness, and sufficiency of the model and the application via using an SMT solver and developer defined criteria. We also introduce the concept of *dead authorisation code* that could occur of a fine-grained access control mechanism, and show how we can check for dead authorisation code.

- **Code Generation Mechanism:** Our fine-grained access control model is implemented as an extension to a domain-specific language, WebDSL [83]. During this process I highlighted a set of benefits and constraints.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The thesis is structured as follows:

**Chapter 2 (Background and Related Work):** This chapter provides a literature review on access control models, mechanisms, and their granularity. Moreover, it discusses the code generation domain and gives an overview of the underlying language, WebDSL.

**Chapter 3 (Syntax and Semantics of \( \Phi \) models):** This chapter first gives an overview look on \( \Phi \) models and the Web application core semantics. Then, it provides a discussion on the concept behind coverage checks and controlled objects. Furthermore, it discusses the syntax and semantics of access and authorisation management models that can be defined by \( \Phi \).

**Chapter 4 (Compilation of \( \Phi \) Models):** This chapter discusses in details about the \( \Phi \) architecture and its integration to a Web programming language, WebDSL.
Chapter 5 (Case Studies and Evaluation): First this chapter shows two cases studies that are motivated based on the direction of this research. Furthermore, it focuses on the findings and evaluation outcomes of the fine-grained access control model and the set of case studies.

Chapter 6 (Conclusions and Future Work): This chapter first give a summary of this research and an overview of the set of contributions of this research. Then it discusses my future work and publications as an outcome of this research.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This research focuses on design and implementation of a declarative fine-grained policy language in the domain of Web applications. The aim of this policy language is to give the developer the ability to define a set of fine-grained access control and authorisation management models. As an outcome, it provides a declarative environment by extending a domain specific base language, WebDSL.

This chapter presents an overview of the prior work in the following four foundations that shaped the direction of this research:

**Access Control and Authorisation Models:** In the first part of this chapter I discuss the three main access control models and a set of authorization models that were introduced in the last four decades.

**Development Mechanisms:** I then discuss the development mechanisms related to these models in terms of language, data base, and the available testing techniques. At the end of this section I discuss the shortcomings of these approaches.

**WebDSL:** At the end I focus on the WebDSL language itself and its compiler elements and architecture. I also discuss how developers can extend this language by defining new syntax (using SDF) and transformation rules (using Stratego/XT).

2.1 Access Control and Management Models

This part of the thesis discusses the following two foundations of the security domain:

**Access Control:** Access control models are used to define a set of policies for a software system to enforce a set of rights to fulfil the security concerns.
Authorisation Management: During the system run-time a set of users need to assign the defined rights to the other users in the system. As the system becomes more complex this authorisation management may become a main concern.

In this section, I first introduce three main access control models and then in Section 2.1.2 I discuss different types of authorisation management systems and their related architecture.

2.1.1 Access Control Models

Data protection is essential for all multi-user systems and as such also for Web applications [66, 105, 97]. As Bishop [48] showed before, the data protection should be against violation of data confidentiality (i.e., unauthorised disclosure) and data integrity (i.e., improper modifications), and always provide access to authorized users. The process of protecting the access to the controlled data objects of the system is called access control [81, 31, 123]. There is a difference between an access control model and its mechanism. An access control model specifies a set of authorization rights, e.g., by means of rules; however, the access control mechanism is the actual implementation of the access control model in the system.

Discretionary Access Control

The first class of access control models discussed here is called discretionary access control (DAC) models [140]. DAC is based on authorization rights, meaning that both the identity of a requester and the data the user wants to access and operate on, are checked against the defined policy, which states what a requester is allowed or not allowed to do [140].

The access control matrix by Lampson et al. [89, 140] is generally considered to be the first access control model; it was introduced and illustrated in the context of operating systems. Access matrixes can be used to implement DAC models. As Table 2.1 shows, the access matrix consists of a two-dimensional table that simply represents the allowed operation relations between the users (i.e., subjects) and the available data (i.e., objects) of the system, such as files and directories [89, 140]. This access relation, which states which subject can operate on which object, is granted and maintained by an administrator [140]. As the access matrix represents the explicit access relation between each individual subject and object, it grows very large very quickly, but remains sparse as most subjects remain unrelated to most objects [140]. Even though solutions like authorization tables, access control lists (ACL) or capability lists are used to store access rights of the non-empty cells only [140], the data structures used in these approaches are still large, as they still store explicit access relations between each of the individual subjects and the objects they want to operate on. This also leads to a complex authorization management [140]. The main drawback of any discretionary access control mechanism such as access matrix
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is that they are unable to enforce any sort of control of the flow of information from the process that is operating on behalf of the user [140]. This allows "Trojan Horse" processes to leak information [108].

Table 2.1: An example of an access control matrix [140]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>File 1</th>
<th>File 2</th>
<th>File 3</th>
<th>Program 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann</td>
<td>own, read, write</td>
<td>read, write</td>
<td>execute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>read</td>
<td></td>
<td>read, write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>read</td>
<td></td>
<td>execute, read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mandatory Access Control

The second class of access control models discussed here is called mandatory access controls (MAC) [130]. Among MAC models the most widely used access policy is the multi-level security policy model, which is based on subject and object classifications, as presented in the systems by Samarati et al.[140] and Osborn et al. [130]. In such an access control model, the subject, on the behalf of users, actively requests to access the object [140]. Note that the subject entity in MAC is different from the authorized subject in DAC; in MAC the subject is the process which is trying to access the object on the behalf of user, not the user herself as in DAC [140]. Therefore MAC can control indirect accesses created by executed processes [140]. There are different types of mandatory access control models such as lattice based approaches [65, 141]. However, I focus on the two most wide-spread types of mandatory policies, confidentiality-based [38] and integrity-based [57] mandatory access control.

In confidentiality-based mandatory access control data confidentiality is achieved by two principles, which were first proposed by Bell and LaPadula [38]. They are concisely
summarized as "no-read-up" and "no-write-down". By applying these two principles any information flow from higher security levels to the lower ones will be prevented [140].

Figure 2.1 shows an example. Each subject and each object is defined with a confidentiality level, from top secret over secret and classified down to unclassified. As Figure 2.1 shows, "no-read-up" means that subject of the system can have read access to an object only if the subject has higher (or dominant) access class than the object [140]. The "no-write-down" principle, as Figure 2.1 shows, means that the subject can have write access to an object if the object’s access level dominates the subject’s access level. Therefore, as Figure 2.1 shows, by using a dominance relation from high security levels to lower ones (top secret → secret, etc.) and the "no-read-up" and, "no-write-down" principles I achieve data confidentiality in the system, in the sense that the information can flow only from the lower security levels to the upper and more dominant ones. Note that in the mandatory data confidentiality model, when a subject belongs to a lower security level, it has less reading access rights, but it is not less privileged in general [140].

The integrity element could be added to MAC. Biba [47] proposed a dual policy (also called the Biba Model), which controls the flow of information and prevents indirect information modifications by the subject [140]. As Figure 2.2 shows, the classification of integrity levels (crucial, important, unknown) and dominance flow is similar to the confidentiality model (see Figure 2.1). However, the read and write accesses have the opposite direction, compared to the confidentiality model. For achieving integrity the read access must follow a "no-read-down" rule, meaning a subject can read the object if it has a lower integrity level than the object (see Figure 2.2). Also, the subject can write to the object if it has higher integrity level than the object (see Figure 2.2). Therefore, integrity is achieved if these two principles ("no-read-down" and "no-write-up") exist in a mandatory access control system.

Finally, in a system that needs to enforce both confidentiality and integrity of the data, two sets of access classes need to exist [140] at the same time, the security access classes and the integrity access classes.
Role-Based Access Control

The third access control model class discussed here is role-based access control (RBAC) which belongs to the "grouping privileges" access control class [140]. In this class of access control models, privileges are collected based on common aspects, and then authorizations are assigned to these collections [140]. The advantage of using grouping privilege based access control models (such as RBAC), compared to DAC or MAC models, is that this class the access control factors out similarities, and so handles changes in the system better, which leads to easier authorization management [140]. The first work in this class was by Baldwin [36], who introduced the notion of name protection domain (NPD), which simplified the security management, by stating the set of all privileges that need to exist to do each task in the system (i.e., the grouping privileges). Then, the groups were assigned to each user based on the required policy. Here I focus on the most recognisable access control model in this class, RBAC; I ignore other models in the grouping privileges class, because our approach is based on RBAC.

RBAC is the most widely researched [15, 85] and used [15] access control since its introduction by Kuhn and Gerraiolo in 1992 [71]. RBAC is used in many domains, such as operating systems [70], Web security and related technologies [132, 73, 40, 147, 169, 152], distributed systems [64, 168], databases [44, 45] and embedded systems [115]. There are also a number of tools and languages that support RBAC [74, 85, 61, 55].

Simply speaking, the RBAC concept uses the notion of "role" as the central authorisation mechanism [140, 71, 15]. Intuitively, a role is an abstract representation of a group of subjects that are allowed to perform the same operations on the same objects. This has also been formalized as a (formal) concept using concept lattices [142]. As Figure 2.3 shows, the objects (i.e., accessible shared data) in the system are assigned to the authorized roles and the subjects (i.e., users) need to identify themselves to acquire these roles to access and operate on the objects. For example, a school system can use teacher and student roles to represent the authorization rights of the teachers and students. The role teacher could be associated with two permitted operations (reading and writing on the mark object) while the subjects associated with the student role can just see their own mark. In this example, if a user, has an authorization right to be a teacher, can mark the student, and if a user has the student authorization right, can see the mark. This highlights the main advantage of using RBAC over DAC and MAC models: because RBAC uses the concept of "role", it fits more naturally to the organizational structure [140], which leads to an easier design and development of the access control mechanism. The third advantage is based on the fact that in an organization the roles are changing less frequently than the users, so that using the role as a central authorization element decreases the maintenance cost and administrative tasks [58], as shown in a recent survey [129].
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Users (i.e., subjects) and permissions (i.e., the relation between the operations and objects) can be assigned to one or many roles [72, 71].

There have been many early proposals for defining RBAC elements [31, 98, 112, 131, 144], however, RBAC was standardized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001 [72], and an update to the standard is soon to be released [15]. The rest of this section related to RBAC is based on the NIST RBAC standard [72], which divides RBAC into four levels that each build on the previous. I will describe each of these levels in one of the following subsections. In each subsection, an example and overview of the implementation requirements for each level are also given.

Flat RBAC

Flat RBAC, as the base level of RBAC, defines the minimal requirements for an RBAC approach as an access control part of the authorization mechanisms of a system [72]. Figure 2.4 shows its elements and Table 2.2 shows its functional capabilities. The central element is the role, and users and permissions (i.e., relations between the data and operations) have one-to-many or many-to-many relations to roles [72]. In addition to this, the user has to be able to review (but not necessary change) the assigned roles and to use a number of permissions from multiple roles simultaneously [72].

A very simple example of the flat RBAC would be a system that has teacher and student as roles, and reading or writing of student marks as permissions, as sketched above.
In the following, I assume that, the application’s business logic, authentication, and data model exist. In order to introduce a flat RBAC mechanism there are three abstraction levels that I need to examine:

**Developer:** The developer needs to define and implement five components. First, the notion of role needs to be defined in the data model. Second, the part of the data model that represents the users of the system must be extended (e.g., by a one-to-many inheritance relation), so that the roles can be assigned to and stored for each user. Third, the users’ sessions must be extended, so the users can activate a sub-set of their assigned roles in their sessions. Fourth, access restriction to each object and its related operation need to be defined in terms of required authorization rights. Fifth, the authorization management system should be implemented, so the administrator of the system can access it for the access control related activities (e.g., role assignment).

**Administration:** The administrator should be able to add, delete, and edit the roles. The administrator should also be able to assign any permission (i.e., object and its related operation) to a role and then assign the role to any subject (i.e., user).

**User:** The user (i.e., subject) should be able to identify herself to the system (through an existing authentication mechanism), select and activate a subset of the roles assigned by the administrator, and acquire the related permissions.

Table 2.2: Different Levels of Role Based Access Control [140]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>RBAC Functional Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat RBAC</td>
<td>1. Must allow users to acquire permissions through roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Must support many-to-many user-role assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Must support many-to-many permission-role assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Must support user-role assignment review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Use permissions of multiple roles simultaneously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical RBAC</td>
<td>Flat RBAC +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Must support role hierarchy (partial order).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Level 2a</strong> Requires support for arbitrary hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Level 2b</strong> Requires support for limited hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constrained RBAC</td>
<td>Hierarchical RBAC +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Must enforce separation of duties (SOD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Level 3a</strong> Requires support for arbitrary hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Level 3b</strong> Requires support for limited hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric RBAC</td>
<td>Constrained RBAC +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Must support permission-role review with performance effectively comparable to user-role review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Level 4a</strong> Requires support for arbitrary hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. <strong>Level 4b</strong> Denotes support for limited hierarchies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hierarchical RBAC

The second level of RBAC, hierarchical RBAC, is built on top of flat RBAC [72]. Figure 2.5 shows its elements and Table 2.2 shows its functional capabilities. Hierarchical RBAC adds the notion of role hierarchy to the role notion of the system. The role hierarchy component could be of type arbitrary or limited [72]. By using the limited hierarchy means, the model can assign a set of authorization rights to a part of the roles’ hierarchy [140].

I expand the example given in the previous subsection to hierarchical RBAC, by adding two elements, a supervisor role and an inheritance relation between the supervisor role and the teacher role. In this case, the supervisor inherits the rights given to the teacher role but can have, in addition, further rights, e.g., the authorization to access for reading each student’s medical history who is under supervision.

I can now formulate the requirements of adding a hierarchical RBAC mechanism to the system, in the same terms as before.

**Developer:** The developer should be able to change the role data model in such a way that the instances of the role in the data model could inherit from another role.

**Administration:** The administrator should be able to add, delete, and edit the inheritance relation between the roles.

**User:** The user should be able to activate a role and the permissions of the inherited roles will be granted to the user automatically.

Constrained RBAC

The third level of RBAC, constrained RBAC, is built on the second RBAC level, hierarchical RBAC [72]. Figure 2.6 shows its elements and Table 2.2 shows its functional capabilities. Constrained RBAC introduces an access control element called separation of duties (SOD) [72] on role hierarchies and user-role assignments. SOD is motivated by one of the main design principles of access control, namely that improper data modification
is not desirable and must thus be prevented. If a user of an access-controlled system is able to modify the data improperly, then the administrator has assigned a number of conflicting components (e.g., roles) to the user. The term conflict components in an access control model means the components that should not be used together. As an example consider the teacher and student roles in a school. Only the teacher should be able to mark the students. Therefore it is not desirable to assign these two conflicting roles to the same user, so that the user could mark himself. Therefore there is a need to separate these conflicting components by separating their duties. The separation of the duties of conflicting elements can be defined using the SOD component of RBAC [140].

Similarly, too many authorization rights might also result in improper data modification. Therefore, overall, SOD can be used to divide the rights among the subjects based on the constraints and/or conflicts that might exist among the roles [72]. The SOD concept itself originated in the data-integrity domain, to stop improper behavior of the subjects [140]; however, this is outside the scope of this research, for more details see [53, 140].

![Figure 2.6: Constrained Role Based Access Control Model with static SOD][72]

In constrained RBAC there is also a distinction between static and dynamic SOD:

**Static SOD:** As shown in Figure 2.6, static SOD affects the allowed role hierarchies and user assignments. Static SOD enforces on the user-role assignments that if two roles always create a security conflict, then these roles cannot be assigned to the same subject at any given time. For example, consider the teacher and student roles. Normally, a student submits her work and a teacher marks it. In this case if a subject (i.e., user) has both authorization rights, can submit and edit own mark, which is prohibited. This can be modelled by a static SOD constraints.

**Dynamic SOD:** As Figure 2.7 shows, dynamic SOD affects each user session. After user authentication, the system creates a session for the user. Dynamic SOD enforces the separation of authorization rights within each user session. For example, consider the policy that states a subject cannot be the examiner of a student that, the subject is supervising. In this case, there must be a dynamic SOD between the roles supervisor and examiner, but only if the student is being supervised needs to be examined. In all other circumstances, there is no conflict between the supervisor...
and examiner roles. These types of constraints are determined during the user’s session, as they cannot be determined with static checks.

![Constraint Role Based Access Control Model with dynamic SOD](image)

Figure 2.7: Constraint Role Based Access Control Model with dynamic SOD [72]

The difference this notion of separation of duties can make in terms of developing and using such an RBAC system, compared to the previous levels, is to introduce static and dynamic checks on the conflict roles. These checks make sure that the conflicting roles do not get assigned to the users. In case of static SOD, the administrator cannot assign conflicted roles to the same subject. In the case of dynamic SOD the administrator can assign both roles to a user but the user cannot activate both conflicted roles in one session.

**Symmetric RBAC**

The fourth level of RBAC, symmetric RBAC, is built on the third RBAC level, hierarchical RBAC [72]. Figure 2.8 shows its elements and Table 2.2 shows its functional capabilities. In this level the notion of separation of duty constraints extended to constrain permission assignments as well. Therefore, in this level, conflicting permissions cannot be assigned to the same role [72].

![Symmetric Role Based Access Control Model](image)

Figure 2.8: Symmetric Role Based Access Control Model [72]
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As in constrained RBAC, the SOD at this level is divided into two types, static and dynamic. The element that is added is the permission assignment. The following explains these two aspects of the symmetric RBAC:

**Static SOD:** As in the previous level, constraints that always create conflicts between permission-role assignments need to be separated such that under no circumstances conflicted permissions would be assigned to the same role. For example, creating and deleting of a bank account should not be possible for any user at the same time. Therefore the creating and deleting permissions cannot be assigned to the same role. Therefore, at this level, the negative permissions are specified, separated and assigned to different roles.

**Dynamic SOD:** Here the user session is taken into account again, such that if two permissions are conflicting only when they are used together, then these two permissions could be assigned to a role but they cannot be acquired together during any user’s session. For an example consider a policy that states *a teacher cannot be the second marker of an exam if the teacher marked the papers for the first time.* Therefore, clearly in this case during the user session, if the teacher attempts to mark the papers then cannot use the same role to give the mark for the second time. The interesting point here is that the conflict is not on two different permissions but on the same permission that relates to the role teacher. Therefore, if a user uses the teacher role for a course to mark the papers, cannot use this role again in the same session to mark the papers for the second time.

In terms of development, the developer can define the static SOD during the development of the system. However, because of the dynamic nature of the dynamic SOD in Symmetric RBAC the developer should provide a feature for the administrator to define and edit the conflicts between the permissions during run-time.

### 2.1.2 Authorization Management Mechanisms and Architectures

So far I have introduced the three main access control models. After the deployment of such models the administrators need to assign the authorization relations to the users and the objects of the system. The administrative tasks become complex as the system becomes more distributed and more widely shared. Web applications (and their data) are naturally distributed and shared among the Internet users. Therefore, it is necessary to check the authorization management domain.

Authorization management refers to different parts of the system that help the administrator to do the authorization assignments to the users. In this subsection we first find out the administrative authorization elements for the defined access control models.
Then, I inspect a number of research attempts to check the architectural elements of the different access control models.

**Administrative Authorization Mechanisms**

Based on the description of the different access control models, the following list points out the administrative authorization elements and tasks for each access control model:

**DAC:** As Section 2.1.1 showed, at the core of the DAC model is a list in which each element is a triple of \((u, op, obj)\) where \(u\) represents the user, \(op\) refers to a list of allowed operations and \(obj\) is the controlled object. Therefore the administrative job is to assign these relations for each user that wants to operate on an object of the system. The mechanism that enables the administrators to do so could be implemented via three input lists (i.e., users, operations, objects) or as an editable table similar to the access control matrix (shown in Figure 2.1).

**MAC:** During system run-time the administrator of a MAC mechanism needs to assign a set of confidentiality or integrity labels to the users and objects of the system. Then the access control predicates will guard the objects based on these labels and their types (i.e., confidentiality or integrity). These types are defined by the developer, and based on them the access control mechanism enforces the information flow as shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2. The administrative mechanism can thus consist of three lists of users, labels, and objects, in which the administrators will assign the labels to the users and the objects.

**RBAC:** The NIST RBAC has four different levels, each with access control elements. I already discussed the administrative jobs in the previous section.

**Administrative Authorization Architectures**

Authorization assignment is a difficult task in collaborative systems with distributed users [64]. Its complexity might lead the administrators to unwillingly create security breaches within the system by assigning incorrect or inconsistent authorization rights. This part of the thesis focuses on a set of approaches that tackle this problem by providing an authorization management system on the top of the access control mechanisms. I categorize these architectures based on their authorizing access control mechanisms.

**Discretionary Management Model**

This section focuses on two authorization management architectures, Akenti [157] and PRIMA [118] that are based on DAC. Both were introduced and used [125, 164, 39] over the last decade.
**Akenti**: Akenti [157] is a certificate-based authorization service that makes access decisions within a system with distributed resources based on a set of user-defined certificates. I categorize authorization management in Akenti as a DAC and group based approach, because in this architecture a resource has a set of stakeholders; and these users define/edit the certificates that lead to access for an authorized user of the system. Therefore overall the Akenti policy engine collects all the certificates for a user and resource and then verifies if the user can access the resource.

![Figure 2.9: Akenti Authorization Model](image)

**Authorization Model.** As Figure 2.9 shows, the user uses the resource gateway to access to the resources. The stakeholders define the access constraints as a set of signed certificates. Each certificate presents an attribute for each specific right for a resource. Then the resource gateway sends the access request to the Akenti server and the server collects all certificates required for the access, verifies the signatures, and after evaluation sends back the allowed rights for the requested resource to the resource gateway. Furthermore the gateway verifies the user against the allowed rights and, if successful, grants the access to the resource.

**Authorization Definition.** In Akenti the policies are defined in an XML format. There are three types of signed certificates in Akenti: policy certificates, use-condition certificates, and Akenti attribute certificates. The policy certificate is used for defining the authority sources for a resource. The use-condition certificates are used to define what set of attributes is required for a client to access a resource. Akenti attribute certificate are assigning the required attributes to clients to access a resource. The Akenti attribute certificate assigns attribute to users. Even though there is a DAC based authorization management, for the defined authorization rights the stakeholder can create a Boolean expression (i.e., use-condition certificate) that consists of roles, groups and system context.
**PRIMA**: I categorize PRIMA [118, 117] as a DAC-based authorization management approach because, similar to Akenti, PRIMA, an authorization management framework, gives the power to the objects’ stakeholders to define the authorization privileges. Figure 2.10 shows, the PRIMA system overview that is divided into privilege management and authorization and enforcement layers. As shown, first the resource administrators and stakeholders regulate a policy. Then, in the second step the regulated policies are abstracted from low-level, encoded using XACML [119] and sent back to the administrators [118] or system users. Then, in the third step the administrators or system users can delegate the access privileges to the system users and entities, such as agents. After this, each user of the system can activate a subset of the delegated privileges and request an access (shown as step 4 and 5 in Figure 2.10).

**Figure 2.10: PRIMA System Overview [118]**

**Policy Enforcement.** In PRIMA there are two types of policies [118]: POSIX.1E file system access control lists and Grid access control lists (see Figure 2.11). The file system access control list [153] which is available in Linux operating system allows permissions to each individual PRIMA user. For example in Figure 2.11 the POSIX ACL specifies permissions for the users *sshah* and *kafura* for the file *sim.h*. On the other hand the Grid ACLs are written in XML format and as Figure 2.11 shows can specifies the relation between the user and the allowed operations. These policies can be defined for a project or a group or a set of files in the system. Both ACL lists are part of the SlashGrid [17]
project, and Slash Grid uses the defined ACLs to enforce policies. The difference between these two ACLs is that the Grid ACL is the representation of the file ACL in XML-based format with additional features to support groups and projects related to the PRIMA users.

![Figure 2.11: POSIX ACL and Grid Access Control List][118]

**Role-Based Management Model**

In this part of the report I examine a role-based authorization management approach in a collaborative environment.

**ShareEnabler.** This system [102] provides a role-based authorization management for resource sharing for collaborative environments by using an XML-based framework. In ShareEnabler, each participant within these communities is represented as an agent. These agents are in communication with each other through the network. ShareEnabler uses as an independent entity the role notion that is widely used across different communities [102]. ShareEnabler uses the following policy specification elements within role-based originator authorization policy sets (ROA) to define a policy framework for a collaborative environment.

- **Role Policy Set:** This set presents the sharing collaboration domain of each agent. Each set is associated with capability policy set to achieve the role-capability assignment. In this work, role is specified based on subject attributes (e.g., agent_id, etc.)

- **Capability Policy Set:** In this set the actual capabilities for each assigned role is defined. This set includes two elements of *policy* and *rule* to describe actions. It also may contain references to other capability policy sets.

- **Delegation of Delegation Authority Policy Set:** Each originator of a resource issues what other trusted agents are committed to *role assignment*. These role assignment policies are references through another set named, *policySetIdReference*. 
• **Role Assignment Policy Set**: This policy set specifies the assignment relations between roles and participants (i.e., agents). Resource and action are used in the policy set to declare a relation between a role and a resource; also the issuer attribute is used to differentiate between the role assignment issuer and role issuer.

• **Root Meta Policy Set**: This set contains associates of resource originator defined policies for each resource. So this set helps policy enforcement system to locate agent’s defined policy set for each resource. For detailed discussion on these policy schemas see [102].

![Figure 2.12: ShareEnabler Architecture [103]](image)

ShareEnabler adopts the P2P information structure using SciShare [42]. Each participant is an agent that on behalf of a user uses a query to discover a resource (see Figure 2.12). Here I discuss the architectural components and their interactions through an example that were presented in [102], and illustrated in Figure 2.12. As Figure 2.12 shows, a user interacts with an agent through its GUI. GUI then invokes the search service to create a query and then sends it to its sharing group via SFL/IG port. Then, the second agent gets the ‘receive the query’ notice; and uses the access management service to get the resources based on the query. The policy enforcement point (i.e., PEP) generates an XACML and sends it to the Policy Decision Point (i.e., PDP) for the access decision. PDP then evaluate the requested query based on the defined policy for the resource by the originator of the resource. Assume that the query is unauthorised for the given user and queried resource, in this case, the PEP enforces the decision by removing the query and sends its response to the meta data sharing service (MDSS). At the end the MDSS sends back the unauthorised response message to the first agent via TLS/TCP port. Finally the first agent will send the unauthorised access to the user.
2.2 Access Control and Authorization Management Development Mechanisms

In this section I investigate two important aspects of developing access control and authorisation management models and mechanisms. First I check how the developer can use the available approaches to develop such systems. Then, I apply the testing techniques on these elements. At the end, this part discusses the shortcomings of the mentioned approaches and set the direction of this research.

2.2.1 Policy Languages

A policy language provides an environment for the developer to enforce a set of access control policies over the defined access controlled objects of the system. There are several research attempts in defining policy languages such as Tower, RCL 2000, EPAL, ASL, and PlexC. However, this part of the report discusses the two most influential policy languages, Ponder and XACML.

Ponder

Ponder is an object-oriented, typed policy language that gives the ability to the developer to define a set of declarative rule-based policies at different abstraction levels (i.e., firewall, database, and Java) for the security and management of distributed systems. This part of the report gives an overview on the policy types of the Ponder language for both access and authorisation management models, and additional features of this language.

Ponder Policies. Overall there are two sets of policies for the access and the authorisation management. For the access control the developer can define authorization, information filtering, delegation, and refrain policies. Moreover for the authorization management models the developer can define obligation policies. The following summarises these policy types, defined in Ponder specification.

Authorisation: These policies can be used for enforcing access control polices on a set of objects. Figure 2.13 shows the syntax of authorization policy that consists of the following elements:

- Policy instantiation and reuse: The keyword `inst` is used when the developer declares a new instance of a policy. Each policy is a type and can be treated as type such that a subjects of its elements can be used in other policy definitions. Ponder also allows developers to reuse policy instances via policy type definition parameterized (see Figure 2.14). The developer can then create
multiple instances from the policy type and tailor each of them for a particular environment (see Figure 2.14). Figure 2.14 shows how the policy type definition, PolicyOpsT is used in SwitchPolicyOps and routersPolicyOps policy instances such that SwitchPolicyOps is tailored for NetworkAdmins to execute their actions on Nregion/switches domain; and routersPolicyOps is tailored for QoSAdmins subjects to execute their actions on Nregion/routers domain. As it can be seen, the difference is based on the subject and the target domain.

Figure 2.14: Instance declarations from policy type definition [61]

• Positive and negative authorisations: The auth+/auth- keywords can be used for specifying when a subject can/cannot do a set of operations (i.e., actions) on the access control objects (i.e., target). Then the developer defines a policy name as a unique identifier for a policy.

• Subject: An instance of the system (e.g., agent, session, etc.) that acts on the controlled objects on the behalf of the users of the system. It can have an optional type, based on the other defined policies, such as networkAdmin. The domain-scope expression is the domain of its usage (e.g., router).

• Action: Then the developer can define a set of operations that are used in that domain, such as remove() or load() in the network domain.

• When: Moreover the optional time constraints can be used for declaring a set of constraints for the policy rules, such as time.between("0900","1700") that states the policy is effective during office hours.

Note that there is no order between the policy elements.

Information Filtering: As mentioned the positive authorisation policies let the authorised users to do a set of actions on a set of objects. Ponder allows information filtering on the action of policies. For this, the developer can use the following filtering elements within the action of a policy:

• Condition: An optional if statement can be used to put a set of attribute-based restrictions (e.g., time, date, location, etc.). For example the second filter in Figure 2.15 defines a filter that enforces a time limit (i.e., after 7 p.m.).
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Figure 2.15: Filters on positive authorisation actions [61]

- **Input/Output:** The filters transform the input and output of information. For this the developer defines input/output and their related parameter name and evaluation expression. For example in Figure 2.16 the first filter defines one input for the bandwidth (2 Mb/s) and another input for priority (3 Mb/s); and similarly for the second filter there are two input for the bandwidth and priority.

```
actionName { filter }
filter = \{ if condition \} "{ } \{ in parameterName = expression ; | out parameterName = expression ; | result = expression ; \} "{ }"
```

Figure 2.16: Information filter policy [61]

**Delegation:** Authorizations can be transferred among users. For this the developers can define delegation policies with respect to the defined authorization policies, that are effective during the system run-time. Moreover, because of the sensitivity of this action Ponder allow users to define a set of constraints for each delegation policy rule. For example the defined delegation policy, shown in Figure 2.17, declares a delegation policy `delegSwitchOps` with an association with `switchPolicyOps` such that the subject of the `switchPolicyOps` policy can transfer the defined actions (i.e., `enable()`, `disable()`) from the target domain `/Nregion/switches/typeA` to the `/DomainAdmin` within 24 hours of creation. It is important to note that the actual delegation mechanism is not derived from these policies.

```
inst auth+ filter1 { 
    subject /Agroup +/Bygroup ;
    target USASTaff -/Ngroup ;
    action VideoConf(BW, Priority)
    \{ in BW=2 ; in Priority=3 ; \} // default filter
    if (time.after("1900")) \{ in BW=3 ; in Priority = 1 ; \}
}
```

Figure 2.17: A Delegation Policy in Ponder [61]

**Refrain Policies:** To enforce a negative authorisation on the subjects performing operations, the developer can define a set of refrain policies. The syntax of this policy type is the same as negative authorisation policies. For example, the shown refrain policy in Figure 2.18, states that test engineers must not use the disclose operation on the TestResults and send any information to analysts and developers when testing is not finished (i.e., in progress).

```
inst deleg+ (switchPolicyOps) delegSwitchOps { 
    grantee /DomainAdmin ;
    target /Nregion/switches/typeA ;
    action enable(), disable();
    valid time.duration(24) ;
}
```

Figure 2.18: A Refrain Policy in Ponder [61]
Obligation: For restricting the run-time authorisation management functionalities, the developer can define obligation policies.

An obligation policy consists of the following elements:

- **Policy instantiation**: Similar to the authorisation policy, the obligation policy instantiating is defined by the keyword `inst`, followed by the policy name.

- **Trigger Event**: This is a definition of an event that invokes the policy. For this the developer should define the event after the keyword `on`. For example in Figure 2.20, the policy is triggered after a user fails to login to the system three consecutive times.

- **subject and target**: It has the same meaning and use, as in authorisation policies.

- **do**: The developer can then define a set of action lists, separated by `->` as the consequence of the triggered event. For example, the obligation policy in Figure 2.20 shows that the access of the user who failed to login is disabled and then logs the `userid` to the `security admin` object.
XACML

One of the most well known policy language is XACML, that is a XML-based language, which got standardised by OASIS\(^1\).

Recently a few number of researchers have been carried out to turn the XACML policies, which have XML-based format, into a formalised representation \([121]\) for further constructive analysis. Since 2003, XACML has three standard versions, in which the last version (version 3.0) was introduced in 2010 \([5]\). Moreover, a number of tools, such as VDM++ \([74]\), were used to help the developers to define XACML-based policies. This part of the report gives an overview on the syntax and architecture of this language.

XACML is enforcing access on the resources on the Web and shows how the Web applications can access these resources through the provided Web services. As Figure 2.22 shows, the XACML’s work flow starts when a request is sent by an application from a resource. The developer defines two things with an XACML, first a set of capabilities in which defines how a Web service should act based on the Web applications requests; and second a set of policy expressions, that define the access rights to enforce authorizations on a set of resources \([5]\).

XACML is based on the following elements:

**Policy Expressions:** XACML is a policy language, so before the developer defines the behaviour of the policy enforcement and decision points, can define a set of policy expressions. In XACML, a policy is based on the following elements:

---

\(^1\)OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standard). Check https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/xacml
• **Target:** This expresses the required capabilities for the requester to access a resource. Each target consists of *subjects, action, resources, environments, and conditions*.

• **Rules:** For each target a set of rules is defined. Each rule contains the predicates for the access control decision that either permits or denies a request. The permit and deny are parts of the *effect* concept that is available in each access control decision.

• **Algorithm:** Based on the fact that, policies consist of a set of rules and these rules could permit or deny an access, a set of rules could create a set of conflicts. To define the overall decision when there is a conflict between policy expressions, the developer can define an algorithm, so in case of a conflict the final decision is made based on this algorithm.

**Policy Set:** XACML allows developers to group a set of policies into a *policySet* and an algorithm for making the final decisions in case of conflicts within the rules of the contained policies. Each policy set can also contain a target that matches with the requester. Note that this matching happens *before* matching the requester to the included policy targets.

**Policy Enforcement Point:** After a request by an application, the resource access request is created by policy enforcement point (PEP). PEP can be presented by different forms [5] such as a Web server or an agent. Therefore, as E. Rissanen highlighted in [5], all the request responses are converted in a canonical form.

**Policy Decision Point:** This element makes the following authorisation decisions by matching the values of the request to the values from retrieved policies.

- **Permit/Deny:** The access request is permitted/denied.
- **Not Applicable:** No defined policy can be find to be applied (i.e., matched) to the request.
- **Intermediate:** In the case of PDP cannot evaluate the request based on a missing attribute.

Here I first check its architecture and then the security elements that can be used and defined by XACML.

**Architecture Overview.** As Figure 2.22 shows, after a subject requested to access a resource, the decision is being made based on the policy enforcement point (PEP), policy decision point (PDP) and other related elements in the system. PEP formulates the subject request and then sends that to the PDP. The formula is based on \((S, R, OP, \text{ and } P)\) where \(S\) is the subject, \(R\) is the resource, \(OP\) is the operation set that \(S\) wants to perform, and \(P\) is the purpose of the access. This authorisation decision (i.e., permit,
deny, or not applicable) will be send back to the PEP based on the defined applicable policies (written in XACML).

Policy Language Model. The policy language model consists of rule, policy and policy set main elements.

Rule. The simplest policy element is rule [32] and to make them exchangeable within the actors of the system, I need to encapsulate them within a policy. The rules get evaluated based on their contents:

- **Target**: This element makes a rule a logical expression that must be evaluated based on the requests (as illustrated in Listing 2.1). If the rule does not have the target node, the rule will be considered as a policy.

  In Listing 2.1, subjects represents the users, resources represents the data, actions represents the operations, and environments represents the required policy of the system. This rule will be applied to a request if the following predicate will be true: (predicate1 OR predicate2) OR (predicate3) OR (predicate4) OR (predicate5). Note that for each group the structure of the nodes will affect the predicates. For example, if predicate1 and predicate2 were under one subject tag, their related predicates will be predicate1 AND predicate2.

  The other attributes that can be used within the rule descriptions are effect, condition, and obligations. The effect is used by the rule’s write to indicate that the rule should Permit or prohibit when the rule is evaluated to true. The optional condition attribute is used for attaching additional
predicates to the rule; and obligation attribute is used to state what must be carried out before and after the access grant, such as destroying the provided information after a month.

**Policy.** The policy administration point (PAP) combines rules within a policy. Each policy has the following elements:

- **Target:** For a policy, the target specifies on what set of conditions a set of requests apply.
- **Rule-combining algorithm:** A policy consists of a number of rules and rule-combined algorithms. These rules in the policy state how the evaluation of these contained rules will be combined.
- **Obligation expressions:** When the PDP evaluates a policy, if the policy has obligation expressions, the PDP will transform them into obligations and send those obligations to PEP.

**Policy set and its elements.** Policies can be gathered into a policy set. Similar to a policy, a policy set has also target, Rule-combining algorithm and obligation expressions.


2.2.2 Database Approaches

Classically access control and fine-granularity of an access control, and their challenges involving extending relational databases to support classical access control models [45], were discussed in terms of the database and extending their related query-based languages [29]. On one hand, this research is based on Web application domain. In this domain, the users of the system do not use query-base languages to interact with the database directly, and as A. Roichman and E. Gudes pointed out in [137], to the database, every user is a server-side super user, that tries to interact with the database. On the other hand, it is important to have an overview look on the domain of fine-granularity of access control and the database to understand how fine-granularity of access control where enforced in the context of database domain. This part of the report, gives an overall view on the following two main types of query approaches in enforcing fine-grained access control in relational databases.

Query Modification Approaches

Truman Models: R. Agrawal et al. in [29] named this category of query modification Truman models, in which each user of the system has a restricted view of the full database. In these models a parametrized authorization view is created by the database admin is created for each user of the system that covers all the relations within the database. Therefore, during the run-time of the system, the user’s query is modified based on the parametrized views of each relations within the query; and plugged in run-time values (e.g., userID, time, etc.) I present the first presented query modification approach, and a current influential approach of this type.

- First approach: The first query modification approach, to enforce fine-granularity of access control, was presented by Michael Stonebraker and Engene Wang [155]. They defined an access control system that is based on a query modification algorithm that gets the query from the user and then modify the query based on the access rights of the user. Therefore the user view is a subset of the overall view of the database that is based on the user’s rights. For example, if John has the rights to only retrieve information about his salary, and he sends a query indicating he wants to read all the salaries (Select * from User.salary), the query modifier, based on John’s access rights, automatically adds a conjunctive expression (where User.username == "John"). Therefore the query response only discloses John’s salary to John. Note that, this approach were presented four decades ago based on the INTEGRS system, and this part, for adequacy, used SQL to give an example.

- Oracle Virtual Private Database: This is the only main stream approach in defining fine-grained access control for the relational database within the
row level. In this approach the admin writes a set of security policies for each table in the database using an extended version of SQL, PL/SQL [20]. These functions are applied for SQL-based data manipulation approaches (i.e., SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE). Moreover, it supports application context in which the decision on each user is made by the application based on the user’s attributes (e.g., userID). These attributes are saved by the application context during the sessions of each user after his/her authentication. Oracle provides customised views to each user based on his/her access control rights by attaching a where clause predicates to the user’s query. For the full details on the concept behind Oracle database architecture, please refer to [20].

- Weaknesses: As R. Agrawal pointed out in [29], the issue related to Oracle’s VPD and other Truman-based models are based on the fact that, user’s queries are modified which leads to inconsistencies based on the retrieved data from database and user’s original query; that overall leaks to misleading responses. For example, if a user wants to see the average of all the marks in the class, but because of his/her access rights, gets only the average marks as a result.

Non-Truman Models: In these models, the user’s query is first validated, if it passes the authorization validation, the query is executed normally, and it is rejected if it does not passes the test. This part gives an overview to two influential approaches in this domain introduced by Motro et al. [127] and Rizvi et al. [29].

- Algebraic manipulation of view definitions: In this method [127], the administrator is using conjunctive relational calculus to define views to describe the access permissions. Therefore the database related access control is based on these views and a subset of these views are granted to each user of the system. Then, for each user’s query the system checks the definitions of views for the user (i.e., named mask); and the query result from the database without the views (i.e., named answer). Then the answer is applied to the mask to be provided to the user. Unlike Truman based approaches, to avoid misleading answers, this approach provides a statement regarding to the provided data. However this approach is more suitable compare to prior approaches, the main issue is that its not a complete approach. It only handles conjunctive query/views and does not support aggregate functions. Also it lacks extendibility description to support disjunction or aggregation.
• **Extending query rewriting:** This approach was presented by Rizvi et al. [29], that tried to cover the limitations on mentioned query rewriting techniques, by using a validity test mechanism for each query. In this model, the access control is defined based on parametrized authorization views, similar to [127]. Here, first the developer defines a *SQL view* definition with *attribute-based* parameters (e.g., userID, time, etc.) are created for each access control policy. Each of these parametrized authorization views validates each user’s query. Unlike [127] because of the use of SQL views, the database admin does not need to encode these views with a separate language (relational calculus in case of [127]). Also because of supporting the transparent querying in this model, the user defines a query based on the database relations, and can be answered based on the defined authorization views. In this model, the queries can be validated *conditionally* or *unconditionally*. When the user writes a query \( P \), the mechanism of this model writes a query \( P' \) based on the user rights. If both results are the same answer the query \( P \) is unconditionally valid through all the database states. For example, if the user writes a query based on retrieving a mark, and his/her authorization views also only allows the user to see his/her mark, then this query is *unconditional*. Moreover, if the query is valid *only* on a state of a DB then the query is *conditionally* valid. For example, if the view states that the user can check the average mark of any class with more than 15 students, however the user defines a query \( q \) that checks for the average marks of a class with five students, then this query is *conditional* because it depends on the database state. In this mode, the conditional validity of each query is handled by *inference rules* that are implemented as a part of the query optimizer. To check different types of inference rules with their related algorithm refer to [29].

### 2.2.3 Automated Policy Testing

In the previous section I discussed different approaches to define and implement access control policies. Regardless of the development mechanism it is crucial to test these policies during the development and running of the system. During the development of a system, defined access control models, manually or mechanically, become a set of policies that will guard a set of controlled objects throughout the application; and therefore by testing these elements the efficiency of the defined models can be guaranteed. As a whole, testing the security elements of the system could be based on the following two points of views [166]:

**Penetration Testing:** In this case the testers need to attack the system based on different techniques and check for the system vulnerabilities, such as session hijacking [60], SQL injection [109, 33], and/or cross-site scripting [86].
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Policy Testing: In this category the testers manually or mechanically test the model and/or its derived policies based on different perspectives [120, 126, 122, 124, 166, 133, 107, 106].

In this thesis the focus is on policy testing. Moreover, I am interested in fully automated testing, to design and implement an automated testing mechanism within the language environment. In this case the developers can benefit from this mechanism during the development of their model. The rest this part focuses on a number of automated tests generation techniques that were introduced over the recent years.

Model-based Approaches

Model-based testing is focusing on checking the efficiency of the test objectives, and their automated or semi-automated case generation [149]. In this part of the report I discuss a number of recent approaches in this domain.

Xu et al. [166] focused on detecting errors in the handwritten policies, that are derived from a set of RBAC rules, by using an automated model-based testing technique. In this study an access rule is a 5-tuple of role, object, actions (i.e., operations), contexts (i.e., access predicates), and permissions. They studied the following four characteristics in an access control policy:

Consistency: A set of rules is consistent where there are no conflicts within any two rules in this set. In this study two rules are conflicting when they have different permission rights (i.e., permission or prohibition) and the union of their contexts with conjunction connector is true. For example the following two rules are conflicting:

\[(\text{student,thesis,submission,weekDays,permission}),
(\text{student,thesis,submission,true,prohibition})\].

Non-redundancy: A set of rules are non-redundant when there is no two rules in the set that share the same role, object, action and a context in one rule subsumes the context in the second rule.

Completeness: A set of rules are complete when there is at least one rule for each role, object, activity and context. The incompleteness rules are detected based on the following algorithm:

- **Authorization Types**: First they extend the authorization types with the additional undefined (no defined authorization) element that states a set of role, activity, object does not have an authorization definition.

- **Additional Rules**: For each undefined set of role, object, and activity a rule is created with the context true, and authorization type undefined. Also the
type undefined is added to a set of consistent rules where their union of their negation contexts with disjunction connector implies to true. Then if these additional rules do not create inconsistency and redundancy the overall set of defined rules are in fact incomplete.

**Test Model Construction.** They automatically derive their test cases from access rules based on role-based partitioning. For this, they divide the access control model (a set of access control rules) into a number of subset. Each subset represents a role and its related activities. Then a PrT Net is constructed for each subset. PrT Nets are high-level petri nets, a formal method technique for system verification and modelling [80]. PrT Net can be represented in terms of logical formulas and therefore they are used for checking the correctness of the defined policies. The PrT Nets get constructed based on permission and prohibition authorization rights; and then PrT Nets composition, based on a role and its related activities. For more information on PrT Net construction algorithms see [166].

**Test Model Analysis.** For this, they create an initial marking for the test models (PrT Nets) based on data (i.e., activities) and configuration (i.e., contexts) tests. Then they analyze the test models based on verifying transition and state reachability, and model simulation. Each transition in constructed PrT Nets (test models) is representing an access control rule under an involved action and condition; and therefore should be accessible from the defined initial state. Also, if a state is known for its reachability but the verification declares it is unreachable or vice versa, then either the test model (PrT Net) or its initial state defined incorrectly. Moreover, they provide a simulation mechanism for analyzing the test models in terms of the behavior of the test models.

**Generation of test cases and their executable code.** They are using MISTA [11] to generate a set of test cases from the test model based on a set of criteria such as reachability tree coverage, in which, each edge in the graph is covered by a test case. The generated test cases have the tree structure so each test case is a path from the defined initial node to a leaf. The automated test cases need to transform into executable test code for the System Under Test (SUT). First they create a Model-Implementation Mapping (MIM) description based on elements in the test model (represented in PrT Nets) into related constructs in the SUT. Then they create the Model-Implemented Description, which consists of the test model and MIM. Finally they use SUT to automatically generate model-level tests.

**Approach Efficiency.** They evaluated their approach based on library management system (LMS) and auction management system (AMS) as a case study and used mutation testing to check the fault detection capability. For each case study they used the generated test cases against the hand-written fault injections.

Pretschner et al. [133] introduced a model based technique for testing the access control requirements based on generating test target and generation procedure evaluation. They
considered a scenario where the accesses control implementation done manually. So in this case they want to check if the hand-written implementation reflects the defined access control model. This system consists of the following elements:

**Access Control Model:** They considered the access control model that consists of roles, permissions, and context hierarchies.

**Combinatorial Testing:** This technique [82] is used (i.e., using paired and related access control elements) to generate test targets with and without access control policy dependency:

- **Without the policy:** In this case the generated test targets are only take the access control information into consideration; and therefore the combinatorial testing will be fully applied on all the roles, permissions, and contexts and their related hierarchies. Then the random instantiation testing construct picks a random element from the gathered set.

- **Policy Dependent:** In this case, the test targets are generated from the access control policies that were implemented based on access control rules. For this, for each access rule they take the triple of role, policy and context name into consideration. Then, they generate the test targets based on all the combinations of all roles, policies, and context nodes that are below the considered nodes. Moreover because an access control rule can be either permission or prohibition they give the possibility to the tester to choose the nodes that do or do not conform to the node. For example, as Figure 2.23 shows, a rule consists of role $r$, permission $p$, and context $p$ (i.e., shown in tick border boxes) in the overall hierarchies. Now the tester wants to define a test in which a set of roles are different from $r$, a set of permission that derive from $p$, and a set of context that does not apply to $c$. Then in this case all these combinations will be used to generate test targets.

Then, same as first case, they choose random instances for each role, permission and context. Moreover for non-prohibitive instances, combinatorial testing considers respective instances.

**Concrete Test Cases.** The generated target tests are not executable and therefore they need to transform into executable code by considering the business logic of the target application. For this step, they claim that except the Java code the rest is generated.

### 2.3 WebDSL

Web application development typically requires a large amount of duplicated and boiler plate code that reduces the development efficiency. Moreover, in the Web application
domain, different technologies are merged together to build an application. For example, a very simple web-based library system could be written using languages such as HTML, XML, CSS, JavaScript, and MySQL; to be deployed on the server. This web application requires five different languages to be used together to make it working. These languages are changing rapidly and new functionalities often are added to them. Due to these reasons and the fact that software systems are getting more complex, I need a more abstract and generative web application development mechanism. To choose a suitable mechanism, I look into six modern Web frameworks based on the following criteria:

**Open Source:** It is essential for my research that, the chosen mechanism is extendible. So these frameworks are checked on being an open source project. As Table 2.3 shows, all the chosen frameworks are open source projects.

**Supports authentication:** As mentioned in Section 1.1, access control elements of an application, are built on the top of the authentication element, and therefore, it is essential for the framework to support authentication. As can be seen in Table 2.3, all the frameworks do support authentication.

**Coarse-grained access control:** It is important to see if the framework supports any type of coarse-grained access control model (i.e., DAC, MAC, or RBAC). As shown in Table 2.3, WebDSL is the only framework that supports DAC, MAC and RBAC.

**Authorisation Management Modelling:** Authorization management mechanism refers to a set of functionalities for the admin of the system to manage the rights of the users of the system. Therefore, it is important for the Web application mechanism to support modelling of such mechanisms. As Table 2.3 shows, none of the chosen frameworks do support authorisation management modelling.

**Documentation:** Each framework provides a set of functionalities for the developer. To extend these functionalities the framework needs to be documented, such that it
Table 2.3: Comparisons between modern Web Frameworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication Support</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse-Grained Access Control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (DAC, MAC, and RBAC)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (roles)</td>
<td>Yes (roles, groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization Management Modelling</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal DSL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can be used by the developers who extend the framework. As Table 2.3 shows, all the chosen frameworks are fully documented.

**Support Internal DSLs:** This research wants to provide the developer a declarative and fine-grained policy language by extending a Web development mechanism. Moreover, the developer’s defined models, will be validated and verified by the policy language during its compile time. Therefore, it is essential that the framework provides the ability for the developer, to be extended internally, by a DSL. By this way, the developer is able to design and implement the desired syntax definition and code transformation and validation and verification functionalities. As Table 2.3 shows, all the selected frameworks provide internal DSL functionalities for the developers.

Based on the above-mentioned characteristics, WebDSL, Grails, and Django satisfy all of them but WebDSL is the only framework that supports coarse-grained access control for DAC, MAC, and RBAC. Therefore, among these technologies, I choose WebDSL, an open-source domain specific language for creating dynamic web application with rich data models [83, 84, 160, 162]. WebDSL also allows the developer to declaratively define different types of access controls (DAC, MAC, RBAC) using access rules.

The aim of this section is to give an overview of the WebDSL language with a focus on the language components and its compiler.

### 2.3.1 WebDSL Language Layers

WebDSL consists of a number of sub-languages [91] that are linked together in a pipeline manner. The pipeline, as shown in Figure 2.24, has a top-down transformation direction
which means that the higher language layers are compiled down their subsequent lower
layer. For example in Figure 2.24 the specified access control code will generate code in
the Base WebDSL, which in turn will generate code in Core WebDSL. In WebDSL the
structured code is considered as a model [91], and there are different types of generation
mechanisms that are used in the WebDSL pipeline.

![WebDSL Pipeline Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.24: WebDSL language layers**

According to Hemel et al. [91], the pipeline approach has a number of advantages:

**Easy Extension:** Extending WebDSL is easy, as the compiler is structured as a pipeline,
and the extension component could as well transform to its lower layer without
interfering with the other components.

**Improved and Simplified Error Handling and Analysis:** The modularity transformation mechanism in WebDSL’s compiler happens incrementally. For example, as
discussed in [91] (see Figure 2.25) different types are linked together and create a
transformation pipeline. Therefore in this figure, the type checking strategy can be
also added to the WebDSL-to-Seam transformation function. This type checking
is context sensitive and can check global to local variables. For instance, it can
check the whole application, or a page inside an application, depends on where
they are used within the transformation functions. These checks can be extended
and used throughout the other part of transformation functions as well. Therefore
in WebDSL, it provides an efficient mechanism for implementing which has better
error handling and analysing mechanisms, while transforming.

**Less Complex Transformations:** From the time the developer writes a WebDSL pro-
gram, a large number of steps are used to transform WebDSL code to the target
code. Therefore, I avoid relying on a single complex transformation step, and WebDSL compiler breaks the transformation into simpler steps, which leads to less complex transformation rules.

I now provide an explanation for each part of the language based on the pipeline structure. For each part, except WebDSL core, I will provide an example using WebDSL source code.

Core WebDSL

The overall WebDSL compiler task is to desugar all higher layers to core WebDSL and then to transform the core components to the Java-based web application. The core components of WebDSL are core data model and core user interface. WebDSL programmer cannot use these components, directly in their programs, but their presence, as an intermediate representation, makes the transformation easier, by acting as a middle ground between WebDSL and the target code [91]. Therefore, the core data model and user interface structures are close to the Java structure, and the data model and user interface written in WebDSL will be desugared into these core modules.

Base WebDSL

The Base WebDSL layer consists of two main components: data model and user interface. WebDSL programmers can use these components directly to define their web application. In the data model the developer defines the data model structure that is later transformed to SQL tables. The user interface describes the pages and the elements allowed inside the pages. By just using the base WebDSL, the developer can already define a web application and deploy it on the server. This part of the report describes the data model and user interface components of WebDSL.
As shown in Listing 2.2, the data-model in WebDSL specifies the application’s entities and their properties. Properties are holding a name and its type. The different types of the properties are:

**Value Types:** In addition to the basic data types (e.g., float, int, etc.), WebDSL also includes some domain-specific data types such as URL. Value types are indicated by :: between the property name and its type, for example `username :: String`.

**Set Types** By using the Set constructor, I am indicating that the property holds the set of instances of the base type or entity. For example in Listing 2.2 at line three, I am stating that the courses property of the student entity holds the instances of a set of courses.

**Composite Association:** By using <> between the property name and its type, the developer defines a composite association type. In this type, the property owns the associated object. For example, the property `marks <> Set<Mark>` inside a student entity indicates that the student owns a set of the entity marks that were given to him/her.

**Referential Association:** By using of → between the property name and its type, the developer defines a referential association type. In this type, the property owns the associated object. For example, the property `myTutor -> Teacher` inside a student entity indicates that the property myTutor holds an instance of the teacher entity, this means, each student has a tutor of type teacher.

**Annotations on Types:** There are also a number of annotations that are used for types, in particular name for using the property instance as the display name of the entity (see line two of Listing 2.2) and inverse to create the inverse relation between two properties of two entities.

Note that the two association types are very similar, but the difference is that in a composite association, if the referrer instance is deleted, all the instances owned by the referrer will be deleted too. This does not apply for the referential association. There is also a derived functionality that can automatically derive CRUD (i.e., create, read, update, delete) pages for an entity.

```
entity Student {
  studentID :: String (name)
  courses    -> Set<Course>
  myTutor    -> Teacher
  marks      <> Set<Mark> (inverse=Mark.student)
}
```

Listing 2.2: Student entity
WebDSL provides a data validation mechanism to enforce the required validation checks on the data model. The developer can use this to define the provided validation checks on the properties of the entities. For example, as Listing 2.3 shows, the isUnique() validation check will display an error to the user if the chosen username is already taken.

```java
entity User {
  username : String (id, validate(isUnique(), "Username is taken"))
}
```

Listing 2.3: Data validation in WebDSL

In WebDSL, the user interface belongs to pages and components inside the pages (i.e., form, group, section, table, etc.) Moreover the pages can be defined using the following code: define page pagename(). For example the developer can define an empty page name blog by writing define page blog().

As any other language, the user interface presents and collects the data on the web application's pages. The layout of the data presentation on the page could be structured with the available mark up components such as group. Manipulating the data is also possible with the form, action and the control of the navigation. These components also can be embedded in other presentation components such as table.

Action code in WebDSL described using expression and available statements in WebDSL, such as literals and operators [22]. The following Listing 2.4 shows the viewUser page which uses different page elements such as form, group, and table. For structuring the pages in WebDSL, each page can have a number of groups and forms. The table consists of rows and columns, for example in the following code the first row of the table indicate its columns names, and the rest of the rows are outputs based on the each user information. It also shows the use of an imported CSS style file (see line three of Listing 2.4) for the page.

```java
define page viewUser() {
  header("View All Users Information")
  includeCSS("style2.css")
  form{
    group("University Related Information"){
      table{
        row{column(output("User Name"))} column(output("Password"))
        column(output("University Id")) column(output("DSSE ID"))
        column(output("Uni Tel")) column(output("Uni Email"))
        column(output("Joined date"))
      }
      for (u: User){
        row{ column(output(u.userName)) column(output(u.password))
          column(output(u.uniID)) column(output(u.dsseID))
          column(output(u.uniTel)) column(output(u.uniEmail))
          column(output(u.joinedDate))
      }
    }
  }
}
```
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Listing 2.4: User interface in WebDSL RBAC

Note that the Java and Ajax source code could be used inside a page in WebDSL. However, this aspect of WebDSL is out of the scope of our research. For more information, see [22].

Access Control in WebDSL

This part of the report presents the components that are related directly or indirectly to the access control part of WebDSL. These components are discussed in detail as they are directly related to our research. Also at the end of this part, I discuss WebDSL’s approach towards fine-grained access control and explain why I choose a different approach rather than WebDSL.

As shown in the WebDSL pipeline, the access control components are built on the top of base WebDSL, therefore the code written on this level will be transformed to the base WebDSL during compile-time.

In order to deploy any access control policy, an authentication mechanism needs to exist. WebDSL provides the notion of principal which is used to define the credentials on which authentication is based. For example, as Listing 2.5 shows (taken from [22]), the credentials that are used for authentication are the name and password of the user entity. However, this is not enough for developing an authentication mechanism in WebDSL, because WebDSL, so far, does not present a specific notion for authentication but it provides a template, through its website, that could be used as an off-shelf component [22].

Note that the result of the defined credentials is a session entity that holds each user’s session after the authentication. The general idea of the access control component in WebDSL is based on the notion of access rules for page and template accesses, and on preventing the links to be shown if they refer to inaccessible pages/templates. For example, as the code in Listing 2.5 shows (taken from [22]), the access rule restricts the access if the user wants to access an editUser page which is not hers. Please note that the access rules are defined separately from the page or template definitions, which are later imported into the main web application module.

Listing 2.5: Code snippet for access control in WebDSL

```java
//Defining authentication credentials
principal is User with credentials username, password

//One access rule for a page
access control rules
rule page editUser(u:User) {
  // Rule code
}
```
Listing 2.5: Defining authentication credentials and an access rule for a page

Different access rules could be used to define the three basic access control policies DAC, MAC, and RBAC. The following discussions shows how RBAC can be defined in WebDSL and if the control is fine-grained enough.

The first elements I need to define are the data models for the RBAC components, such as roles. The data model should contain the following elements:

- **Role**: The entity `role` needs to be defined for holding the role names and the users related to each role, as shown in Listing 2.6.

- **User Role relation**: In the role entity I define that each role is related to a set of users. Now I need to define that each user can have many roles, based on the role’s name and the user they are assigned to. For this reason, I extend the entity `User` to obtain this relation, as shown in Listing 2.6.

- **Active Roles**: After the administrator assigned a number of roles to the user, the user needs to activate these roles. Moreover, the system should know which roles are active in each user’s session. For this reason, I extend the entity session `securityContext` to hold a set of roles activated by the user, as shown in Listing 2.6.

Listing 2.6: Defining Role entity and extending User entity and securityContext

```java
// Entity Role
entity Role {
    name :: String (name)
    users -> Set<User>
}

// Extending User entity
extend entity User {
    roles -> Set<Role> (inverse=Role.users)
}

// Adding activatedRoles to the user's session
extend session securityContext {
    activatedRoles -> Set<Role>
}
```
Note that, the session entity securityContext is automatically derived from the principal notion that I defined for each user authentication (i.e., username and password).

After defining the RBAC data model, I need to define which access checks are required to access a resource such as a page. Note that as soon as the developer uses the principal and authentication mechanism, the default setting for each page turns to Deny Access. For this reason I need to define point cuts to set the initial accessing requirement to true, as shown in Listing 2.7.

```java
pointcut openPages() {
    page root(*)
    // point cuts to the other pages
    // could be added here.
}
rule pointcut openPages() {true}
```

Listing 2.7: Point cuts for initial access setting on the pages of the web application

After defining the data model and initial access setting, I need to define a mechanism for checking the resources, based on the user’s activated roles. As shown in Listing 2.8, I use a function that iterates over the user’s activated roles list and determines if the user has the role(s) required to use that resource. The result of the function is either true (i.e., grant access to the resource) or false (i.e., deny access to the resource). For example, the following code shows if any resource is based on the studentFunc function (such as viewStudent page in Listing 2.9), then the user needs to have a student role to access it.

```java
function studentFunc(activatedRolesSet : Set<Role>) : Bool
2 { var activatedRoles := activatedRolesSet.list();
    for (activatedRole : Role in activatedRolesList) {
        if (studentViewPage(activatedRole)) {
            return true; //Grant Access
        }
    }
    return false; //Deny Access
}
predicate studentViewPage(r :Role){
    r == student_role
}
```

Listing 2.8: Student function in WebDSL

Next, I need to define the access control access rules for each page or template. As shown in the Listing 2.9, for the page viewStudent I are passing the activated roles from the user to the studentFunc (see Listing 2.8). In this case, the user needs to have the student role to
access the page. In the following code, line four, I am granting full access to the about page.

```java
rule page viewStudent(*) {
    studentFunc(securityContext.activatedRoles)
}
rule page about(*) { true }
```

Listing 2.9: An example of access rules on pages and templates

After discussing how I can define the RBAC in WebDSL, I now examine the limitations of this approach in terms of access control and fine-granularity. As I have seen above, the access rules are on the pages and templates; recently this has been applied to actions as well. This results in nested rules, which according to the WebDSL creators is not desirable [22]. On WebDSL’s website these nested rules are referred to fine-grained access control; however I do not consider these nested rule functionalities to be "fine-grained" because they ignore the underlying data model where the fine-grained components, actually are defined (i.e., properties of entities). In our point of view, there is a difference between putting access on the components of the page (i.e., WebDSL approach) and putting the access control on the page where the fine-grained instances are (our approach). Please note that, although I do not refer to their approach as fine-grained access control, I will generate these nested functionalities in our future work to put the access rules on the desired fine-grained components.

Finally, in our opinion, the WebDSL approach is not abstract enough, in the sense that the notion of RBAC needs to be defined based on the steps discussed. It is more desirable to bring the abstraction close to the RBAC definitions.

### 2.3.2 Extending WebDSL

This part gives an overview on two essential elements, syntax definition and code transformation, for extending WebDSL [162]. WebDSL has been built using syntax definition formalism (SDF) [90] for syntax definition purposes, and Stratego [50] for code transformation functionalities. This section explains these two elements.

**Syntax Definition**

After gathering the domain knowledge, the first step for developing a DSL is to define the syntax and semantic features of the language. There are a wide range of languages to define the syntax of the languages such as DMS [37], Antlr [116], and Syntax Definition Formalism (SDF) [90, 161, 159]. Based on the fact that I am using WebDSL as a host language of our approach, I chose SDF and its related toolset to describe common aspects behind defining syntax for a language.
Syntax Definition Formalism

SDF [90, 161] is declarative, modular, class-free formalism language for defining arbitrary context-free grammars. The aim of the SDF definition is to define a set of strings, abstract syntax trees (AST) and the relations between them [90]. The language developer can construct a set of SDF definitions based on the following elements:

**Sorts:** Each sort consists of non-terminal and domain names that will be used in other part of the syntax definitions.

**Lexical Syntax:** The lexical syntax definition describes the low structure of the programming language based on a set of production rules. Each production is a definition of symbol and has the `symbol* -> symbol {attribute*}` structure [90] where the symbol on the right hand side defined based on an arbitrary list of left hand side symbols; and the following list of attributes could be applied to the production to avoid the lexical ambiguities:

- **left, right, non-assoc, assoc:** Productions can be overlapped with themselves. These associative attributes can be used to define different associativity types.
- **prefer:** To define priority between a rule and its other derivatives, the developer can use prefer attribute to say to the parser to choose the branch that derived from prefer attribute compared to the other ambiguous branches with no prefer attribute.
- **reject:** This can be used for defining a difference between two context-free operators.

**Context-Free Syntax:** Concrete and abstract syntactic structure of a language are described by context-free productions. As the following code shows, Listing 2.10, the left hand side represents the syntax structure and the right hand side represents the rule constructor name for that rule.

```plaintext
exports
  sorts ComWord Comment
lexical syntax
    | \ t\n  | \ n\t\n+/+ \n\t| \n\t/\+ -> ComWord
context-free syntax
  */* ComWord+ */* -> Comment
    Comment -> LAYOUT
context-free restrictions
  LAYOUT? ~-> | \ t\n
```
SDF2 Toolset: This part of the report discusses the required SDF tools to construct parse table and signature files from the developer’s defined SDF definitions.

- **pack-sdf:** The first step the developer needs for a set of defined SDF definitions is to pack all of them into a single SDF definition using pack-sdf tool.
- **sdf2table:** Then the developer needs to create a parse table based on the packed SDF file. This table enables the parser (e.g., SGLR parser) to parse the language and construct an AST based on the defined grammar.
- **sdf2rtg and rtg2sig:** For creating a signature file, the developer needs to use sdf2rtg and rtg2sig tools. The signature file is used during the parsing step to validate the expressions.

Code Transformation

Any programming language requires a code generator to transform the written source code [59]. There are various code generators such as Coccinelle [104], TXL [114], ASF+SDF [159], RASCAL [110], and Stratego/XT [50]. However because of the direction of this research I focus on the Staratego/XT code generator as it is used within WebDSL compiler. Moreover, I focus on Stratego/XT as the code generator for the WebDSL language.

Stratego/XT

This part of the thesis discusses Stratego/XT as a language and as a code transformer in the WebDSL compiler.

The input of a Stratego transformation, is the abstract syntax tree (AST) generated from the parser, and the output is list(s) of AST(s) based on the stage of transformation (i.e., WebDSL, Java, XML, etc.). Moreover, Stratego can be used to apply the transformation to any models with an abstract syntax definition. Stratego code consists of rewrite rules and strategies. Conceptually, there is no difference between these two and both are used for code transformation based on a set of conditions, but they are syntactically different. Here, I just discuss rewrite rules; for more information on strategies please refer to [50].

The rewrite rules in Stratego have the following structure:

\[ R : Pattern1 \rightarrow Pattern2 \text{ where Conditions}^* \]  (2.1)
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In the above rewrite rule, \( R \) is a name of the rule, which is used for invoking the rule. \( \text{Pattern1} \) is a match term used against the terms inside the AST. \( \text{Conditions}^* \) is a sequence of conditions. I can use \textit{with} instead of where, when I want all the conditions to be true before the transformation occurs. \( \text{Pattern2} \) is a built term, that is a term which was transformed based on the matched term (\( \text{Pattern1} \)) and the condition set, \( \text{Conditions}^* \).

Stratego also provides the functionality of using \textit{concrete syntax} for the built term. This means, the patterns can be written using the actual syntax of the respective languages (e.g., Java, WebDSL, etc.). This is helpful because the Stratego programmer does not need to take care of \textit{annotations} and the internal \textit{grammatical structure} of the code \( [50] \). If the programmer just uses the target code, as a built term, I achieve \textit{static transformation}. It is static because the target code does not contain any dynamic component (i.e., variable, function, etc.). However, Stratego also allows us to use \textit{meta variables} inside the concrete syntax fragments \( [50] \), as shown in the following Listing 2.11.

```plaintext
| tableHeader : X \rightarrow code-to-emit := webdsl*[
|     var headString : List<String> := [e_headerNames*]
|     row{ for (hdr: String in headString) {column{output (hdr)} } }
|     ]]
| where
|     e_headerNames* := <map(getHeaderNames)\(X\)
```

Listing 2.11: Using Concrete Syntax

Meta-variable as shown in the above code (i.e., \( e\_\text{headerNames}^* \)) is a component that holds a value that can be passed inside the target code. By using meta-variables the transformation also contains a dynamic component (value of the meta-variable) that can be calculated during the transformation. The concrete syntax code is located between \( |...| \), and \textit{code-to-emit} is a variable that holds this concrete syntax fragment, and is used somewhere else as a part of a bigger code fragment. Additional transformations can be applied to the generated code, which makes it possible to have the separation of concerns, and divide the code generation steps into number of steps based on the required concerns inside the compiler.

Let us now explain different transformation types that are used in the pipeline and written with Stratego, which can be summarised as \textit{semantic analysis}, \textit{syntactic normalisation}, and \textit{generative derive mechanisms}.

**Semantic Analysis**

Stratego provides us with \textit{static semantic constraints}. The constraints related to these models are valid syntactically but are not valid based on the overall model, for example
invalid entity call. Therefore the generator needs another separate type checking stage, from the normal type checking, to check these constraints. The information gathered at this stage is also used for other stages, as a context information, for the rest of the model-to-model transformation [91].

Stratego supports context sensitive local-to-global transformation for type checking. In this transformation the type information is distributed from the identifier to the required locations inside the AST [50, 91]. These types of transformation could be written in Stratego by using dynamic rewrite rules. In this type of rewrite rule, a definition of new rewrite rule is possible during the run time.

In Listing 2.12 (taken from [91]), the rewrite rule typecheck-variable checks the abstract syntax Var(x) as a match term and uses the dynamic rule type during the runtime to evaluate the type of x and attach it to the terms as an annotation. If the type check call fails, then the declaration for x is missing and the rule fails with an error message.

```plaintext
|typecheck-variable : Var(x) -> Var(x){Type(t)}
   where
   if not(t := <TypeOf> x) then typecheck-error (|"Undeclared Variable ",x," referenced")
   end
```

Listing 2.12: Type checking

The Stratego supports the scope mechanism and the dynamic rules could be used for fragment of the code, because they could be defined based on the limited scope.

**Syntactic Normalization**

**Syntactic normalization** or desugaring, gives the ability to the compiler developer to define a new language construct that compactly represents functionality already provided by the base language. local-to-local and local-to-global transformation rules are required for these types of new construct.

In **local-to-local transformation**, the match fragment replaces with target code fragment without providing any other code fragments as a result, such as shown in Listing 2.13 (taken from [91]). In this code multiple arguments inside the text list will transform to a single argument by decomposing (See Line 2) the first element and taking the first element of the list repeatedly (See Line 6).

```plaintext
| NormalizeSyntax :
  || text(e1,e2,e*){} elem*|| -> || text(e1) text(e2,e*){} elem*||
| NormalizeSyntax :
  || for (x : srt in e1) order by e2){elem*}|| ->
```
The local-to-global rewrite rule, rewrites the local element but provides a fragment that should be placed somewhere else inside the model (AST code) \cite{91}. As Listing 2.14 (taken from \cite{91}) shows, the list of blogs returned back to the user based on the data in a reverse chronological order.

\begin{verbatim}
| e.title for (e : BlogEntry in b.entries) where e.created > date
   order by e.created desc |}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 2.14: Requiring list of Blog

The Listing 2.15 (taken from \cite{91}) shows the required transformation for the Listing 2.14. The lift rewrite rule in Listing 2.15 generates a global function ($x_{func}$) in which the call to the generated function sits instead of the expression ($arg^*$). The free variables passed to the emit-webdsl-dec rule which stores the new defined function inside a dynamic rule. These separated fragments of emitted code will be merged together, during the merge-emitted-decs generator stage \cite{91}.

\begin{verbatim}
lift : || [e for (x: srt in e2 where e3 order by e4)] || -> || x_fun(arg^*) ||
where x_fun := <newname>
   ; free-vars := <collect-free-vars> (e, e2, e3, e4)
   ; param* := <map(build-param)> free-vars
   ; arg* := <map(build-arg)> free-vars
   ;<emit-webdsl-dec> ||
globals {
   function x_fun(param*) : List<srt> {
      var y : List<srt> := [];
      for (x: srt in e2 where e3 order by e4) { y.add(e); }
      return y;
   }
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 2.15: Local-to-global syntactic normalization
Generative Derive Mechanisms

Generators can be invoked for defining functionalities based on generative abstractions. For example, in a create page based on the property type the input instance is created. For instance, a text box for string properties.

As Listing 2.16 shows (taken from [91]), type of the expression is derived based on each input type. There is also a rule for derive output. For more information on generative abstractions refer to [91].

```
DeriveInput :
|| input(e) {} || \rightarrow
|| select (s: srt, Select, e) ||
where SimpleSort(srt) := <get-type> e
    ; <defined-entity> SimpleSort(srt)

DeriveOutput :
|| output(e) {} || \rightarrow || navigate(x_view(e)) { text(e.name) } ||
where SimpleSort(s) := <get-type> e
    ; <defined-entity> SimpleSort(s)
    ; x_view := <view-page-for-entity> s
```

Listing 2.16: Generative Derive Mechanisms

2.4 Characteristic Requirements

In the previous section I showed why WebDSL was chosen among other Web development mechanisms, however this mechanism is not fine-grained in terms of security policies, separation of concerns, and does not support any validation and verification mechanism for their coarse-grained policies.

By considering these shortcomings, this section gathers the overall characteristic requirements of the fine-grained policy language that will be built to satisfy the direction of this research. The characteristics are as following:

**Context-free and Declarative Language:** By looking at the policy languages defined in the last decade I see that all of them are defined with the context of the host language. For example, as shown in XACML the rules are defined within XML nodes. This adds to the complexity and readability of the language. The policy language needs to define policies declaratively regardless of the language terminology. This leads the non-developers in the security domain to use the language as well as the developers. In this case the security properties defined in plain natural language could be easily translate to the policy language.
Support for different granularity levels: The language should support access control and authorization management mechanisms for the objects of the system in different granularity levels. I want to give the ability to the developer to define models to put authorization on fine-grained to coarse-grained objects. I do not want to restrict the developers to define models for a certain granular level.

Separation of Concerns: It is very important the defined models by the language do not merge with the business logic of the application during the development of the Web application. I would like to provide the environment separated form the business logic.

Validation and verification Mechanism: The compiler of the DSL needs to validate and verify the defined access control and authorization management policies during the compile time. For this, I need to adopt a formal verification technique to translate the defined policies into a logical format and test the properties of the defined model. Moreover, I need to validate the target language as well. These properties are largely missing in the domain of the access control and authorization management modelling.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, I investigated the research background and related domains to this research. In the first section, I presented three main access control models, discretionary-, mandatory-, and role-based access control and discussed their structures. Then, I showed the authorisation management elements during the run-time of the system. Moreover, I study the access control and authorisation management mechanisms in the area of languages, database approaches and validation and verification techniques.

After that, I investigated different factors of six frameworks. I found that among those frameworks WebDSL was the only framework that supports coarse-grained access control for DAC, MAC, and RBAC. For this reason, WebDSL was chosen to be extended to support declarative- and fine-grained access control policies. It is important to note that, WebDSL, itself, does not support fine-grained access and authorisation management policies during its development phase, and validation and verification mechanism, for its defined coarse-grained policies, during its compilation phase. These shortcomings of WebDSL were highlighted as requirements for my research. Finally, for extending WebDSL, I studied its compiler structure for syntax definition and code transformation. WebDSL uses SDF and Stratego for defining its syntax and transformation functions. These languages will be used in this research to extend the WebDSL to support declarative- and fine-grained policy language.
Chapter 3

Syntax and Semantics of Φ Models

3.1 Introduction

This research develops Φ, a declarative and fine-grained policy language for the Web application domain. By using Φ, the developer can declaratively define a set of fine-grained access control models together with sufficiency checks, and authorisation management models. Φ’s declarative approach gives developer the ability to spend less time developing a set of access control models and focus on what they want them to do, while the compiler knows how to implement the mechanisms. The following principles were considered in the process of the designing the Φ language:

**Domain-specificity:** The developer should be able to define the access control model based on access control terminologies (e.g., SOD relations, confidentiality labels, etc.), instead of using programming language terminologies (e.g., class, function, method, etc.).

**Granularity and Flexibility:** A Web application consists of a number of a elements that have different granularity levels. For example, a Web application can have a coarse-grained element such as a page that consists of more fine-grained items such as the **username** that is presented in a cell of a table, or a template call that consists of an XML hierarchy of the instances of the data model. Therefore, an access control must provide an environment to support both coarse and fine-grained objects and their relations to their components and the other objects. Moreover, the concept of fine-grained access control model does not only mean an access control model that enforces authorisation on individual objects, but also it should be fine-grained by itself. This means, it should be flexible enough so that the developer can use fine-grained policies.

**Attribute Constraints:** An access control model becomes more efficient if it additionally supports constraints that are based on **user**, **data**, or **system** attributes. For
example, an access control model that supports a time attribute is more effective than the one that does not, because the developer can enforce a set of policies with additional time range (e.g., office hours) that helps the security of the system.

**Authorisation Management:** An authorisation management system (AMS) is a mechanism that displays the relations between users of the system and the defined and in-use policies; and provides an editing operation on these relations during the run-time of the system. Furthermore, these operations can be access controlled as specified by an authorisation management model (AM) that is defined by the developer of the system. For example, an AMS in a system that enforces RBAC displays and provides an editing operation on a set of relations involving users, roles, and permissions (i.e., the relation between objects and operations). However, how these operations are access controlled is based on the type of AM (i.e., DAC-, MAC-, or RBAC-Based) that is defined by the developer, and their underlying access control model. In the literature, there are various approaches that discuss access control models (both coarse and fine-grained) [140, 130, 71] regardless of how they are managed by the administrators of the system. It is clear that failing this step would be a main drawback of any access control model, because vague understanding of the AMS can lead to security leaks. Any access control model must support authorisation management based on some access control type, so that it is defined how the access control element of the system is managed during the system run-time.

**Developer Control:** The $\Phi$ compiler can verify and validate the models against the language semantics, but only the developer knows the nature and the usage context of $\Phi$ models. There must thus be a set of additional checks defined by the developers. I call these checks *coverage checks*. For example, an access control that covers 10 percent of an online forum is more appropriate than the access control that covers 80 percent of a country’s nuclear information; because in the context of an online forum 10 percent access control coverage is enough but in case of nuclear information all the information needs to be access controlled.

**Multiplicity of Approaches:** A Web application can be used for covering different aspects of an organisation and its operations which can have different access control needs; therefore it is essential for a policy language to support multiple access control models in one application. The developer can then enforce different types of access control policies for each aspect of the application. For example, in a hospital the routine management operations such as editing personnel information can be controlled by role-based policies, while the critical information about patients who need to be monitored by a nurse can be controlled with discretionary access control policies. These design decisions should be given to the developer of the Web application, to be considered during the access control development of a Web application.
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The \( \Phi \) language is implemented as an extension to the domain-specific language WebDSL. This chapter describes the concepts behind the elements of \( \Phi \) models as well as their syntax and semantics. More specifically, the current chapter describes \( \Phi \) models in terms of their meanings through semantical definition, syntax, examples, and their example transitions. Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 give the semantical meaning of a Web application without and with sessions. Then, in Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the semantics, syntax, examples of \( \Phi \)-based access control model are discussed. In Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, the semantical meaning, syntax definition with example of the \( \Phi \)-based authorization management models are given and discussed. Finally, in Section 3.8, the summary and conclusion of this chapter is provided.

This thesis uses linear temporal logic (LTL) \([51]\) to formalize \( \Phi \) models. So this part of the thesis discusses LTL, the specification language that defines the \( \Phi \) model semantics, and the standard formalisation of a Web application.

### 3.1.1 Linear Temporal Logic

In computer science, LTL is used to model the behaviour of software systems during their run-time based on the following concepts:

**Time:** LTL is a version of temporal logic that uses the notion of *time* in a linear order. Compared to classical logic, the temporal characteristic of an LTL formula is useful for expressing the logical state of an event or state that changes over the system run-time.

**Possible Worlds:** LTL defines the system behaviour as a computational path based on a set of states, such as \( S_0 \rightarrow S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \rightarrow S_1 \). This path shows how the system evolves over time. At each given moment, the system is in a logical state (a world) which holds a set of event or state of the system. The system changes over time based on different logical states (i.e., worlds). The union set of all these logical states creates all possible worlds that shows all the logical states that the system can evolve based on, over its run-time. Note that the time is linear, so that each possible world has only one successor.

**Temporal Operators:** LTL uses temporal operators to show when a set of elements of the system are held through time. The temporal operators used in this thesis are: \( \bigcirc \) (the proposition is true in next step), \( \square \) (the proposition is true in the future, i.e., in the current and all the following steps), \( \Diamond \) (sometime in the future, the proposition is true), *until* (the elements are true until another elements stays true).
3.1.2 Specification Language

This part shows the specification language to formalise the semantics of Web applications and Φ-models, in LTL [51]. Each specification can consist of the following elements as shown in Listing 3.1:

```plaintext
spec specificationName =
  sorts s1, ..., sN
  rigid op rop1; ...
  rigid op ropN;
  flexible op rop1; ...
  flexible op ropN;
  rigid pred rpdl; ...
  rigid pred rpdN
  flexible pred fpd1 ...
  flexible pred fpdN

for all n: s1, ..., m: sN;
  □ (formula1) ...
  □ (formulaN)
end
```

Listing 3.1: The LTL Specification Language

**Sorts:** A list of identifiers is declared after the `sorts` keyword constitutes the core elements of each LTL model specification (Listing 3.1 line 2). These elements can be used throughout the model to specify a set of relations and system behaviour over discrete time (see Listing 3.1 line 13-15).

**Function Symbols:** A set of identifiers are used to represent the available functionalities within the system. Each function symbol has a result of type core element. The correctness of each function symbol can be changed over time or stays true or false through all system run-time. For this, the function symbols that do not change over time are defined after the keyword `rigid` and the ones that change are defined after `flexible` keyword (see Listing 3.1 lines 4-7).

**Predicate Symbols:** An element of type predicate symbol (see Listing 3.1 rpd1 or fpd1 lines 8 to 11) holds a set of relations that are constructed based on the sorts elements. Similar to the function symbols, the `stateless` predicate symbols are defined after the `rigid` keyword, and the `state-based` predicate symbols are defined after the `flexible` keyword.

**Axioms:** The possible interpretations of both rigid and flexible function and predicate symbols are given by a number of axioms, which are universally closed LTL formula over the specification symbols. The axioms follow the declaration of the universal variables and their sorts.

**Import Mechanism:** An LTL specification can have an import mechanism in which it imports the sorts, function and predicate symbols, and axioms from another
specification. As a result, the name of the imported LTL specification must be included. For example, if the LTL specification in Listing 3.1 is importing an LTL specification with the name importedSpec, then the first line of the Listing 3.1 would be ‘spec specificationName = importedSpec then’.

### 3.1.3 Abstract Web Application Semantics

In our semantics, a Web application is modelled as a possibly infinite number of operations, that act on the Web application’s objects. Listing 3.2 provides a formalised abstract representation of a Web application without the authentication and authorisation capabilities, based on the following elements:

**Sorts:** The sorts User, Object, and Event represent the users, objects and available operations on these objects, respectively, throughout the Web application runtime. All the data manipulation operations (i.e., create, read, update, delete) are abstracted to the sort Event. The specific type of the event and its arguments are formalised by different predicates, as described below. All the operations of type Event are applied to the system’s objects (i.e., elements of sort Object) during the run-time of the system.

1. `spec WebApp
   
   sorts User, Object, Event
   
   flexible pred:
   
   createOp: Event \times Object
   readOp: Event \times Object
   updateOp: Event \times Object \times Object
   deleteOp: Event \times Object`

2. `for all e, e1, e2, e3: Event, o, o': Object;
   
   ◆ (createOp(e,o) ⇒ ◻ createOp(e,o))
   ◆ (readOp(e,o) ⇒ ◻ readOp(e,o))
   ◆ (updateOp(e,o) ⇒ ◻ updateOp(e,o))
   ◆ (deleteOp(e,o) ⇒ ◻ deleteOp(e,o))
   ◆ (deleteOp(e,o) ⇒ (¬ readOp(e1,o) ∧ ¬ updateOp(e2,o,o'))
         until create(e3,o)))`

Listing 3.2: Semantics of a Web app in the first-order temporal logic

**System behaviour:** A Web application is possibly an infinite sequence of events (i.e., data manipulation operations) on its objects. For each type of operation (create, read, update, delete), there is a corresponding predicate that holds for each event iff the event was of the same type, and has been applied to the object. These operations represent all the create, read, update, and delete events on the system’s objects. The intuition is that Xop(e,o) is true when e is an X-type event that has been occurred sometime in the past, to the object o. Hence Xop(e,o) must remain
true once it has become true. The world in which it becomes true for the first time can be considered to be the time step at which the event (operationally) happened. As Listing 3.2 shows (i.e., lines 9-14), the system behaviour/operation executions are as follows:

Create: In case of create execution of e on the object o (i.e., line 11), createOp(e,s), remains true after the operation is executed some time in the future during the system run-time.

Read: the object is read, when the read execution of e on the object o (i.e., line 12) is executed.

Update: In some future moment of the Web application run-time, after the execution of update operation, updateOp(e,o, o’) occurs, and the object o is updated by the object o’.

Delete: In some future moment, after the execution of delete operation e, on the object o, read operation e1 or update operation e2 can be applied to the object o until a second create operation e3 is applied to the object o.

3.1.4 Semantics of a Web Application with Sessions

After introducing the abstract semantics of a Web application in first-order temporal logic, I now add the concept of users’ sessions within a Web application. This concept is essential in defining the semantics of the users’ authentication and authorisation, and their interactions with the Web application. Accordingly, this part discusses the signature of a Web application with session (WebAppWithSessionSign in Listing 3.3) and its semantics (WebAppWithSession in Listing 3.4). Here, the semantical representation of a Web application with sessions is separated into a signature (i.e., WebAppWithSessionSign), and a list of axioms that specify the operational executions during system run-time (i.e., WebAppWithSession). This is because of the fact that, the signature is extended by the later semantical models; however the interpretation of CRUD operations (i.e., cexec, reexec, uexec, dexec) evolvs in the later semantics based on the new features of these models. Therefore, the WebAppWithSession only represents the Web applications with sessions without any authorisation rights, and is thus not included in the later semantics.

Signature

As Listing 3.3 shows, the signature of a Web application with sessions is an extension of WebApp (Listing 3.2), so it has all the core and behavioural characteristics of a WebApp with the additional concept of user sessions (Sort Session in Listing 3.3 line 3); and a set of flexible predicates that represent the execution of the different data manipulation operations within each session. The signature is constructed based on the following concepts:
Session Model: As shown in Listing 3.3, the core elements of the WebAppWithSessionSig are the sorts User, Object, Event (from WebApp), and Session that represents all the sessions in the system which are created for authenticated users. Each session of type Session represents a unique session of a single user of the system who is authenticated to the system. Moreover, a Web application with session must support an authentication mechanism for the system’s users. Therefore, as Listing 3.3 shows, this semantic has a rigid function user (line 5), that shows all the users of the system who are interacting with the system within their sessions of system run-time. It also contains the rigid predicate happensIn (line 6) that captures which (abstract) events happen in which sessions.

Operational Execution: For formulating the users’ interactions with the system, there is a list of "execution" predicates (line 9-12) cexec (for creating an object), rexec (for reading an object), uexec (for updating an object with a new object), and dexec (for deleting an object). These predicates are true, if and only if the user was allowed to execute the operation captured in the event on the object; when then also interpret this to mean that, the execution has been successful.

spec WebAppWithSessionSig = WebApp then

3 sorts Session

  rigid op user: Session -> User;
  rigid pred happensIn: Session x Event;

8 flexible pred:
  cexec: User x Event x Object
  rexec: User x Event x Object
  uexec: User x Event x Object x Object
  dexec: User x Event x Object

Listing 3.3: The signature of a Web app with sessions

Axioms

Listing 3.4 shows the semantics of a Web application where users interact with the system through their sessions. The description of operational semantics are as follows:

Create: The formula in line 5 states that the user u has been able to execute a create operation e, on object o, in a session s, if and only if a create operation e on object o has occurred in this session, and the session s is in fact related to the user u.

Read: Also, the formula in line 7 states, if and only if, a read operation occurs in the user u’s session, the user is able to execute a read operation e, on the object o.

Update: The formula in line 9 states the semantics of the update operation in a Web application session. It states, the user u has been able to execute the update
operation, by updating the object o with o', if and only if, the session s relates to
the user u, and update operation e, on object o has occurred.

**Delete:** Moreover, for the delete operation, as the formula in line 11 Listing webapp3
states, the user u has been able to execute the delete operation e, on object o, in
session s, if and only if, a delete operation e on object o has occurred in the session,
and the session s is related to the user u.

\[
\text{spec WebAppWithSession = WebAppWithSessionSig then}
\]

\[
\text{for all } u: \text{User}, \; e: \text{Event}, \; o,o': \text{Object} ;
\]

\[
\square (\text{exec}(u,e,o) \quad \square \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land
\text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{createOp}(e,o)))
\]

\[
\square (\text{exec}(u,e,o) \quad \square \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land
\text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{readOp}(e,o)))
\]

\[
\square (\text{exec}(u,e,o,o') \quad \square \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land
\text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{updateOp}(e,o,o')))$$

\[
\square (\text{exec}(u,e,o) \quad \square \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land
\text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{deleteOp}(e,o)))
\]

end

Listing 3.4: Semantics of a Web app with sessions in first-order temporal logic

### 3.2 ΦDAC Syntax and Semantics

This part of the thesis describes the syntax and semantics of ΦDAC models. Here the
syntax is represented in an abstract version, while the full concrete syntax definition is
presented in Appendix A. The semantics of ΦDAC is defined in LTL as an extension of a
Web application with sessions.

#### 3.2.1 ΦDAC Syntax Definition

Listing 3.5 represents the syntax definition of ΦDAC, which is based on controlled objects,
policies, policy cases, and coverage criteria, and its related authorisation management.
This part of the thesis discusses these elements, and in the following sections the concept
of coverage and authorisation management will be discussed.

**Controlled Objects**

Currently, WebDSL already supports access control on the pages and templates of the
Web application. However, I do not want to force the developer to use the Φ models
and existing access control models to declare two different types of access control models
at the same time, so these coarse-grained elements are also supported by all Φ models, including ΦDAC (see Listing 3.5). In addition, Φ models support access control for a number of fine-grained elements, as shown below:

### Statements

```
"PhiDAC" "{" ControlledObj " Policies PCases Coverage? AMS "}"
```

*ControlledObj* ::= "objects" "(" Obj "")"

*Policies* ::= "policies" "(" PPred "")"

*PCases* ::= "(" PCase "")"

Coverage ::= ...

AMS ::= ...

### Expressions

Obj ::= PageObj | TempObj | BlockObj | GroupObj | EntObj | XMLObj | PropObj

ObjOper ::= "c" | "r" | "u" | "d" | "i" ( constant )

PolSign ::= "+" | "-" | "?" ( constant )

PageObj ::= "P" "(" constant "")"

TempObj ::= "T" "(" constant "")"

BlockObj ::= "B" "(" constant "")"

GroupObj ::= "G" "(" constant "")"

EntObj ::= "E" "(" constant "")"

XMLObj ::= "X" "(" constant "")"

PropObj ::= "Pr" "(" PElems "")"

PElems ::= constant "." constant | constant "." "[" constant "]

PPred ::= UserTest

| AttTest

AttTest ::= UserAtt RelOp ( constant | DataAtt )

| DataAtt RelOp ( constant | UserAtt )

| SysAtt RelOp constant

UserTest ::= "Self" "==" UserId

UserId ::= String

UserAtt ::= "Self" "." constant

DataAtt ::= "This" "." constant

RelOp ::= ">" | "<" | "<=" | ">=" | "!="

CovValue ::= C ( constant ) | V ( variable )

### Constants

constant ::= String | Int

Listing 3.5: Syntax of ΦDAC

**Group:** A WebDSL developer can define text boxes by using a group code block, and Φ developer can use *G(GroupNames)* to declare that a set of group names needs to be covered by the access control model.

**Style Blocks:** WebDSL developers can use an external CSS style file with the Web applications and then use *block(blockName){...}* to style a block of WebDSL code. Φ also supports blocks as controlled objects and the developer uses *B(BlockNames)* to define a set of blocks that needs to be access controlled.
XML Hierarchies: In WebDSL, an XML hierarchy can be used within the template code. Here, the developer uses $X(NodeNames)$ to declare XML node names that need to be controlled.

Data Model: Any Web application that is more than just a set of linked static pages needs a supporting data manipulation mechanism, e.g. a relational database. The data structure is defined in a data model, which is then translated into a database type, such as tables in a relational database. The main benefits of using the data model as a part of controlled objects is, that I can define access control on the data model elements without considering where or by whom they are used within the application code. It is important to note, that the access control models consequently support relations, such as inheritance, between data-model components. For example, the type of the speaker property can be the Person entity. If this entity is access controlled, then the model automatically adds all the access control predicates from the Person entity to speaker's predicate. Therefore, the developer uses $E(EntityNames)$ and $Pr(PropertyNames)$ to define a set of entities and/or properties as controlled objects.

Policies

Here for the efficiency and readability of the access control model, I factorize the policy terms, and they are defined after the policies keyword. The User Identifier can be written by using the Self keyword. For example, the first policy term in Listing 3.6 for the user that is/is not "John Smith". Note that the positive or negative authorisations on these policy terms are based on the policy signs. Also, more than the original DAC, any property that is defined for the entity that represents the user of the system, can be used as an atomic value or a range of values to identify a set of users within a system. This helps the developers to create a group of users based on common criteria that reduces the development time and gives more flexibility to the developer. For example in Listing 3.6, the third policy term states: a set of users in the system that were/were not born between first of Jan 2000 and first of Jan 2010.

Attributes. Similar to all the Φ models, ΦDAC supports User, Data, and System attributes. This part of the thesis explains these attributes. In any system there is a unique identifier (e.g., userID) that is used to identify each individual user. In the original DAC proposal [89], only the users’ unique identifiers are associated to the controlled objects (i.e., files in the system). However, in this model any property that is defined for the user of the system can be used to identify a set of users. This helps the developers to create a group of users based on common criteria that reduces the development time and gives more flexibility to the developer. For example in Listing 3.6, the third policy term states: a set of users in the system that were or were not (depends on the policy signs)
born on or after the first of January 2000. Also the developer can define a very specific policy term such as `Self.username == "John Smith"`.

The developer can also use the content of the data instances as a policy term after the keyword `This`. For example, the policy term `This.username == "John Smith"` refers to the instances of the property username where its content is "John Smith". Note the difference between user and data contexts. In the user context the value is checked against or in favour (depends on the policy sign) of the current user. However the value in data context represents an instance of the data that is retrieved from the database and is presented within the Web application. The developer can also specify the system attribute-based policy term based on the time and/or date after the keyword `Sys`. For example, `Sys.time > 9:00` means: when the time on Web application’s deployed server is/is not after 9:00 a.m.

```
PhiDAC{
  objects{G(studentMarks, classes), X(address, telephoneNumber), Pr(Person.password), E(marks), B(editUser, addUser)}
  policies{Self. username == "John Smith", This. username == "John Smith",
  Self.dob > 1/1/2000, Sys.time (>= 9:00, <= 17:00)}
  8 cases{ (+,?,-,+) -> (r,c,s,[r,u],i),
  (+,?,+,+) -> (r,r,e,i,u)}
  11 coverage {
  objects{P(root)}
  policies{Self. username == "John Smith"}
  cases{ (+) -> ([r.100],[i]),
  (-) -> ([r,(>10,<50)])
  }
}
```

Listing 3.6: ΦDAC Example

Policy Cases

The aim of policy cases is to define a set of predicates based on a set of logical states and their relation to the controlled objects and their associated operations (see Listing 3.6 Lines 8 and 9). I call them policy cases because these block of code gives the meaning to the policy terms and related set of object operations to the objects. In which the Φ can formulate a set of predicates for an object and its related operations as I discussed earlier.

Create: The keyword `c` is used to denote that the authorised users are allowed to create an instance of the controlled objects or a set of objects that are embedded within the controlled objects. For example, if the controlled object is an entity, this case controls the create operations of this entity throughout the application.

Read: The keyword `r` refers to read operations of the controlled object itself or its embedded objects (i.e., properties as sub-elements).
**Update:** The keyword `u` refers to update operations of the controlled object.

**Delete:** The keyword `d` refers to the delete operations related to the controlled object.

**Secret:** The keyword `s` is used for hiding the content of the object itself or its embedded objects. For example, if the controlled object is `User.username` then its instance will be hidden to the user.

**Ignore:** The keyword `i` states that the defined policy states of this case do not affect the predicates of the controlled object and its embedded objects.

### 3.2.2 Generic ΦDAC Semantics

Listing 3.7 defines the semantics of a Web application with ΦDAC as access control element. `WebAppWithPhiDAC` is an extension of `WebAppWithSessionSig` (Listing 3.3), so it has all the core and operation execution characteristics of a Web application with sessions, but with the additional ΦDAC authorisation elements. Note that the constructors of sort `Attribute` change for the different Φ models and will be included via refinement. The semantics of such Web application is constructed based on the following elements:

**Attribute-based Model:** ΦDAC is a discretionary- and attribute-based access control model. For this, the semantics of ΦDAC has an additional `Attribute` element that abstractly represents all the `user`, `data`, and `system` attribute-based constraints. These attributes are also part of the user authorisation during the run-time of the system, and therefore they need to be evaluated during the run-time based on a flexible predicate `evalAtt`.

**Authorisation Rights:** As Listing 3.7 shows (see line 8), the authorisation of the objects’ data manipulation operations (i.e., `authRights`) in a Web application during the users’ sessions is based on the sorts `Session`, `Attribute`, and `Event`. Authorisation rights are specified as a time-based predicate, based on the fact that the changing values of the attributes can make the authorisations both true and false at different times. For example, if an authorisation check `A` is based on office hours, then `A` is true only during this period of time.

**System executions:** In this model, I added ΦDAC as an authorisation enforcement. As Listing 3.7 (see lines 11-19) shows, there are two additional predicates `evalAtt` and `authRights` compared to the Web application with session (see Listing 3.4) that guards the executions of the data manipulation operations. The system behaviour/operation executions in Listing 3.7 are as following:

**Create:** As Listing 3.7 line 12 shows, a create operation `c` for an object `o`, has been executed if and only if during the user `u`’s session, `u` has the required rights
Read: The formula in line 14 shows the semantics of the read operations in a \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) model. A read operation \( e \) for an object \( o \), has been executed if and only if, during the users \( u \)'s session, \( u \) has the required discretionary- and attribute-based rights to execute the read operation during the Web application run-time.

Update: Also as the formula in line 16 shows, the update operation \( e \) for an object \( o \) has been executed, if and only if, during the users \( u \)'s session, \( u \) has the required rights (i.e., discretionary- and attribute-based) to execute the update operation; sometime during the Web application’s run-time.

Delete: Listing 3.7, line 18 shows the semantics of the delete operation execution semantics. In this case, the delete operation \( e \) for an object \( o \) has been executed, if and only if, during the user \( u \)'s session, \( u \) has the discretionary- and attribute-based rights, to execute the operation.

\[
\text{Listing 3.7: Semantics of } \Phi \text{DAC in first-order temporal logic}
\]

\[
\text{spec } \Phi \text{DAC} = \text{WebAppWithSessionSig} \text{ then }
\]

\[
\text{sorts } \text{Attribute} \\
\text{flexible pred: }
\]

\[
\text{evalAtt: Attribute; }
\]

\[
\text{authRights: User } \times \text{ Attribute } \times \text{ Event};
\]

\[
\text{for all } u: \text{Users}, e: \text{Event}, a: \text{Attribute}, o,o': \text{Object;}
\]

\[
\Box \left( \text{cexec}(u,e,o) \leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{Session. (user}(s) = u \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{authRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{createOp}(e,o)) \right)
\]

\[
\Box \left( \text{rexec}(u,e,o) \leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{Session. (user}(s) = u \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{authRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{readOp}(e,o)) \right)
\]

\[
\Box \left( \text{uexec}(u,e,o,o') \leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{Session. (user}(s) = u \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{authRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{updateOp}(e,o,o')) \right)
\]

\[
\Box \left( \text{dexec}(u,e,o) \leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{Session. (user}(s) = u \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{authRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \text{deleteOp}(e,o)) \right)
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

3.3 \( \Phi \text{MAC} \) Syntax and Semantics

\( \Phi \text{MAC} \) is the second type of access control model that can be defined by \( \Phi \) language. Moreover \( \Phi \text{MAC} \), is a declarative and fine-grained mandatory- and attribute-based access control model. As mentioned previously in Section 2.1.1, MAC’s authorisation rights for confidentiality and integrity of the data, are based on labels [130]. In this model, the
labels are assigned to both objects (i.e., classification) and users (i.e., security clearance), and the users with the correct set of labels can use create and/or read operations on a set of objects (see 2.1.1 for details). The next following parts discuss the MAC in terms of its generic semantics, syntax definition, and example with its transition to MAC’s semantics.

### 3.3.1 MAC Syntax Definition

As Listing 3.8 shows, the MAC’s syntax are constructed based on the following elements:

**Confidentiality or Integrity Labels:** The developer can use MAC model to enforce confidentiality and integrity models. Therefore the developer first can define a set of confidentiality and/or integrity labels after the `secLabels` and `intLabels` keywords. As Listing 3.8 (line 19) shows, these labels has a one directional flow from a dominant label (i.e., left hand side) to (i.e., ->) a less dominant label (i.e., right hand side). For example in listing 3.9, there are four confidentiality labels (see line 3) in which the most dominant label is TopSecret and the label with no dominancy on any other label is Normal. Note that MAC and therefore MAC only support one-directional information flow, therefore in MAC, the developer cannot define multiple inheritance relation between two sets of labels.

#### Statements

```
"PhiMAC" 
{ " CLabels ILabels ControlledObjs Policies PCases Coverage? AMS " }*
```

```
CLabels ::= "comLabels" 
{ " LabelElems" }*
```

```
ILabels ::= "intLabels" 
{ " LabelElems" }*
```

```
ControlledObjs ::= "objects" 
( " ObjElem" )*
```

```
Policies ::= "policies" 
( " PPred" )*
```

```
PCases ::= { " PCase" }*
```

```
Coverage ::= ...
AMS ::= ...
```

#### Expressions

```
LabelElems ::= { constant "->" }*
```

```
ObjElems ::= Obj "." "label" ( Constant )
| Obj "." "labels" ( Constant , Constant )
```

```
PPred ::= AttTest | constant*
```

Listing 3.8: The MAC Abstract Syntax

**Controlled Objects:** These are the objects that need to be controlled by MAC model, that are defined between the brackets of the `objects` keyword. The type of available objects used in MAC is identical to the DAC model, however in MAC, the confidentiality and integrity classification labels must be assigned to the objects
and users of a system. So in this model the developer assigns confidentiality and/or integrity labels to the objects (see Listing 3.8 lines 18 and 19). For example, in Listing 3.9 line 6, the developer assigned the classification label secret (for confidentiality) to the controlled object student marks.

**Policy terms and cases:** In ΦMAC model the developer can use the user, data, and system attributes along with the confidentiality and/or integrity labels (see Listing 3.9 lines 2 and 4). The aim of using this attributes is to give the developer the flexibility to use positive and/or negative authorisation enforcement. For example in Listing 3.9 the defined policy terms Self.username == "John Smith" is creating an exceptional case for the user with the username John Smith. Policy cases in ΦMAC is constructed similar to ΦDAC model with a few differences. In terms of confidentiality or integrity classification levels, the policy sign + represents the user who has the privilege directly or indirectly (based in the defined hierarchies) to the level; and that represents the user who does not have the authorisation rights, directly or indirectly (i.e., through labels’ hierarchies), to the level. Also the operations on the object can be either read or write based on the MAC definitions (see Section 2.1.1 for more details). As discussed in the literature, generally speaking ΦMAC is suitable for inflexible restrictive environments.

```plaintext
ΦMAC{
  conLabels{ TopSecret    -> Secret    -> InternallySecret    -> Normal }
  intLabels{ TopConfidential    -> Confidential    -> Common    -> ExtCommon }
  objects{ G(studentMarks).label(secret), X(telNum).label(secret),
           Person.password.label(TopSecret), P(marks).label(TopSecret),
           B(students).label(secret) }
  policies{Self.username == "John Smith", This.username == "John Smith",
            Secret, ExtCommon, Sys.time (>= 9:00, <= 17:00) }
  cases{ (+,-,-,?,+)    -> ([r,s],[r,c],i),
         (+,-,+,?,+)    -> ([r,c],[r,s],i,c) }
}
```

Listing 3.9: An example of ΦMAC model

### 3.3.2 Generic ΦMAC Semantics

This part discusses the generic ΦMAC semantics that is defined using LTL [51]. As Listing 3.10 shows the ΦMAC formal specification extends WebAppWithSessionSign formal specification (see Listing 3.3) and it is based on the following elements:
Mandatory- and Attribute-based Model: As mentioned before, \( \Phi \) MAC is mandatory- and attribute-based access control model. So, the semantics of \( \Phi \) MAC has Attribute and Label as two additional elements. Similar to the \( \Phi \) DAC specification, the Attribute abstractly represents all the user, data, and system attribute-based constraints. Therefore these constraints need to be evaluated during run-time, based on the flexible predicate \( \text{evalAtt} \). Moreover, the Label sorts elements abstractly represents both confidentiality and integrity labels for the users (i.e., User) and the objects (i.e., Object) of the system. There are two label related activities during the run time of the system. First, the user with the administration responsibility assigns a label to a user; and the target user activates the label after the authentication and before any allowed data manipulation. The assignment activity relates to the authorisation management mechanisms and their semantics (see Sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7). However, the label activation directly relates to the \( \Phi \) MAC model and it is represented by the \( \text{labelActivation} \) flexible predicate (see Listing 3.10 (line 7). After label activation by the users of the system, the Label needs to be evaluated at run-time, by the \( \text{evalLabel} \) flexible predicate (Listing 3.10 line 8).

Authorisation Rights: In a Web application the authorisation of objects’ data manipulation operations under \( \Phi \) MAC access control model, during the users’ sessions is based on User, Attribute, Label (assigned to users), and Event. Similar to \( \Phi \) DAC predicates, authorisation rights in \( \Phi \) MAC are specified as time-based predicates and they are periodically true.

System Executions: In this model the authorisation enforcement is \( \Phi \) MAC-based. Therefore, to guard the executions of the data manipulation operations, as Listing 3.10 shows (lines 9-15), there are three additional predicate elements (i.e., \( \text{evalAtt} \), \( \text{evalLabel} \), and \( \text{authRights} \)) compared to the Web application with session (Listing 3.3). Also compare to the \( \Phi \) DAC formal specification, \( \Phi \) MAC specification adds the abstract notion of Label in its \text{authRights} predicate with additional \( \text{evalLabel} \) predicate. Also note that \( \Phi \) MAC only allows create and read operations for protecting the data’s confidentiality and integrity. Therefore as Listing 3.10 shows (lines 10-15) \( \Phi \) MAC formal specification covers cexec (i.e., create execution) and rexec (i.e., read execution). In this model, the authorisation enforcement is \( \Phi \) MAC-based. Therefore, to guard the executions of the data manipulation operations, as Listing 3.10 shows (lines 9-15), there are three additional predicate elements (i.e., \( \text{evalAtt} \), \( \text{evalLabel} \), and \( \text{authRights} \)) compared to the Web application with session (Listing 3.3). Also compared to the \( \Phi \) DAC formal specification, \( \Phi \) MAC specification adds the abstract notion of Label in its \text{authRights} predicate with additional \( \text{evalLabel} \) predicate. Also note that \( \Phi \) MAC only allows create and read operations for protecting the data’s confidentiality and integrity. Therefore, as Listing 3.10 shows (lines 10-15), \( \Phi \) MAC formal specification covers cexec (i.e., create execution) and rexec (i.e., read execution). The descriptions of the create and read operation in \( \Phi \) MAC model are as follows:
Create: As Listing 3.10 shows (cf. line 12), a create operation \( e \) for an object \( o \) has been executed if and only if, the user \( u \) has the required mandatory- and attribute-based rights, and the session \( s \) is related to the user \( u \), to execute the create operation.

Read: In Listing 3.10 line 14, a read operation \( e \) for an object \( o \), has been executed if and only if, the user (i.e., \( u \)) is in the session \( s \) and has the required mandatory- and attribute-based rights for the read operation; based on the user’s related attributes and evaluation of the user’s assigned label (i.e., security clearance).

---

### Listing 3.10: Semantics of ΦMAC in first-order temporal logic

\[
\text{spec} \quad \Phi\text{MAC} = \text{WebAppWithSessionSign} \quad \text{then}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sorts} & \quad \text{Attribute} \quad \text{Label} \\
\text{flexible preds} & \quad \text{evalAtt: Attribute}; \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation: User} \times \text{Label}; \\
& \quad \text{evalLabel: Label} \times \text{User} \times \text{Object} \times \text{Label}; \\
& \quad \text{authRights: User} \times \text{Attribute} \times \text{Label} \times \text{Event}; \\
\text{for all} & \quad j: \text{Users}, e: \text{Event}, a: \text{Attributes}, l, l’: \text{label}, o: \text{Object}; \\
\square (\text{crex}(u, e, l, a, o) \Rightarrow \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation}(u, l) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{evalLabel}(l, u, o, l’) \land \land \\
& \quad \text{authRights}(u, a, l, e) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{createOp}(e, o))) \\
\square (\text{rex}(u, e, o) \Rightarrow \exists s: \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation}(u, l) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{evalLabel}(l, u, o, l’) \land \land \\
& \quad \text{authRights}(u, a, l, e) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{readOp}(e, o)))
\end{align*}
\]

end

---

### 3.4 ΦRBAC Syntax and Semantics

ΦRBAC is an approach for declaratively defining and implementing a flexible, expressive, and high-level role- and attribute-based model. It enables the developer to define an access control model on fine-grained objects of the system. This part discusses the generic semantics, syntax definition with an example and its translation to the defined semantics.

#### 3.4.1 Syntax Definition

This part describes the ΦRBAC abstract syntax (see Listing 3.11) and provides an example (Listing 3.12) for each part of the model. As Listing 3.11 shows, the defined ΦRBAC syntax is constructed based on the following elements:
Roles: The developer first defines roles and their cardinalities (cf. line 6), which specify the maximum number of subjects that may acquire the respective roles at any given time. For example in Listing 3.12 (line 4) the role admin has the cardinality of one.

Optional Relations: The developer can also define an optional role hierarchy after the hierarchy keyword (line 5). In the example (see Listing 3.12 line 5), the advisor role is defined as a specialisation of teacher. In addition the developer can define optional static and dynamic separation of duty constraints after the ssod and dsod keywords (lines 6 and 7). For example in Listing 3.12 (line 7), any user cannot activate the role manager and admin at the same time.

Controlled Objects: PhIRBAC supports all the mentioned (see 3.2.1) coarse- and fine-grained objects. They are defined after the objects keyword (line 9).

Policy Terms and their cases: Similar to PhDAC and PhMAC, I use a matrix-structure to specify the actual access control policy. The labels of the matrix rows and columns are given as the set of controlled objects and the different policy terms, while the entries of the matrix are given on a line-by-line basis as policy cases. These show the relation between the policy combinations and allowed operations on the respective objects. A developer can select an arbitrary number of desired policy terms following the policies keyword (line 10). These policy terms are either roles, or user, data, and system attributes for enforcing negative or positive authorisations; which is dependent on the logical status (i.e., +, -, ?). For example as shown in Listing 3.12, the first policy case (line 11) creates a predicate that states: the user with the activate role teacher, and the roles student and admin are not active.
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PhiRBAC{

  roles { teacher(10), admin(1), manager(1), advisor(10), student(*) }

  hierarchy { (advisor) -> (teacher) }
  ssod { (teacher, admin, advisor, manager) <> (student) }
  dsod { (and(advisor, teacher), admin) <-> (manager) }

  objects { G(studentMarks), X(address), Person.password, P(marks) }

  policies { teacher, student, admin, Self.username == "John Smith" }

  cases { (+,-,-,+) -> ([r,u], r,s,[r,u]),
           (-,-,+,?) -> ([r,u], r,s,i) }

  coverage { objects { P(root), student.marks } }

Listing 3.12: A ΦRBAC Example

3.4.2 Generic Semantics

Listing 3.13 shows the semantics of the Web application with ΦRBAC as an access control element. This specification extends the WebAppWithSessionSign formal specification (Listing 3.3) and it is based on the following elements:

Role- and Attribute-based model: As mentioned ΦRBAC is a role- and attribute-based access control model, so this formal semantics has two additional Role and Attributes sorts elements. The Role represents all the defined roles within the ΦRBAC model and their optional relations (e.g., SSOD). Similar to ΦDAC and ΦMAC models, the Attribute element abstractly represents all the user, data and system attribute-based constraints. Also similarly, the flexible predicate evalAtt evaluates the attributes.

Role Activation: Similar to the ΦMAC model, in ΦRBAC the users with the administrative rights can assign the authorisation rights, and the target users can activate them (i.e., in this case roles). The assignment semantics related to the authorisation management system will be discussed later. The role activation relates to the ΦRBAC model itself, and as it can be seen in Listing 3.13 (see line 6), which is represented as a flexible predicate roleActivation that is based on the relations between the users (i.e., User) and the defined roles (i.e., Role) within the system.

Authorisation Rights: As Listing 3.13 shows (line 8), the authorisation rights within the Web application with ΦRBAC model is based on the users of the system (i.e., User), the required roles (i.e., Role), the related user, data, and/or system attributes (i.e., Attribute), and the data manipulation operation on the objects (i.e., Event).
spec WebAppWithPhiRBAC = WebAppWithSessionSig then

sorts Attribute, Role

flexible preds

roleActivation : User × Role;

evalAtt : Attribute;

authRights : User × Role × Attribute × Event;

for all j: Users, r: role, a: Attributes, e: Event, o, o’: Objects;

□ (cexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ createOp(e, o)))

□ (rexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ readOp(e, o)))

□ (uexec(u, e, r, a, o, o’) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ updateOp(e, o, o’)))

□ (dexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ deleteOp(e, o)))

Listing 3.13: Semantics of ΦRBAC in first-order temporal logic

System Execution: As Listing 3.13 shows (lines 10-17), the crud execution operation can be enforced by the ΦRBAC model. In comparison with the Web application with session and no access control, there are two additional predicate elements (i.e., evalAtt and authRights). Also compared to the ΦDAC and ΦMAC, the authorisation of the ΦRBAC specification supports role-based authorisation rights. Moreover, the ΦRBAC model is more flexible than ΦMAC as it can guard all the available execution operations and not just the create and read execution operations.

As Listing 3.13 shows (lines 10-17), the crud execution operation can be enforced by the ΦRBAC model. In comparison with the Web application with session and no access control, there are two additional predicate elements (i.e., evalAtt and authRights). Also compared to the ΦDAC and ΦMAC, the authorisation of the ΦRBAC specification supports role-based authorisation rights. Moreover, the ΦRBAC model is more flexible than ΦMAC as it can guard all the available execution operations and not just the create and read execution operations. These semantics of the create, read, update, and delete operation executions are as following:

Create: As Listing 3.13 line 11 shows, a create operation e for an object o, has been executed if and only if, during the user’s related session (i.e., s), the user (i.e., u) has the rights to do so for the create operation, based on the user’s activated roles and related attributes.

Read: Also the formula in Listing 3.13 line 13 shows, a read operation e for an object o, has been executed, if and only if, during the user u’s session s, the user has the required roles (i.e., by activating them) and attributes to execute the read operation.
**Update:** Moreover, an update operation e for an object o (i.e., formula in Line 15), has been executed, if and only if, during the related session s to the user u, the user has the role- and attribute-based rights to execute the update operation.

**Delete:** Furthermore, a delete operation e for an object o (see Listing 3.13 Line 17) has been executed, if and only if, during the user u’s session s, the user has the required roles and attributes to execute the operation.

### 3.5 ΦDACAM Syntax and Semantics

ΦDACAM is a discretionary- and attribute-based authorisation management model that enforces a set of discretionary- and attribute-based authorisation management policies on a subset of the controlled objects defined in the Φ’s access control models (i.e., ΦDAC, ΦMAC, and ΦRBAC). In this part I present its abstract syntax (see Appendix A for the syntax definition) and generic semantics based on the context of the access control.

#### 3.5.1 Abstract Syntax

Listing 3.14 illustrates, that the ΦDACAM model is defined based on the following elements:

**Objects:** ΦDACAM supports all the mentioned coarse- and fine-grained objects (see 3.2.1) that are supported by the rest of the Φ-based access control models.

**Policies and their cases:** ΦDACAM supports all discretionary- and attribute-based policies that can be used within the ΦDAC access control model.

```
"ΦDACAM" "{" ControlledObjs Policies PCases Coverage? "}"
```

Listing 3.14: ΦDACAM Abstract Syntax

Even though, syntactically, the core (i.e., objects, policies and their cases) of the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM are the same, they carry different meanings. The ΦDAC is an access control model that defines the behaviour of the authorisation enforcement mechanism in guarding a set of objects. However, the ΦDACAM is an authorisation management model that defines the behaviour of the authorisation management mechanism that enables a set of users to act as the administrators of the system and assign the authorisation rights for the defined controlled objects.
3.5.2 Generic Semantics

This part of the thesis discusses the generic semantics of the ΦDACAM when it is used as an authorisation management element with ΦDAC, ΦMAC, or ΦRBAC models. Therefore there is a semantical representation for each relation between ΦDACAM and an access control model. The next three parts of this thesis discuss these semantics and then for each semantic, the example translation will be given.

3.5.2.1 ΦDACAM enforcement on ΦDAC

Listing 3.16 shows the semantics of the Web application where it has ΦDAC and ΦDACAM as an access control and authorisation management elements. This specification extends the PhiDAC (Listing 3.7), so it has all the characteristics of a Web application with session (Listing 3.4) and ΦDAC (Listing 3.7) with additional elements.

The ΦDAC formal specification, when it is used with ΦDAC, is based on the following elements:

**Discretionary- and Attribute-based model:** As mentioned before, ΦDACAM is a discretionary- and attribute-based model. For this ΦDACAM uses the abstract notion of Attribute and evalAtt, from ΦDAC formal specification, for the user, data, and system attributes and their evaluation during the run-time.

**Authorisation Management Rights:** The ΦDACAM formal specification uses the flexible predicate assignAuthRight, defined in the ΦDAC formal specification (Listing 3.7), to define the managerial authorisation rights element. This flexible predicate is based on the users of the system (i.e., User), data, and system attributes (i.e., Attributes), and the operational events on the objects of the system (i.e., Event).

**System Executions:** Within the ΦDACAMWithPhiDAC specification the users with the authorisation rights can assign the authorisation rights to a set of users to execute the create, read, update, and update operations. The semantics of the systems executions are as follows:
spec PhiDACAMWithPhiDAC = PhiDAC then

flexible pred:

assignAuthRights: User $\times$ Attribute $\times$ Event;
for all $u, u':$ Users, $e, e':$ Event, $a, a':$ Attribute, $o$: Object;

\begin{align*}
\forall \ (\text{assigncrightexec}(u,e,o) \Leftrightarrow & \exists s: \text{Session.} (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{assignAuthRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \\
& \land \text{authRights}(u',a',e'))) \\
\forall \ (\text{assignrrightexec}(u,e,o) \Leftrightarrow & \exists s: \text{Session.} (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{assignAuthRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \\
& \land \text{authRights}(u',a',e'))) \\
\forall \ (\text{assignurightexec}(u,e,o) \Leftrightarrow & \exists s: \text{Session.} (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{assignAuthRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \\
& \land \text{authRights}(u',a',e'))) \\
\forall \ (\text{assigndrightexec}(u,e,o) \Leftrightarrow & \exists s: \text{Session.} (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{assignAuthRights}(u,a,e) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \\
& \land \text{authRights}(u',a',e')))
\end{align*}

end

Listing 3.16: Semantics of a Web application with $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$DACAM

Create: In Listing 3.16 line 9 shows, the user $u$ can assign the create authorisation right to the user $u'$, when there is a session $s$ for the user $u$ and the authorisation management right related to the object $o$ is true for the user $u$ and attribute $a$. The user $u$, can assign the create operation $e$ to the user $u'$ based on a set of discretionary- and attribute-based constraints.

Read: The formula in Listing 3.16 line 12 shows the semantics of read assign authorisation rights for user $u'$ by the user $u$. This occurs sometime during the Web application run-time, in a session $s$ that related to the user $u$, $u$ has the required discretionary- and attribute-based authorisation management rights, related to the object $o$. Then, the user $u$ assigns the read operation $e$ to the user $u'$, based on the discretionary- and attribute-based constraints.

Update: The formula in line 16 shows the assignment rights semantics of the update operation $e$, for the user $u'$ by the user $u$. The assignment of the update operation occurs, in a session $s$ that is related to the user $u$, where $u$ has the discretionary- and attribute-based authorisation management rights, related to the object $o$. This way the user $u$ assigns the update operation $e$ to the user $u'$ based on the discretionary- and attribute-based rights.

Delete: The formula in line 20 presents the semantics of the assignment rights of the delete operation $e$ from user $u$ to the user $u'$. This assignment occurs, in a session $s$ related to the user $u$, where $u$ has the required rights (i.e., discretionary- and attribute-based constraints), related to the object $o$ and the delete operation $e$. Therefore, based on discretionary- and attribute-based rights, the user $u$ can assign the delete operation $e$ to the user $u'$. 
3.5.2.2  ΦDACAM enforcement on ΦMAC

Listing 3.17 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has ΦMAC and ΦDACAM as an access control and authorisation management elements. This application extends the PhiMAC, therefore it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session (Listing 3.4), and ΦMAC (Listing 3.10), with its additional elements. The formal specification of ΦDACAM when it is used by ΦMAC is as follows:

Discretionary- and Attribute-based: This specification uses the abstract notion of Attribute and evalAtt from the ΦMAC formal specification as ΦDACAM is also an attribute-based model.

```
spec PhiDACAMWithPhiMAC = PhiMAC then
  flexible pred:
  assignAuthRights: User × Attribute × Event;
  for all u, u': Users, e, e': Event, a, a': Attribute, o: Object, l: Label;
  □ (assigncrightexec(u,e,o) ⇒ ∃ s : Session.(user(s) = u ∧
    evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
    ∧ authRights(u', a', l, e')))
  □ (assignrrightexec(u,e,o) ⇒ ∃ s : Session.(user(s) = u ∧
    evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
    ∧ authRights(u', a', l, e')))
  □ (assignurightexec(u,e,o) ⇒ ∃ s : Session.(user(s) = u ∧
    evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
    ∧ authRights(u', a', l, e')))
  □ (assigndrightexec(u,e,o) ⇒ ∃ s : Session.(user(s) = u ∧
    evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
    ∧ authRights(u', a', l, e')))

end
```

Listing 3.17: Semantics of a Web application with ΦMAC and ΦDACAM

Authorisation Management Rights: Similar to the previous formal specification ΦDACAMWithMAC specification uses the flexible predicate assignAuthRights that gives the administrative power to a set of users (i.e., User), based on a set of attributes and authorisation assignment event.

System Executions: Within this specification the users with the assigned authorisation rights are able to create, read, update, and delete operation executions to a set of users. As Listing 3.17 shows, the semantics of the system executions are as follows:

Create: Listing 3.17 line 10 shows, the user u can assign the create authorisation right to the user u’, when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management right related to the object o is true for the user u and attribute a. The user u, can assign the create operation e to the user u’ based on a set of mandatory- and attribute-based constraints.
Read: The formula in line 13 shows the assignment rights semantics of the read operation $e$, for the user $u'$ by the user $u$. The assignment of the update operation occurs, in a session $s$ that is related to the user $u$, where $u$ has the discretionary- and attribute-based authorisation management rights, related to the object $o$. This way the user $u$ assigns the update operation $e$ to the user $u'$ based on mandatory- and attribute-based rights.

Update: The formula in line 16 shows, the user $u$ can assign the update authorisation right to the user $u'$, when there is a session $s$ for the user $u$ and the authorisation management rights (discretionary- and attribute-based rights) related to the object $o$ is true for the user $u$ and attribute $a$. This way, the user $u$ can assign the update operation $e$, to the user $u'$, based on a set of mandatory- and attribute-based constraints.

Delete: The formula in line 19 presents the semantics of the assignment rights of the delete operation $emphe$ from user $u$ to the user $u'$. This assignment occurs, in a session $s$ related to the user $u$, where $u$ has the required rights (i.e., discretionary- and attribute-based constraints), related to the object $o$ and the delete operation $e$. Then, the user $u$ can assign the delete operation $e$ to the user $u'$, based on mandatory- and attribute-based rights.

3.5.2.3 $\Phi$DACAM enforcement on $\Phi$RBAC

Listing 3.18 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has $\Phi$DACAM and $\Phi$RBAC as an authorisation management and access control elements. This application extends the PhiRBAC, therefore it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session (Listing 3.4), and $\Phi$RBAC (Listing 3.10), with its additional elements.

The formal specification of $\Phi$DACAM, when it is used by $\Phi$RBAC, is as follows:

**Discretionary- and Attribute-based:** This specification uses the abstract notion of $Attribute$ and $evalAtt$ from the $\Phi$RBAC semantics, as the $\Phi$DACAM is also an attribute-based model.

**Authorisation Management Rights:** Similar to the previous formal specification $\Phi$DACAMWithRBAC specification uses the flexible predicate $assignAuthRights$ that make a set of users of the system to act as an administrator of the system and assign the operational executions to a set of users (i.e., User), based on a set of attributes and authorisation management event.

**System Executions:** When $\Phi$DACAM is used with the $\Phi$RBAC access control model, the administrators can assign the create, read, update, and delete operation executions to a set of users (i.e., $u'$). The semantics of assignments of the system execution of a $\Phi$DACAM model for $\Phi$RBAC are as follows (see Listing 3.18):
spec PhiDACAMWithPhiRBAC = PhiRBAC then

flexible pred:

assignAuthRights: User × Attribute × Event;

for all u, u': Users, e, e': Event, a, a': Attribute, o: Object, r: Role:

9  ⇐ (assigncrightexec(u,e,o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧
evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
∧ authRights(u', a', r, e')))"

14 ⇐ (assignrrightexec(u,e,o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧
evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
∧ authRights(u', a', r, e')))"

17 ⇐ (assignurightexec(u,e,o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧
evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
∧ authRights(u', a', r, e')))"

20 ⇐ (assigndrightexec(u,e,o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧
evalAtt(a) ∧ assignAuthRights(u,a,e) ∧ happensIn(s,e)
∧ authRights(u', a', r, e')))"

end

Listing 3.18: Semantics of a Web application with ΦRBAC and ΦDACAM

Create: As the formula in line 9 shows, the user u can assign the create authorisation right to the user u', when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management rights (discretionary- and attribute-based rights) related to the object o is true for the user u and attribute a. This way, the user u can assign the update operation e, to the user u', with a set of role- and attribute-based constraints.

Read: The formula in line 14 shows, the user u can assign the read authorisation right to the user u', when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management rights (discretionary- and attribute-based rights) related to the object o is true for the user u and attribute a. This way, the user u can assign the update operation e, to the user u', based on a set of role- and attribute-based constraints.

Update: Line 17 shows the formula related to the assignment of the rights related to the update operation. Here, the user u can assign the create authorisation rights (i.e., role- and attribute-based) to the user u', when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management right related to the object o is true for the user u and attribute a.

Delete: The formula in line 20 presents the semantics of the assignment rights of the delete operation emph from user u to the user u'. This assignment occurs, in a session s related to the user u, where u has the required rights (i.e., discretionary- and attribute-based constraints), related to the object o and the delete operation e. Then, based on discretionary- and attribute-based rights, the user u can assign the delete operation e to the user u'.
3.6 $\Phi$MACAM Syntax and Semantics

$\Phi$MACAM is a mandatory- and attribute-based authorisation management model that enforces a set of mandatory- and attribute-based authorisation management policies on the controlled objects defined within the $\Phi$’s access control models (i.e., $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$RBAC). This part looks at syntax and generic semantics of $\Phi$MACAM based on its access control context.

3.6.1 $\Phi$MACAM Syntax

Similar to the $\Phi$MAC, as Listing 3.19 and 3.20 show, the $\Phi$MACAM syntax is defined based on the following elements:

**Labels:** $\Phi$MACAM supports confidentiality and integrity labels. For example, in Listing 3.20, the confidentiality labels TopSecret and Secret are used to define the MAC-based confidentiality model based on the flow of information within these two models.

**Objects:** $\Phi$MACAM supports all the mentioned coarse- and fine-grained objects (see Listing 3.19) that are supported by the rest of the $\Phi$ models prior to this.

```
"PhiMACAM" "{ CLabels ILabel ControlledObjs Policies PCases Coverage? "}"
```

Listing 3.19: $\Phi$MACAM Abstract Syntax

**Policies and their cases:** Identical to the $\Phi$MAC, $\Phi$MACAM supports mandatory- and attribute-based policy terms. Also for each policy case it allows +, -, and ? signs for policy related logical representations, and c, r, i, and s for the object related operations.

**Coverage:** The coverage can be defined based on a set controlled objects, mandatory- and attribute-based polices, and a set of coverage cases. These cases are used during the validation and verification phase to check the sufficiency of the $\Phi$MACAM with its underlying $\Phi$-based access control model.

The syntactic core of the $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM are identical however similar to the relation between $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$DACAM, the $\Phi$MACAM is used to enforce authorisation management policies and the $\Phi$MAC is enforcing access control policies on the objects.
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3.6.2 Generic $\Phi$MACAM Semantics

This part discusses the generic semantics of $\Phi$MACAM when it is used as an authorisation management element for the $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$RBAC models. The next three parts discuss the semantical representation of the $\Phi$MACAM based on the context of its access control model.

3.6.2.1 $\Phi$MACAM enforcement with $\Phi$DAC

Listing 3.21 shows the semantics of a Web application where it has $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$MACAM as an access control and authorisation management elements. This specification extends the $\Phi$DAC’s semantics, so it has the following characteristics:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{spec } & \Phi\text{MACAMWithPDAC} = \Phi\text{DAC then} \\
\text{sorts } & \text{Attribute, Label} \\
\text{flexible preds} & \text{evalAtt: Attribute;} \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation: User } \times \text{ Label;} \\
& \quad \text{evalLabel: Label } \times \text{ User } \times \text{ Object } \times \text{ Label;} \\
& \quad \text{authRights: User } \times \text{ Attribute } \times \text{ Label } \times \text{ Event;} \\
\text{for all } & u, u', \text{ Users}, e, e': \text{ Event}, a, a': \text{ Attributes}, 1: \text{ label}, o: \text{ Object;} \\
\text{12 } & (\text{assigncrightexec}(u, e, l, a, o) \Leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{ Session.}(\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation}(u, l) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{evalLabel}(1, u, o, 1') \land \\
& \quad \text{assignedAuthRights}(u, a, 1, e) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', e')) \\
\text{15 } & (\text{assignrrightexec}(u, e, o) \Leftrightarrow \exists s: \text{ Session.}(\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \quad \text{labelActivation}(u, l) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{evalLabel}(1, u, o, 1') \land \\
& \quad \text{assignedAuthRights}(u, a, 1, e) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', e'))
\end{align*}
\]

Listing 3.21: Semantics of a Web application with $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$MACAM
Discretionary- and attribute-based: This property extends the DAC semantics, therefore it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session and DAC for the discretionary- and mandatory-based access control constraints, with additional authorisation management based on the MACAM’s semantics.

Authorisation Management Rights: The formal specification of MACAM uses the flexible predicate assign.AuthRight to define the mandatory- and attribute-based authorisation management right elements. The flexible predicate is based on the defined labels (i.e., Label), user, data, and system attributes (i.e., Attributes), and the operational events on the objects of the system (i.e., Event).

System Executions: Within the MACAMWithPDAC specification, the users with the assign authorisation rights can only create and read assignments for the users of the system with regards to their rights. The system execution of this system are as follows (i.e., lines 9-15 in Listing 3.21):

Create: As the formula in line 12 shows, the user u can create an assignment to the user u’, when there is a session s, in which the labels and the attributes are held for the user u. Therefore, the user u can assign the mandatory- and attribute-based rights over the management of the discretionary- and attribute-based rights. This is because the MACAM is defined for authorisation management of the DAC model.

Delete: The line 15 shows, the user u can assign the delete authorisation right to the user u’, when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management right related to the object o is true for the user u and attribute a. Then the user u, can assign the create operation e to the user u’ based on a set of discretionary- and attribute-based constraints.

3.6.2.2 MACAM enforcement with MAC

Listing 3.22 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has MACAM as an authorisation management and MAC as an access control elements. Therefore, the semantics of this application extends the application with MAC (see Listing 3.4); and so it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session (Listing 3.10), and MAC (Listing 3.13) with additional authorisation management elements related to the MACAM as the following:

Mandatory- and Attribute-based: This formal specification uses the abstract notion of Label, Attribute, labelActivation, evalLabel and authRights and evalAtt for mandatory- and attribute-based properties of the MACAM models.

System Executions: Within the MACAMWithMAC specification the users with the administrative authorisation rights can create and read the authorisation
\begin{verbatim}
\textbf{spec} \; \PhiMACAMWithPMAC = \PhiMAC \textbf{then}

\textbf{for all} \; u, \; u' : \; Users, \; e, \; e' : \; Event, \; a, \; a' : \; Attributes, \; l, \; l' : \; label, \; o : \; Object;

5 \; \Box (assigncrightexec(u,e,l,a,o) \Leftrightarrow \exists s : \; Session.(user(s) = u \land labelActivation(u,1) \land evalAtt(a) \land evalLabel(1, u, o, l') \land assignedAuthRights(u, a, l, e) \land happensIn(s, e) \land authRights(u', a', l', e')))

9 \; \Box (assignrrightexec(u,e,o) \Leftrightarrow \exists s : \; Session.(user(s) = u \land labelActivation(u,1) \land evalAtt(a) \land evalLabel(1, u, o, l') \land assignedAuthRights(u, a, l, e) \land happensIn(s, e) \land authRights(u', a', l', e')))
\end{verbatim}

Listing 3.22: The semantics of a Web application with $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM

assignments related to the underlying $\Phi$MAC model. The system execution for a $\Phi$MACAM for a $\Phi$MAC model is as follows:

\textbf{Create:} Listing 3.22 shows (cf. line 5), the user $u$ can create a new assignment for an object $o$ to the user $u'$ when the user’s authorisation management rights are evaluated based on user’s activated label and the related user, data, and system attributes. This way the user $u$ can define the mandatory and attribute-based requirements for assigning the authorisation rights over the mandatory- and attribute-based policies of the $\Phi$MAC model.

\textbf{Delete:} As the formula in Listing 3.22 shows (cf. line 9), the user $u$ in the related session $s$ can assign the delete operation $e$, to the user $u'$, if and only if, the required mandatory and attribute-based constraints are held for the user $u$.

3.6.2.3 $\Phi$MACAM enforcement with $\Phi$RBAC

Listing 3.23 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has $\Phi$MACAM as an authorisation management and $\Phi$RBAC as an access control elements. Therefore, it has the semantics of a Web application with $\Phi$RBAC (see Listing 3.13), with additional authorisation management elements as following:

\textbf{Mandatory- and Attribute-based:} Identical to the the two prior semantics, its formal specification of a mandatory- and attribute-based models.

\textbf{System Executions:} Within the $\Phi$MACAMWithRBAC specification, the users with the administrative authorisation rights can create and/or read $\Phi$RBAC-based authorisations to the users of the system. As Listing 3.23 shows, the system execution semantics are as follows:

\textbf{Create:} As the formula in line 10 states, the user $u$ can create a new role- and attribute-based assignment for an object $o$ to the user $u'$ when the user’s
authorisation management rights are evaluated based on user’s activated label and related attributes.

Delete: The formula in line 14 states the semantics of the assignment of the delete operations when the MACAM is the authorisation management system for the RBAC access control model. Therefore, here, the user e can assign the delete operation to the user e’, if and only if, the mandatory- and attribute-based constraints are held for the user u and the session s is related to the user u.

3.7 ΦRBACAM Syntax and Semantics

ΦRBAC is a role- and attribute-based authorisation management model that enforces a set of role- and attribute-based authorisation management policies on the controlled objects defined using the Φ’s access control models (i.e., ΦDAC, ΦMAC, and ΦRBAC). This part discusses its abstract syntax, an example, and generic semantics based on the access control context it is associated with.

3.7.1 ΦRBACAM Syntax

Similar to the ΦRBAC, as Listing 3.24 and 3.25 show, the ΦRBACAM syntax is defined based on the following elements:

RBAC Elements: As Listing 3.24 shows, ΦRBACAM syntax supports roles, hierarchy, and SSOD and DSOD relations.

Objects: Similar to the previous authorisation management models, ΦRBACAM supports all the mentioned coarse- and fine-grained objects (see Listing 3.24).
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Statements

"PhiRBACAM" "{ Roles Hierarchies SSODRels DSODRels ControlledObjs Policies PCases Coverage? }"

Listing 3.24: The $\Phi$RBACAM Abstract Syntax

Policies and their cases: Identical to the $\Phi$RBAC, $\Phi$RBACAM supports mandatory- and attribute-based policy terms. It for each policy case it allows $+$, $-$, and $?$ signs for policy related logical representations, and $c$, $r$, $u$, $d$, $i$, and $s$ for the object related operations.

Coverage: Similar to the prior $\Phi$ models, $\Phi$RBACAM could also contain the coverage cases. The coverage cases are checked during the validation and verification phase, to check the sufficiency of the $\Phi$RBACAM with its underlying $\Phi$-based access control model.

$\Phi$ibRBACAM

\begin{verbatim}
roles{  teacher(10), admin(1), manager(1), advisor(10), student(*)}

hierarchy{(advisor) -> (teacher)}
ssod{ (teacher, admin, advisor, manager) <-> (student)}
dsod{ (and(advisor, teacher), admin) <-> (manager)}

objects{G(studentMarks), X(address), Person.password, P(marks)}
policies{teacher, student, admin, Self, username = "John Smith"}
cases{ (+,-,-,+) -> (r,u,r,s,[r,u]),
      (-,-,+,?) -> ([r,u],r,s,i)
}

coverage {
  objects{P(root), student.marks}
  policies{admin, teacher}
  cases { (+,?) -> ([r,100],|i|),
          (-,+) -> ([i],|u,(>80,<=100))}
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 3.25: A $\Phi$RBACAM Example

The syntactic core of the $\Phi$RBACAM is identical to the $\Phi$RBAC model, however the $\Phi$RBACAM is used to enforce role- and attribute-based authorisation management policies, but $\Phi$RBAC is used to enforce role- and attribute-based access control policies on the controlled objects of the system.

3.7.2 Generic Semantics

This part discusses the generic semantics of $\Phi$RBACAM when it is used as the authorisation management element for the $\Phi$-based access control models (i.e., $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$RBAC). The next three parts discuss the semantical representation of the $\Phi$RBACAM based on the context of its access control model.
3.7.2.1 \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \) enforcement with \( \Phi \text{DAC} \)

Listing 3.26 shows the semantics of a Web Application where it has \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) and \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \) as an access control and authorisation management elements. This specification extends the \( \Phi \text{DAC} \)'s semantics, so it has the following characteristics:

\[
\text{spec } \Phi \text{RBACAMWithPDAC} = \Phi \text{DAC} \text{ then }
\]

\[
\text{sorts } \text{Attribute}, \text{Role}
\]

\[
\text{flexible preds}
\]

\[
\text{roleActivation} : \text{User} \times \text{Role};
\]

\[
\text{evalAtt} : \text{Attribute};
\]

\[
\text{authRights} : \text{User} \times \text{Role} \times \text{Attribute} \times \text{Event};
\]

\[
\forall u, u' : \text{Users}, r : \text{role}, a, a' : \text{Attributes}, e : \text{Event}, o : \text{Objects}:
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Box (\text{assigncrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) & \equiv \exists s : \text{Session}. (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \\
& \text{authRights}(u', a', e', o))) \\
\Box (\text{assignrrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) & \equiv \exists s : \text{Session}. (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \\
& \text{authRights}(u', a', e', o))) \\
\Box (\text{assignurightexec}(u, e, r, a, o, o') & \equiv \exists s : \text{Session}. (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \\
& \text{authRights}(u', a', e', o))) \\
\Box (\text{assigndrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) & \equiv \exists s : \text{Session}. (\text{user}(s) = u \land \\
& \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s,e) \land \\
& \text{authRights}(u', a', e', o)))
\end{align*}
\]

end

Listing 3.26: Semantics of a Web application with \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) and \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \)

**Access Control Rights:** This property extends the \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) semantics, therefore it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session and \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) for the discretionary- and mandatory-, with additional authorisation management behaviour based on the \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \)'s semantics.

**Authorisation Management Rights:** The formal specification of \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \) uses the flexible predicate \( \text{assignAuthRight} \) to define the role- and attribute-based authorisation management right elements. The flexible predicate is based on the defined roles (i.e., Label), their relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, and DSOD), user, data, and system attributes (i.e., Attributes), and the operational events on the objects of the system (i.e., Event).

**System Executions:** Within the \( \Phi \text{RBACAMWithPDAC} \) specification, the users with the assign authorisation rights can create, read, update, and delete access related assignments for the users of the system with regards to their rights. The semantics of the system execution of the \( \Phi \text{RBACAM} \) for a \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) model is as follows (see Listing 3.26):
Create: Line 12 shows the formula related to the assignment of the rights related to the create operation. Here, the user u can assign the create authorisation rights (i.e., discretionary- and attribute-based) to the user u’, when there is a session s for the user u and the authorisation management right related to the object o are held (i.e., role- and attribute-based) for the user u and attribute a.

Read: Line 16 states the semantics of the assignment rights of the read operation. Here, the user u in the related session s can assign the discretionary- and attribute-based constraints to the user u’, if and only if, the role- and attribute-based constraints are held for the user u.

Update: As shown in the formula in line 20, the user u can update an assignment to the user u’, when there is a session s, in which the required role was assigned and activated, and the attributes (i.e., user, data, or system) are held for the user u.

Delete: The line 24 states the semantics of the assignment of the rights to the delete operation. So here, the user u can assign the discretionary- and attribute-based rights to the user u’, if and only if, the role- and attribute-based authorisation rights are held in the session s related to the user u.

3.7.2.2 \(\Phi RBACAM\) enforcement with \(\Phi MAC\)

Listing 3.27 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has \(\Phi RBACAM\) as an authorisation management and \(\Phi MAC\) as an access control elements. Therefore, the semantics of this application extends the application with \(\Phi MAC\) (see Listing 3.4); and so it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session (Listing 3.10), and \(\Phi MAC\) (Listing 3.13) with additional authorisation management elements related to the \(\Phi RBACAM\) as the following:

Role- and Attribute-based: This formal specification uses the abstract notion of Role, Attribute, roleActivation, evalrole and authRights and evalAtt for role- and attribute-based properties of the \(\Phi RBACAM\) models.

System Executions: Within the \(\Phi RBACAMWithMAC\) specification the users with the administrative authorisation rights can create, read, update, and delete the authorisation assignments related to the underlying \(\Phi MAC\) model. As Listing 3.27 shows, the semantics of the system executions of a \(\Phi RBACAM\) over a \(\Phi MAC\) model are as follows:

Create: As the formula in line 12 shows, the user u can create a new assignment for an object o to the user u’ when the user’s authorisation management rights are evaluated based on user’s activated role and related user, data, and system attributes.
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\[ \text{spec PhiRBACAMWithPMAC} = \text{PhiMAC} \]

\[ \text{sorts Attribute, Role} \]

\[ \text{flexible preds} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{roleActivation} & : \text{User} \times \text{Role} ; \\
\text{evalAtt} & : \text{Attribute} ; \\
\text{authRights} & : \text{User} \times \text{Role} \times \text{Attribute} \times \text{Event} ; \\
\end{align*} \]

\[ \text{for all } u, u' : \text{Users}, l : \text{label}, r : \text{role}, a, a' : \text{Attributes}, e : \text{Event}, o : \text{Objects} ; \]

\[ \Box (\text{assigncrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) \iff \exists s : \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', l, e', o)) ) \]

\[ \Box (\text{assignrrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) \iff \exists s : \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', l, e', o))) \]

\[ \Box (\text{assignurightexec}(u, e, r, a, o, o') \iff \exists s : \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', l, e', o))) \]

\[ \Box (\text{assigndrightexec}(u, e, r, a, o) \iff \exists s : \text{Session}.(\text{user}(s) = u \land \text{roleActivation}(u, r) \land \text{evalAtt}(a) \land \text{happensIn}(s, e) \land \text{authRights}(u', a', l, e', o))) \]

end

Listing 3.27: The semantics of a Web application with \( \Phi MAC \) and \( \Phi RBACAM \)

**Read:** The line 16 states the semantics of the assignment of the rights to the read operation. Here, the user \( u \) can assign the mandatory- and attribute-based rights to the user \( u' \), if and only if, the role- and attribute-based authorisation rights are held in the session \( s \) related to the user \( u \).

**Update:** Furthermore, the formula in line 20 states the semantics of the assignment rights of the update rights. The user \( u \) can assign the mandatory- and attribute-based rights to the user \( u' \), if and only if, the session \( s \) is related to the user \( u \) and role- and attribute-based constraints are held for the user \( u \).

**Delete:** The formula in line 24 states the semantics of the delete assignment rights. Here, the user \( u \) can assign the delete authorisation rights to the user \( u' \), if and only if, the role- and attribute-based authorisation management constraints are held for the user \( u \) and the session \( s \) is related to the user \( u \).

### 3.7.2.3 \( \Phi RBACAM \) enforcement with \( \Phi RBAC \)

Listing 3.28 shows the formal semantics of a Web application when it has \( \Phi RBACAM \) as an authorisation management and \( \Phi RBAC \) as an access control elements. Therefore, the semantics of this application extends the application with \( \Phi RBAC \) (see Listing 3.13); and so it has all the characteristics of the Web application with session (Listing 3.4), with additional authorisation management elements related to the \( \Phi RBACAM \) as the following:
Role- and Attribute-based: This formal specification uses the abstract notion of Role, Attribute, roleActivation, evalrole and authRights and evalAtt for role- and attribute-based properties of the ΦRBACAM models.

spec PhiRBACAMWithPRBAC = PhiRBAC then

for all u, u': Users, r, r': role, a, a': Attributes, e: Event, o: Objects;

12 ⇔ assigncrightexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ authRights(u', a', r', e', o))

16 ⇔ assignrrightexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ authRights(u', a', r', e', o))

20 ⇔ assignurightexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ authRights(u', a', r', e', o))

24 ⇔ assigndrightexec(u, e, r, a, o) ⇔ ∃ s: Session.(user(s) = u ∧ roleActivation(u, r) ∧ evalAtt(a) ∧ happensIn(s, e) ∧ authRights(u', a', r', e', o))

end

Listing 3.28: The semantics of a Web application with ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM

System Executions: Within the ΦRBACAMWithRBAC specification the users with the administrative authorisation rights can create, read, update, and delete the authorisation assignments related to the underlying ΦRBAC model. The semantical formulas of the system execution of the authorisation management rights of the ΦRBACAM over ΦRBAC are as follows:

Create: As the formula shows (see line 12 in Listing 3.28), the user u can create a new assignment for an object o to the user u’ when the user’s authorisation management rights are evaluated based on user’s activated role and related user, data, and system attributes.

Read: The formula in line 16 shows the semantics of the authorisation management assignments of the read operation e, from user u to u’. Here, the user u can assign the read operation e to a user u’, when the role- and attribute-based constraints are held, and the session s is related to the user u.

Update: In line 20, the formula states the semantics of the authorisation management assignment of the update operation e, from user u to a user u’. Here, the user u and the related session s can assign the update operation rights to the user u’, if and only if, the user u has the role- and attribute-based rights.

Delete: The formula in line 24 represents the semantics of the authorisation management rights of the delete operation e from user e to a user u’. Here, the user e can assign the role- and attribute-based rights to the user u’, if and
only if, the session $s$ is related to the user $u$, and the role- and attribute-based rights are held for the user $u$.

### 3.8 Summary and Conclusion

This part of the thesis describes what has been achieved and gives a comparison between defining the semantics of security properties and other different logical formalisms. This chapter, first highlighted the key points which were considered in designing of the language. Then, it used an abstract version of the syntax, and linear temporal logic for discussing the syntax and semantics of $\Phi$-based access control models (i.e., $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$RBAC), and $\Phi$-based authorisation management models (i.e., $\Phi$DACAM, $\Phi$MACAM, and $\Phi$RBACAM) with respect to their underlying $\Phi$-based access control model; within their environment, a Web application with authentication mechanism. The achievement of this chapter lays on the fact that both the syntax and semantics of a declaration and fine-grained policy languages, were defined and explained. This lead to the simple and clear semantical description of $\Phi$-based models. LTL is used to define the Web applications with authentication mechanism. Then on the top of the $\Phi$-based access control, the semantics of $\Phi$-based authorisation management models were defined. These semantical description explains discretionary-, mandatory-, and role-based access and authorisation management models with respect to data manipulation executions and their elements. Therefore, these defined semantics of the $\Phi$ language can be used as the basis of the future research in the domain of software security.

As Martín Abadi pointed out in [26], logic is helpful in designing and understanding the security properties of an access control and its application. Different types of logical formalisms can be used to define the security properties and their applications [24, 23, 25]. In this research, I used LTL to define a simple straight forward semantical definition of security properties of $\Phi$-based models, compared to second-order modal Propositional Logic [77, 111], Dependency Core Calculus [41, 27] (CDD), and a logical program, Binder [67]. Propositional Logic can be used to define security predicates [26, 77, 111], by defining a set of axioms based on Hilbert system [28] as an example [26]. Compared to LTL, using second-order propositional temporal has one main drawback: timelessness. Therefore, using LTL is a better choice, as I can model $\Phi$’s attribute properties, or system behaviours. For example, a system when a property becomes true and stays true throughout the system run-time (e.g., create operation in a $\Phi$DAC model). CDD is used to define a logical system, by a set of typing rules, distinct type variables and their types [27]. Moreover, CCD can be used as a type system and logic to define a set of logical typing rules that describe the security properties of an access control model [41, 27]. It is used for language-based authorisation [75], and to define information flow control dependency [26]. In comparison with LTL, the main drawback of CDD in defining security policies is that, the policies are defined as black or white [26], and therefore, for
defining a consistent security policy, LTL is a better candidate; as I can define the notion of ’sometimes true/false’ for the system behaviour. Binder [2] is an alternative approach for defining security properties. Binder uses a set of prolog-style logical rules, to describe the predicates related to access control policies and their context. Even though it has some good features such as, each formula is relative to its context [2, 26], it does not support import capabilities. In this chapter, I used import capabilities of LTL to define models based on a set of other models’ specifications (e.g., Defining WebAppWithSession based on WebApp’s specification). So compared to Binder, LTL is a better candidate to clearly define security policies.
Chapter 4

Compilation of $\Phi$ Models

4.1 Introduction

The practical outcome of this research is the policy language $\Phi$. As mentioned in Chapter 3, with $\Phi$ the developer can declaratively define three types of access and authorisation management models for a Web application. $\Phi$ is implemented as a DSL and added to the compiler of the language WebDSL. WebDSL is used to generate Web applications, therefore during its compile time, $\Phi$ generates WebDSL code (e.g., predicates, links to authorisation management page, etc.) and then WebDSL compiler generates these generated code with the other written Web application code to its target language (e.g., XML, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, etc.). The $\Phi$ architecture consists of a number of constructed steps that represent the $\Phi$’s compiler pipeline, which is responsible for validating, verifying, and then transforming the $\Phi$ models into their mechanisms. The mechanisms are the generated access controls and their authorisation management elements that guard the controlled objects within the target Web application; and provide an administrative tool to the authorised users. This chapter discusses the $\Phi$ architecture in the following three parts:

Validation and Verification Phase: In this research the validation and verification definition based is on the Bohem’s definition [49]. Validation is to check the correctness of the semantical relation between the defined model and its specifications; and validation is to check if the defined software code is executable or not. Validating and verifying the access and authorisation management models on their own is essential but not enough. Any generated element is defined to cover a set of objects and their content within the Web application code. As a result, the validating and verifying phase have to take the target application, with the generated access control and authorisation management elements into consideration. The main aim of this phase to discover all the possible semantical errors and warnings that could occur during the defining the $\Phi$ models. Moreover this phase is constructed based
on two principles. First, it should provide a *cheap* mechanism to validate and verify the models. For this, this phase’s steps constructed based on their *importance* and *cheapness*. To find different errors and warnings, the $\Phi$ compiler needs to validate and verify the semantics of $\Phi$ models based on different steps. However, the number of sub-checks in each validation and verification step is different. Here, the cheapness means: The less number of sub-checks and time is needed to validate and verify the defined $\Phi$-based models. Therefore, the errors are given to the developer as soon as possible. Second, for the overall efficiency of the compiler, this phase *must* check for all the errors and warnings before the transformation phase, even though in some steps it deals with the location of the generated code. For this, $\Phi$ takes the advantage of its object-centric approach and provides a set of solutions to make it possible, for $\Phi$ compiler, to go through this phase before the transformation phase during the compilation of the $\Phi$ models.

**Transformation Phase:** After the validating and verifying the defined model within themselves and their target application, $\Phi$ transforms the declarative and fine-grained models into different types of elements (e.g., data models, predicates, etc.), and then weaves them through the Web application code. This phase enables the developers to define a set of access control and their authorisation management *models only* by using the $\Phi$ syntax, and any elements related to their *mechanisms* are handled *entirely* by the $\Phi$ generator. For example, if the developer wants to use the original WebDSL’s coarse-grained access control implementation, needs to define a set of data models such as *Role* or extend the entity that represent the user to hold the activated roles. Moreover, the user needs to implement all the pages and their navigations related to the access control models (e.g., *roleActivation* page). Furthermore, in case of RBAC- or MAC-based models, the user needs to change the workflow of the Web application by modifying the authentication template, so the users will redirect to their role or label activation page after their authentication.

**$\Phi$ Compiler:** This compiler\(^1\) is implemented, by using the syntax definition formalism [90], and Stratego/XT [50]. Then it is added to the WebDSL compiler as an add-on DSL that is in attached to the list of DSLs (e.g., Ajax, HQL, etc.) that create the WebDSL language as a whole. This approach leads to separation of concerns between the $\Phi$ language with the other aspects of the WebDSL language.

This chapter discusses the validating and verifying of $\Phi$ models in Section 4.2, their transformations in Section 4.3, and how the $\Phi$ compiler got implemented by using the syntax definition formalism (SDF) and Stratego/XT; and attached to the WebDSL in Section 4.4. At last in Section 4.5 provides the summary and conclusion of this chapter.

---

\(^1\)*Available at philang.org/repos/compiler*
4.2 Validation and Verification Phase

A number of studies [126, 120, 122] highlighted the fact that developing an access control mechanism is error-prone and therefore need to be validated and verified. Unlike the prior approaches, Φ’s architecture reflects the fact that correctness and completeness of the Φ models on their own is not enough and the target application must be considered as well based on the defined models. Even partially doing so, can result in the application code that is compilable (i.e., due to the correctness of the generator and the generated code), but has a number of security holes, that are not fixable after the application deployment. This leads to high testing and maintenance costs after the deployment of the application. It is ideal to give a full guarantee to the developer for the defined access control model and its target Web application before the deployment phase. Φ’s validating and verifying phase is constructed based on the following principles:

**Discover All Semantical Issues:** Within this step, Φ is able to deal with any possible error that can occur based on the defined Φ-based models. So the first aim of Φ compiler is to report any error or warning to the developer as soon as possible.

**Sorted Steps:** The Φ’s verification and validation phase consists of number of steps that are sorted based on their importance and cheapness. This phase consists of ten consecutive white-box validating and/or verifying steps (See Figure 4.1). The first eight cover the eight types errors that each gives the error message and automatically triggers the compilation termination. The last two steps are create a set of warning messages, that give the developer the chance to manually trigger the termination or continuation of the compilation.

**Φ Pipeline:** Within the Φ compiler the validation and verification phase occurs before the transformation phase, even though in some steps the validation and verification needs to deal with the behaviour of the generated code fragments within one another (See Section 4.2.1.8). Therefore overall this architecture leads to cheap error handling and transformation phases, within the Φ compiler.

**Use of Model Checker:** A model checker checks for satisfiability of logical formulas based on a set of theories [35]. So, the semantics of a written program can be checked by a model checker, when the program is transformed into a logical formula and then model checker checks if the model is satisfiable. Here, I use Z3 [62] as a model checker that checks the satisfiability of first order logic formulas. Z3 is used as a part of the Φ compiler element, because it is open source and research-based.

The following two parts discuss these steps in terms of error and warning handling.
### Chapter 4 Compilation of $\phi$ Models

#### 4.1. Access Control Validation

- **Multiple Access Control Validation**
  - $\phi$DAC duplication
  - $\phi$MAC duplication
  - $\phi$RBAC duplication

#### 4.2. Object Scope Validation

- **Object-Operation Relation Validation**
  - $\phi$MAC duplication
  - $\phi$RBAC duplication

#### 4.3. Object-Operation Relation Validation

- **Policy Terms Correctness Validation**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.4. Repetition Checks

- **User identifier correctness**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

- **Attribute-based terms**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

- **No existence label/role**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.5. Security Policy Terms

- **Access Element Correctness Validation**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

- **Each Case Correctness Validation**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.6. Access/Coverage cases

- **Overlapping Validation and Verification**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.7. Authorisation management/Coverage cases

- **Dead Authorisation Code Verification**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.8. Dead access enforcement code

- **Correctness Validation of $\phi$-elements**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 4.9. Dead authorisation management code

- **User identifies**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 5.1. Dead Authorisation Code Verification

- **Completeness Verification**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 5.2. Security Policy Terms

- **User identifies**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 5.3. Dead Access Enforcement Code

- **Correctness Validation of $\phi$-elements**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

#### 5.4. Dead Authorisation Management Code

- **User identifies**
  - $\phi$MAC-based
  - $\phi$RBAC-based

---

### Figure 4.1: $\phi$'s Validation and Verification Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Types</th>
<th>Validation and Verification Pipeline</th>
<th>Sub-Steps</th>
<th>Responsible Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Multiple Access Control Validation</td>
<td>1.1. $\phi$DAC duplication</td>
<td>ET1Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. $\phi$MAC duplication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3. $\phi$RBAC duplication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Object Scope Validation</td>
<td>2.1. External object existence validation</td>
<td>ET2Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.2. Internal Object existence Validation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Object-Operation Relation Validation</td>
<td>3.1. Within access control/ Coverage objects and cases</td>
<td>ET3Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2. Within Authorisation/ Coverage objects and cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Policy Terms Correctness Validation</td>
<td>4.1. Repetition checks</td>
<td>ET4Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2. User identifier correctness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3. Attribute-based terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4. No existence label/role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Access Element Correctness Validation</td>
<td>5.1. $\phi$MAC-based</td>
<td>ET5Checker+Model Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.2. $\phi$RBAC-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Each Case Correctness Validation</td>
<td>6.1. User identifier related</td>
<td>ET6Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2. Attribute-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3. Label-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4. Role-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Overlapping Validation and Verification</td>
<td>7.1. Access/Coverage cases</td>
<td>ET7Checker+Model Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2. Authorisation management/ Coverage cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dead Authorisation Code Verification</td>
<td>8.1. Dead access enforcement code</td>
<td>ET8Checker+Model Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.2. Dead authorisation management code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warning Types</th>
<th>Validation and Verification Pipeline</th>
<th>Sub-Steps</th>
<th>Responsible Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Completeness Verification</td>
<td>1.1. Access/Coverage cases</td>
<td>WT1Checker+Model Checker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. Authorisation management/ Coverage cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2 | Coverage Verification | 2.1. Access control coverage | WT2Checker+Model Checker |
|   |                       | 2.2. Authorisation management coverage |         |
4.2.1 Error Handling

This part of the thesis discusses the eight consecutive error handling steps, their sub-steps, their involved strategy within the Φ compiler, and how they handle these errors.

4.2.1.1 Access Control Multiplicity Validation

As mentioned before Φ enables the developers to define ΦDAC, ΦMAC, and/or ΦRBAC in a single Web application. So the first validation check is based on the number of defined access control models. In case of any type of access control multiplication, an error message will be given, and the Φ compilation is terminated. For this, the uppermost strategy ET1Checker and its relates strategies, handle these type of errors by checking the application’s abstract syntax tree (AST) and giving the corresponding error if necessary (shown in Figure 4.2). Note that the developer is not also allowed to define different types of authorisation management model for a single access control model; however this error (i.e., authorisation management multiplicity) is handled by the parser, because it is against the Φ’s syntax definition (see Appendix A). For example as shown in Figure 4.2, the developer wrongfully defined two ΦDAC models and therefore Φ gives the error type one to the developer and terminates the compilation.

![Figure 4.2: Multiple ΦDAC definitions for a Web application led to an error.](image)

4.2.1.2 Object Scope Validation

This part of the thesis explains the term object scope validation (OSV) and its usage within the Φ compiler. As mentioned before Φ is mainly a data centric approach that enforces different types of authorisations on the set of objects. So within the Φ models, the used objects need to be checked with respect to the defined application and other parts of the model (e.g., coverage within an access control model). The following, are two main types of OSV-based errors that are handled through uppermost strategy ET2Checker within the Φ compiler (See Figure 4.1).
1. **Out of Scope**: Within this step, the used objects within all the access control models (i.e., ΦDAC, ΦMAC, and ΦRBAC), are checked against the defined elements of the Web application. So the controlled objects within an access control model are checked against the defined objects (e.g., entities, properties, etc.) within the Web application. For example, as Figure 4.3 shows, the defined ΦDAC uses an object (i.e., page Students) that does not exist within the Web application code, and as a result, the strategy ET2Checker gives an error and terminates the compilation.

![Figure 4.3](image)

Figure 4.3: The used object, Students page does not exist within the Web application.

Note that Φ only validates the controlled objects within the access control models because the other objects used in the access control’s coverage, authorisation management and its coverage are the subset of the controlled objects within the access control models. Therefore their objects need to be validated only against the controlled objects of the access control model, that they are involved with (next step).

2. **Shared Scopes**: In this step, for each access control model three consecutive steps are validating the objects used within coverage, authorisation management model and its coverage against the access control’s controlled objects. Therefore if there is a set of objects that are not directly or indirectly part of the access control model, the strategy ET2Checker terminates the compilation and give an error to the developer. For example in Figure 4.2.1.2 the developer used the property User.username as a coverage object, that does not part of the ΦDAC’s controlled objects or exists within the content of the page Students.
4.2.1.3 Object-Operation Relation Validation

As mentioned before, \( \Phi \) supports access control for pages, templates, XML nodes, Groups, Blocks, and data model (i.e., entities and their properties) elements. Moreover, the developer defines an operational relation between these objects with a set of operations, namely, create, read, update, delete, secret, and ignore. However, the data manipulation operations (i.e., create, update, and delete) are solely related to the storable data (i.e., data model elements). Therefore, the \( \Phi \) compiler checks if any data manipulating operation is used for a non-storable objects. If so, the \( \Phi \) terminates the compilation and gives an error to the developer as soon as it find this type of error.

These types of errors are handled by the ET3Checker strategy and as Figure 4.4 shows, it terminates the compilation when it finds a non-data model object (i.e., page Students), that is used with a data manipulative operation (i.e., delete). As Figure 4.1 shows, there are two main types of these errors based on the location of the error within the \( \Phi \)-based defined models. The first, relates to the access control model (i.e., controlled objects and coverage objects and their cases); and second it relates to the authorisation management part of the model (i.e., management objects, management coverage objects and their cases). Please refer to Appendix B to see all the examples related to the sub-types of these errors.

![Error 3.1.1] Delete Op and a page (Students) in PhiDAC.

**Figure 4.4:** An error based on the relation between an object and its operation.

4.2.1.4 Policy Term Correctness

This step checks the correctness of each defined policy term with respect to itself and the other policy terms defined in \( \Phi \) models. For this as Figure 4.1 shows, \( \Phi \) compiler uses the ET4Checker to handle the following errors:

1. **Out of Context Validation:** First, \( \Phi \) checks if there is any policy term that does not match the context of the defined model. For this, \( \Phi \) checks these errors based on the following consecutive steps:
• **Access and Authorisation Management Models:** In this step, each defined policy term within the Φ access and control models is validated against the context of the model. For the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM there must not be any defined *label* or *role*; if so, the error of type 4.1.1 (in case of ΦDAC) or 4.1.4 (in case of ΦDACAM) will be given to the developer and the compilation gets terminated. Moreover, for the ΦMAC and ΦMACAM there must not be any label, as a policy term, which is not defined as a confidentiality or integrity labels (i.e., errors of type 4.1.2 and 4.1.5). Furthermore, for the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models, there must not be a role, as a policy term, outside the defined roles, in this case as the Figure 4.5 shows, an error is given to the developer, as the role writer is not initiated as a role. Note that these errors also cover the cases in which the developer use a role for ΦMAC and ΦMACAM, or a label for the ΦRBAC or ΦRBACAM models; as within the defined Φ’s syntax definition (see Appendix A), labels and roles are both defined as *identifiers*. Therefore, for example, if the developer uses a label as a role within the policies of an ΦRBAC model, Φ cover this error and treats it as an undefined role.

Figure 4.5: An error based on used undefined roles as a policy term

• **Coverage-based Policies:** At this point, Φ (through uppermost ET4Checker strategy) validates if the coverage policies are matching the defined policies within the access control and authorisation management model. For this as the Figure 4.6 shows, the ET4Checker creates an error and terminates the compilation, based on the fact that the policy term, admin which does not match the defined roles within the ΦDACAM model.

Figure 4.6: A usage of undefined role led to an error.
2. **Repetition Validation**: Defined policy terms should be treated as a set, therefore within each policy term there must not be any policy term that is repeated. Through all Φ models I have seven types of policy terms (i.e., user identifier, user attribute, data attribute, user-data attributes, system attributes, labels and roles) and so the types of errors given by Φ in this part is sorted based on the types of the policy terms. For example as Figure 4.7 shows, within the defined ΦMAC model two policy terms are the same (i.e., TopSec) and therefore Φ gives an error and terminates the compilation.

![Figure 4.7: A duplication in a policy term led to an error.](image)

**User Identifier-based Validation**: As mentioned before ΦDAC and ΦDACAM are discretionary-based access and authorisation management models, and therefore they can use the user identifier (i.e., Self) as a policy term. Moreover as discussed in Chapter 2, within the WebDSL language the developer uses the principal definition with two properties (see Figure 4.8) of an entity to declare the authentication credentials. Therefore, if within a Φ model the type of the used comparison value does not match the defined user identifier’s type, then Φ, through ET4Checker strategy, will give an error to the developer and will terminate the compilation. So, as Figure 4.8 shows, Φ first checks the principal definition to get the entity that represents the users of the system (e.g., Person). Then, it go through the entity’s properties to get the property, which is used as the entity’s identifier. Finally it checks the type of the value used within the policy term (e.g., Int in Figure 4.8), with the type of the property that represents the users’ identifiers (e.g., String in Figure 4.8). In case of type mismatch, as Figure 4.8 shows, Φ will give an error and terminates the compilation.
Figure 4.8: The defined user identifier is incorrect.

Attribute-based Validation: At this point the \( \Phi \) checks the correctness of attribute-based policy terms (user, data, and system attributes). As mentioned in the previous Chapter these policy terms are used with a comparison with an expression (e.g., \texttt{Self.username == "John"}), or compared with another attribute-based policy term (e.g., \texttt{Self.password == This.User.password}). However, these comparisons can create an error, based on the type mismatch of left and right hand side types. Table 4.1 shows all the possible types of errors that occur based on attribute-based policy terms. As shown in Table 4.1 the first type of error could occur based on using incompatible type such as \texttt{Int} with the user attribute term (i.e., \texttt{Self.age}) which does not have the type \texttt{String}. The second type of errors is based on a comparison between incompatible basic types (i.e., \texttt{String, Int, Float}, etc.) with user and data attributes. The third type of errors is based on incompatible comparison between attribute-based policy terms. For example as shown in Figure 4.1 the user can not compare the \texttt{age} property of the \texttt{Student} entity when it is of type \texttt{Int}, with the \texttt{address} property of the \texttt{User} entity which is of type \texttt{Text}. All these errors are checked by the \( \Phi \) compiler and related error will be given to the developer.

Table 4.1: Errors based on individual attribute-based policy terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Type</th>
<th>Error iff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{UserAtt CompSign Exp}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{E.g., Self.age == &quot;John&quot;}</td>
<td>\texttt{age.Type != Int}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{DataAtt CompSign Exp}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{E.g., This.User.address &gt;= 5.2}</td>
<td>\texttt{User.address.Type != Float}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{DataAtt CompSign UserAtt}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{E.g., This.Student.age == Self.address}</td>
<td>\texttt{Student.age.Type != User.address.Type}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.1.5 Access Element Correctness

This is the first sub-step in model validation of $\Phi MAC$, $\Phi MACAM$ and validation and verification of $\Phi RBAC$ and $\Phi RBACAM$ models. In these models as discussed in the previous chapter, the developer declaratively defines the MAC (i.e., confidentiality and/or integrity labels and their flows) and RBAC (i.e., roles, and their optional relations) basic elements. Therefore, before $\Phi$ processes into more expensive validation and verification steps, $\Phi$ checks the correctness of the following defined access control elements by using the uppermost strategy ET5Checker and its sub strategies.

**Mac-based Models:** At this point $\Phi$ checks the $\Phi$’s MAC-based models (i.e., $\Phi MAC$ and $\Phi MACAM$) based on the following consecutive steps:

- **1. Duplication Validation:** Here $\Phi$ checks if the used label names within the confidentiality and integrity are duplicated. This is an error because as mentioned in the previous Chapter, a set of labels represents different classifications and clearance levels, are thus need to be unique. For example as Figure 4.9 shows, the Sec label got repeated and cause an error within the defined $\Phi MAC$ model.

![Figure 4.9](image)

**Figure 4.9:** This model led to an error because label Sec is duplicated.

- **2. Shared Labels Validation:** For avoiding the confusion for both the developer and the user of the system, the entity that will be generated for the defined $\Phi MAC$ and $\Phi MACAM$ models (i.e., Label), uses the $labelName$ property as its identifier (i.e., label). Therefore, within the defined MAC-based models, the developers can not use the same label name for both confidentiality and integrity labels, and in such a case it leads to an error as shown in the Figure 4.10, and compilation termination.

![Figure 4.10](image)

**Figure 4.10:** Shared label names between confidentiality and integrity labels are not allowed.
Validation and Verification of RBAC-based Models: This part validates and verifies the defined basic RBAC elements based on the ET5Checker strategy and a model checker, Z3 [62]. For this, Φ checks each ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM model based on the following consecutive steps:

1. Repetition Validation: At first, the ET5Checker validates the uniqueness of defined roles and their optional relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, and DSOD). For this the strategy uses the available list-based functionalities within the Stratego/XT library to check each set with respect to itself. For example, as shown in Figure 4.11 the defined ΦRBAC model has a duplication within the SSOD relations. For this ET5Checker gives an error and terminates the compilation.

   ![Figure 4.11: A duplication within SSOD relations led to an error.](image)

2. Hierarchy Verification: Here Φ checks the correctness of the defined inheritance relations, regardless of any static or dynamic separation of duty relations. Roles hierarchy and its related checks can grow exponentially based on the hierarchy structure of roles. Checking these errors by hand-written code can be limited and error prone. However, here, I can simply represent the hierarchy in a first order logical formula (i.e., through Φ’s transformation rules), and then check its correctness using Z3 and give its corresponding error to the developer. The only semantical error that could occur while defining the role’s hierarchies is when within the inheritance definition, two roles are inherited from one another. For example, if role A inherits from role B and role B inherits from role A, then if fact these two roles are semantically identical, and therefore it is unnecessary to define two separated roles, or the inheritance relation must be removed by the developer. For this as Figure 4.12 shows, the ET5Checker within the Φ compiler transforms the defined inheritance relations into a first order logic (FOL) model and then checks its satisfiability through the model checker. As shown in Figure 4.12, the generated FOL model, by Φ, constructed based on the following elements:

   - Boolean Variables: For each used role within the inheritance relations role a boolean variable is generated (see Figure 4.12).
• A Formula: All the roles hierarchy transforms into a formula such that for each inheritance relation between two roles (e.g., Supervisor -> Teacher) an implication relation is defined (e.g., (implies Teacher (supervisor))) and the parent role initiated to True and the child role is initiated to False. Therefore as Figure 4.12 (i.e., Section b) shows in case of UNSAT the role’s hierarchies contain duplications and therefore an error will be given to the developer and \( \Phi \) will terminate the compilation.

Figure 4.12: Inheritance relations are transform to an FOL model by the ETSChecker strategy and then automatically checked by the Z3.
4.2.1.6 Each Case Correctness

In later steps \( \Phi \) *conjunctively* connects each *policy case* to create an *access* or *authorisation management* predicate; and *coverage case* to create a coverage criteria for the access and authorisation management models. Also as discussed in the last chapter the policy signs give a logical meaning to their related policy terms (i.e., *true/activated, false/not activated, or don’t care*). Moreover, \( \Phi \) already checked the correctness of each policy term (see Section 4.2.1.4). Therefore at this step, it is important to check the *correctness* of each defined policy and coverage case. \( \Phi \) checks (i.e., by using the uppermost strategy \( \text{ET6Checker} \)) the correctness of each defined *policy* and *coverage cases* within *access control, authorisation management* models. The following three parts discuss this validation and verification step, based on the *authorisation type* of the \( \Phi \)-based models.

**\( \Phi \text{DAC} \) and \( \Phi \text{DACAM} \) Models.** Based on the *cheapness* factor, \( \Phi \) first verifies each *policy* and *coverage case* in \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) and \( \Phi \text{DACAM} \) models, based on the following consecutive steps:

**User Identifier Validation:** The \( \text{ET6Checker} \) checks within each case if any two user identifiers create a semantical *conflict*. For example, the second case defined within the \( \Phi \text{DACAM} \) model in Figure 4.13 states that the user who is "John" and "Mary" at the same time can read the page *Students*. This is an error because the instances of the user identifiers are *unique* throughout the running phase of the application, and therefore a user can not have more than one identifier. So as Figure 4.13 shows, \( \Phi \) (through \( \text{ET6Checker} \) strategy) gives this error and terminates the compilation. For more similar types of error, please refer to Appendix B.

![Figure 4.13: An incorrect case within the \( \Phi \text{DAC} \) model based on the user identifier conflict.](image)

**Attribute-based Verification:** Then, \( \Phi \) (through \( \text{ET6Checker} \)) verifies each *policy* and *coverage cases* based on the defined *attribute-based* policy terms and their related *sings*. the following discusses this steps based on the attributes' types:

- **User-based Attributes:** In this part \( \text{ET6Checker} \) checks the correctness of each user-based attributes and their related policy signs for each case. Here,
similar to the user identifier validation, \texttt{ET6Checker} validates if any two user-based attributes create an error. For example, if in a case there are two + signs for \texttt{Self.age > 18} and \texttt{Self.age < 18} policy terms, then the \texttt{ET6Checker} strategy notifies the developer about the error and then terminates the compilation. See Appendix B for more examples.

- **Data-based Attributes**: Similar to the previous step \texttt{ET6Checker} validates the data-based attributes that create a conflict within each case. For example, if in a case there are two + signs for \texttt{This.User.name == "Jack"} and \texttt{This.User.name == "Mary"} policy terms, the strategy creates an error and terminates the compilation (See Appendix B for examples).

- **User- and data attribute-based comparisons**: Similar to the last to steps, for each policy and coverage case, the \texttt{ET6Checker} strategy verifies the policy terms which are the comparison between the user- and attribute-based policy terms, and their related signs within each case. For example, as shown in Figure 4.14, \(\Phi\) gives an error based on the fact that the second policy case will result in wrong access control predicate; because the instance of the current user’s age (i.e., \texttt{Self.age}) can not be greater and smaller than the instance of the \texttt{User.age} at the same time.

![Figure 4.14: An incorrect case based on comparison between user-and data-based attributes.](image)

**System-based Attributes**: Similar to the last three the \texttt{ET6Checker} checks the correctness of each case based on the defined system attribute-based policy term. For this the strategy \texttt{ET6Checker} get the defined policy set for each model and check each defined policy case based on the defined system-based (i.e., \texttt{date} and \texttt{time}) attributes. For example if a case has two + signs for the \texttt{Sys.date(>1/1/2010, <1/1/2013)} and \texttt{Sys.date(>1/1/2014, <1/1/2015)} policy terms, then this error will be reported to the developer and the compilation terminates by \(\Phi\). For examples please refer to Appendix B.

\textbf{\(\Phi\)MAC and \(\Phi\)MACAM models.} Here \(\Phi\) validates and verifies, through \texttt{ET6Checker}, the correctness of each defined \textit{policy} and \textit{coverage} case based on the following consecutive sub-steps:

**Allowed Operation**: \(\Phi\)MAC and \(\Phi\)MACAM are MAC-based models, and therefore they only allow \textit{create} and \textit{read} operations. So if the developer uses the \textit{update} or
delete operation within any case, Φ gives an error and terminate the compilation. Please refer to Appendix B for examples.

**MAC Property Verification:** Then Φ verifies the information flow of both confidentiality and integrity dominance levels based on policy signs within each policy and coverage case. The error is based on the fact that if an upper level have + sign, all its lower levels need to have + sign as well. Therefore, Φ verifies each case based on defined signs and verifies against the information flow, and in case of an incorrect specification, the error is reported to the developer, as shown in Figure 4.15.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 4.15:** An incorrect case based on MAC-based properties of ΦMAC model.

**Strict-property Validation:** After checking the policy signs related to the information flow, Φ verifies the strict-property validation. This is based on the fact that if the object’s classification label is equal to the security clearance of a case, then the developer can use both create (i.e., c) and read (i.e., r) operation for that particular object. Please refer to Appendix B for examples.

**Confidentiality Verification:** Similar to the prior step, here Φ, through ET6Checker upper-most strategy verifies the confidentiality-related properties. For this, Φ verifies the read-down and write-up concepts (see Chapter 3 for semantics) by verifying the subject’s confidentiality-based clearance level against the object’s confidentiality-based security classification. For example, as shown in Figure 4.16 the defined ΦMACAM model creates an error because the subject’s clearance level is lower than object’s security classification and the related operation is read (i.e., r).

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 4.16:** An incorrect case based on defined confidentiality-based characteristics.
**Integrity Verification:** Then $\Phi$ (through ET6Checker strategy) verifies the *integrity-related* properties (i.e., *Read-up* and *write-down* properties). Similar to the previous step, $\Phi$ verifies these properties with respect to the subject’s integrity-based clearance level against the object’s integrity-based security classification. Please refer to Appendix B for its categories.

**Attribute-based Verification:** Identical to $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$DACAM models, the attribute-based policies and their related signs within $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models are verified. See Appendix B for its categories.

![Diagram of RBAC model and FOL representation](image)

**Figure 4.17:** An incorrect case within the $\Phi$RBAC model based on defined SSOD relation.
ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM Models. At last Φ verifies the correctness of each case within the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models, based on the following two consecutive steps:

Attribute-based Verification: First, identical to the previous models, the attribute-based policies and their related signs are verified within the policy and coverage cases. Please refer to Appendix B for examples.

Conflicting Role Verification: Second, Φ transforms each policy and coverage case with the defined roles and their related relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, DSOD) to an FOL formula and then check for its satisfiability through the model checker Z3 [62]. For example as shown in Figure 4.17 the second policy case in the ΦRBAC model creates an error based on the fact that both Teacher and Student roles can not be activated at the same time, due to the SSOD relation between them.

4.2.1.7 Overlapping Cases

As mentioned in the last Chapter, each case links the access, authorisation management, or coverage requirement to a set of operations. Therefore, to avoid any conflicts or repetition within access and authorisation management predicates, it is essential for Φ to verify if each case is in fact unique. Therefore any two cases in any Φ model must not be equal syntactically or semantically. Φ checks the overlapping between two defined cases of each model, by using the ET7Checker strategy and a model checker (i.e., Z3 [62]). As figure 4.18 shows, Φ checks for these cases by transforming the Φ model into FOL and then check for its satisfiability through Z3. The reason Φ uses Z3 here, is due to the potential of high number of cases and inner connectivity of some of Φ-based models (e.g., basic RBAC elements and policy cases in ΦRBAC) that leads to large number of lines of codes to check for overlapped cases. Therefore, here to give the full guarantee about the overlapped cases, the representation of these cases are transferred to FOL and then check by Z3, based on the following steps:

Pairing: First, Φ creates a set that consists of all the paired cases, and then for each pair does the following steps:

1. FOL formula generation: As Figure 4.18 shows, Φ generates a FOL that consists of:

   (a) Boolean Variables: A number of boolean variables are created based on the number of policy terms.
Figure 4.18: Architecture of overlapping and incompleteness checks

The strategy ET7Cheker checks for overlapping cases with in \( \Phi \) models based on the following steps:

(b) **Body**: The body of the formula is created based on the logical state (i.e., policy signs) of each policy term. So wherever the state is true (i.e., +) the related boolean variable initiated to true value and where the state is false (i.e., -), the variable will be false. Moreover, all the terms of each case, as well as the cases themselves, are connected with a conjunction. Note that for the \( \Phi \)'s MAC-based (i.e., MAC and MACAM) and RBAC-based (i.e., RBAC and RBACAM) models a set of implication relations are generated to support the information flow in the MAC-based, and roles’ optional relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, and DSOD) in RBAC-based models. For example if there is an SSOD relation between the role teacher and student the generated implication relation is (implies teacher (not student)). Please refer to Appendix B for examples.

2. **Satisfiability Check**: Here the generated FOL formula is checked by Z3. For this reason, \( \Phi \) calls Z3 and checks its output. In case of satisfiability, Z3 generates a model, which means two cases are overlapped and therefore they are syntactically or semantically equal. Then, \( \Phi \) gets the Z3’s output model, and creates an error message for the developer based on the defined \( \Phi \)DAC or \( \Phi \)DACAM model. In case of unsatisfiability, Z3’s output is an output message of UNSAT. So, \( \Phi \) gets the message and knows the paired cases do not overlap, and therefore it does not create an error message and moves on to the rest of the set.
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Figure 4.19: Overlapped cases in $\Phi$DAC model created an error.

Rest of the Overlapped Cases: As Figure 4.18 shows, the above mentioned steps are repeated, until the end of the set of paired cases, and all the other overlapping cases are reported to the developer.

4.2.1.8 Dead Authorisation Code

This part of the thesis, first discusses the concept behind dead authorisation code, and then explains how $\Phi$ validates and verifies the defined $\Phi$-based models for the dead authorisation code.

In $\Phi$ automation mechanism, the access control predicates are woven into the application code around the controlled objects. These controlled objects and consequently their predicates may be nested within each other and so create a set of conflicts. For example, in Listing 3, I have two different controlled objects, in which the instances of all students’ firstName are embedded within the sub-element of the group Students. I have $P_1$ that
protects Students and P2 that protects the instances of students’ firstName. Moreover, P1 indirectly protects P2 as P2 is nested within P1. Let us assume that P1 and P2 can conflict. For instance, P1 is true for the users with the activated role teacher and P2 is true for the users with the activated role admin but in the access control model there is also an SSOD relation between role teacher and admin. It is clear that users with the activated role admin can never access the instances of students’ firstName, even though they have a right to do so. This research calls these unreachable areas dead authorisation code. It is more efficient to check for these errors before the transformation phase. The following parts discusses how Φ uses validation and verification techniques to find these areas for the Φ access and authorisation based models before the transformation phase.

Figure 4.20: Nested controlled objects and predicates may create a set of conflicts.

Φ validate and verifies each defined model, against the dead authorisation code, based on the following three steps:

1. **Sorting and Pairing:** First, Φ sorts all policy cases based on the controlled objects and their related operations. For example as shown in Figure 4.21, after the first step, for the Students page and its read operation the case one and three; and for the object Students.firstName and read operation the second case are gathered. Then these two objects are paired.

2. **Potential Conflicts:** After pairing all the used controlled objects and their predicates, Φ checks for potential conflicts, in each pair of (Obj1, Oper*, {PM ... PN}) and (Obj2, Oper*, {PJ... PK}) such that:

\[
\{PM...PN\} \cap \{PJ...PK\} \equiv \emptyset \lor \neg(\{PM...PN\} \cup \{PJ...PK\}) \Rightarrow \text{pc} : \text{PotentialConflicts}
\] (4.1)

Therefore Φ checks for finding if the two set of related predicates to Obj1 and Obj2 are in fact sharing the same set of of cases, if not then the predicates associated to these objects may create a conflict. For example, as shown in Figure 4.21 the paired objects’s predicates create a potential conflict as their related predicates are different. In Φ terminology these set of predicates named potential conflicts. This is because, Φ, handles this step (i.e., Web application validation) before the transformation phase. So, Φ at each iteration, checks for the dead authorisation
code based on the location of two objects, in which their predicates are conflicting. Therefore because not all the time a controlled object is embedded within the other object, these set of conflicts named potential conflicts.

3. Traversing Application’s AST: Φ checks for the dead authorisation code, based on the list that contains a set of object pairs in which their predicates are conflicting, throughout the application code, based on the following sub-steps:

![Diagram showing the process of checking dead authorisation code](image_url)

Figure 4.21: Three main steps that check the Dead authorisation code within ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models.

(a) **Factorisation and ordering**: To have a cheap algorithm by finding all the dead authorisation code without unnecessary repetition, Φ factorizes and
orders the potential conflicts list based on coarse-granularity of the objects. For example if the potential conflict list is \{((PageOne, r, Preds1), (User, u, Preds2)), ((PageOne, r, Preds1), (Student, u, Preds2))\}, the factorized and ordered set is \{((PageOne, r, Preds1), (User, u, Preds2)), ((Student, u, Preds2))\}. Note that the order is from coarse-grained to fine-grained (i.e., Page, template, block, group, xml, entity, property).

(b) Finding dead authorisation code: Then \(\Phi\) uses the list created by the last sub-step, and traverse through out the application’s AST, and check if one of the two objects with potential conflict, is in fact embedded in the body of the second object. If so and error will be generated by \(\Phi\), based on the defined model and the target application and will be given to the developer. For example as Figure 4.21 shows, the object Students.firstName property is in fact embedded within the body of the page Students and there as it shows, \(\Phi\) gives an error and terminating the \(\Phi\) compilation by finding this error.

4.2.2 Warning Handling

After validating and verifying the \(\Phi\) models against all the essential errors, as Figure 4.1 shows, \(\Phi\) will then check for incompleteness and insufficiency constraints, that creates and displays a set of warnings to the developer, based on the defined policy and/or coverage cases. Figure 4.1 shows that in a case of a warning in each step, \(\Phi\) either terminates or continues the compilation. These termination or continuation decisions are based on the initiated defined options by the developer within the Phi.ini file (see Appendix A for details). The following two parts discuss these two error handling mechanisms.

4.2.2.1 Completeness Verification

At this point, the compiler knows the defined \(\Phi\) models are correct in terms of themselves and their target Web application. However \(\Phi\) needs to check the completeness of the defined models. Completeness of each model is determined based on the defined policy cases. Completeness of each model is determined based on the defined policy cases. Considering the number of cases and their relation to the defined policies for access or authorisation management structure, a large number of standalone lines of code needs to be written to check for the completeness of these defined cases. Moreover, both the structure of security models and the policy cases can be transferred to the defined first order logic and be checked by a model checker, Z3. For these reasons, \(\Phi\) compiler uses Z3 to provide a full guarantee on the completeness of the defined cases. Overall as Figure 4.18 illustrates the workflow, \(\Phi\), through WT1Checker uppermost strategy, checks for missing cases by transforming each set of the defined cases (i.e., policy), into a first order logic formula; and verifies for its satisfiability through an SMT solver, Z3. Therefore, for each set of policy cases, within all \(\Phi\)-based models, \(\Phi\) performs the following steps to check all the missing cases:
1. Create a Set: Φ first creates a set, in which each element represents a case based on the relation between the policy signs and policy terms.

2. FOL formula generation: Then, Φ generates a FOL formula where its boolean variables are representing all the defined policy terms (i.e., PT1, ..., PTN). Then it generates the negation of all the cases, where for each case it generates as follows:
   (a) True/False assignments: The value for each defined variable is true where the logical state for the related policy term is false (i.e., -), and initiate the value of the variable to false where the state of the policy term is true (i.e., +).
   (b) Logical Connections: The elements of each negated case is connected with a disjunction. While all the negated cases are connected with a conjunction.
   (c) Implications: A set of implication relations are generated by Φ for the defined basic RBAC and MAC structure within the ΦRBAC, ΦRBACAM, ΦMAC, and ΦRBACAM. For the inherency, SSOD or DSOD relations, within the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models, the WT1Checker strategy, generates a set of implications as following:
      • Inherency: For each inheritance relation between the defined roles, Φ generates an implication relation such as A -\( \rightarrow \) B where role B is inherits the role A authorisation rights.
      • SSOD/DSOD relations: For each SSOD or DSOD relation between the defined roles, Φ generates an implication relation such that A -\( \rightarrow \) !B where there is an SSOD or DSOD relation between these two roles.

Moreover, for the confidentiality and integrity information flow within the defined ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models, similar to the inherency relations within the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models; Φ generates an implication relations. For this, for each upperLabel -> lowerLabel relation, Φ generates an implication relation such that if upperLabel is true then lowerLabel can be true too.

3. Satisfiability Check: Here Φ calls Z3 to check the satisfiability of the generated FOL formula. If the generated formula is unsatisfiable (i.e., UNSAT), then there are no missing cases. However, if Z3 creates a counter example in case of satisfiability, then the counter example is the missing case, and an error message is generated for the developer based on the defined Φ-based models.

4. Rest of Missing Cases: Furthermore, for finding the next missing case, if any, Φ generates the negation of the missing case and updates the FOL formula and checks its satisfiability with Z3. The same routine is repeated by Φ (through WT1Checker strategy) until there is no more missing cases to report to the developer.
4.2.2.2 Coverage Verification

The aim of this step is to check the required access control and authorisation coverage criteria, based on the defined coverage cases in the defined $\Phi$ models. So that it can provide feedback to the developer about the shortcomings of the defined models. In terms of fine-grained access control models (i.e., $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$RBAC), a coverage percentage shows, in what percentage the object is protected directly or indirectly by the derived access control predicates that are defined in the coverage cases of the access control models. In terms of fine-grained authorisation management models (i.e., $\Phi$DACAM, $\Phi$MACAM, $\Phi$RBACAM), a coverage percentage shows, in what percentage the access control elements of the controlled objects are managed directly or indirectly through the defined authorisation models. For each controlled object used in the coverage or AMS cases, the coverage percentage is calculated.

As mentioned before $\Phi$ gives ability to the developer to define a set of cross checks test cases for the $\Phi$’s access control and $\Phi$’s authorisation management systems. This part of the report discusses the coverage checks in two categories of access control and authorisation management models:

Coverage checks for $\Phi$’s access control models

This section discuss the concept of access control coverage in $\Phi$. As mentioned before in this research, the access control coverage, refers to how many percentage an object is covered through defined access control model policies directly or indirectly throughout the application code. I find the coverage percentage of each mentioned object in coverage cases based on the following steps:

Object occurrences: First, the $\Phi$ compiler checks the application’s AST and counts the occurrences of the controlled object.

Related predicates: Second, the related strategies in $\Phi$ language, check the related access control predicates in which they are true, and make a list of all the objects related to these predicates (i.e., policy cases).

Coverage calculation: Third, I count all the occurrences of the controlled object that are directly or indirectly (i.e., by nesting) related to the list of controlled objects in the last step. At the end, $\Phi$ counts the coverage percentage based on dividing the number of occurrences that I get from this step with its total number of occurrences (i.e., first step) and then multiplies the number by 100. $\Phi$ compiler creates a coverage error in case the number does not match the number defined in the coverage cases.
Coverage checks for Φ’s authorisation management models

This part of the thesis discuss the meaning behind coverage checks for authorisation management models, and how they are calculated in Φ. The coverage percentage in Φ’s authorisation management systems, shows how many access controlled objects are directly or indirectly are covered through authorisation management mechanisms. Φ checks for the coverage percentage in authorisation models as following:

1. Related predicates: Φ first, check the related authorisation management predicates, to each coverage case in the model.

2. Coverage calculation: Φ then checks the authorisation coverage percentage for each used controlled object and its related operation, based on dividing number of cases that did not cover the object and the operation over the number of policy cases that did cover the object and its operation. Then the number is multiplied by 100 to get the authorisation management coverage.

As it can be seen from the mentioned steps their difference in coverage concept between access control and authorisation management models is that for the management models that the object occurrence is not calculated, and only the related policy predicates within the management models are important; as they do control 100 percent of the access control objects.

4.3 Transformation Phase

The Φ compiler executes the transformation phase\(^2\), after successfully validating and verifying the defined Φ-based models with respect to their semantics. This phase generates and then weaves the access and authorisation management mechanisms based on the defined models into the WebDSL code. These mechanisms are responsible for guarding the controlled objects in terms of their operational usage (i.e., in case of access control) and managements of the user’s rights (i.e., in case of authorisation management) during the run-time of the system. This part of the thesis, discusses each step of the architecture of the Φ’s transformation phase (shown in Figure 4.22), with regarding to themselves and the Φ-based models.

4.3.1 Data Model Elements and Enumeration Types

During the first transformation step (see Figure 4.22), Φ generates and then weaves the Φ-related data model elements with

\(^2\)http://philang.org/repos/compiler/Phi/transformation.str
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Each defined model is sorted based on (Obj, Oper) relations.

Based on the sorted models (i.e., Step Two), the defined access and authorisation management rights are generated and weaved.

Based on the sorted models (i.e., Step Two), generating and then weaving the predicate handling mechanisms

Generating and then weaving the access control predicates based on their sorted models (i.e., Step Two).

Based on their sorted models (i.e., Step Two), PhiPanel is generated and weaved, in addition to changing the application navigation after authentication.

Figure 4.22: $\Phi$’s transformation pipeline
respect to the defined access and authorisation management models with three enumeration types. These elements are later used, by $\Phi$ during the compile time, to store the initial *authorisation rights* based on the defined access and authorisation management models. The main reason to store these authorisation rights is based on the fact that, in this manner, $\Phi$ enables administrators of the system to change the defined access control authorisations through their authorisation management mechanisms. The following part discusses the first set of elements which are generated and weaved regardless of the type of the defined models. Then the transformation steps for the generated and weaved data models are discussed based on the type of access and authorisation management models.

4.3.1.1 Enumeration Types, Hierarchy- and Attribute-based Data Model Elements

As mentioned before, all $\Phi$-based models are *attribute-based*. Moreover, all can use the same type of objects, and use the subset of object related operations. Therefore, during this step, $\Phi$ generates and weaves (through uppermost strategy $\Phi_{EDMGW}$) the following common elements, without considering the type of the defined models:

**Enumeration Types:** As shown in Figure 4.23, three sets of enumeration types are generated to cover all the possible objects’ types (see A), operations (see B), comparison signs (see C). These enumeration types, are used as a property type, within generated entities which hold the authorisation rights.

![Figure 4.23: Three sets of enumeration types that hold the controlled object and operation types, and comparison signs](image)

**Attribute-based Data Models:** As Figure 4.24 shows (see part a and b), the UserAtt and DataAtt entities are *statically* generated to store the user- and data-based attributes. Both, have the logState property for storing the logical state of the user or data constraints, pName property for storing the name of the related property, and parent for storing the hierarchy of the property. Moreover, for storing the required value, they have sContent to store the String value, intBound of type IBound entity (see part j), floatBound of type FBound entity (see part i), timeBound of type TBound entity (see part g), and dateBound of type DBound entity (see part h), for storing the integer, float, time or date lower and upper boundaries. Note that each instance of the UserAtt and DataAtt only holds one type of value. For example,
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if the policy term and its related sign is \texttt{Self.username == "John"} and +, then the \texttt{intBound}, \texttt{floatBound}, \texttt{timeBound}, and \texttt{dateBound} properties are assigned to \texttt{null}, where the \texttt{sContent} property has a value "John". Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.24 the entity \texttt{UDAtt} is generated to store the policy terms related to the comparisons between the user- and data-based attributes and their related policy signs. As shown in the Figure 4.24 the properties are identical to the \texttt{UserAtt} and \texttt{DataAtt} entities with the same discussed purposes.

Figure 4.24 (see part \textit{D}) shows, the entity \texttt{SysAtt} is generated to store the system-based constraints. For this reason, it contains the property \texttt{logState} that stores the logical state of the constraints, and \texttt{timeBound} of type entity \texttt{TBound} (i.e., part \textit{e} in Figure 4.24), that stores the lower and upper time boundaries. Also it has the property \texttt{dataBound} which is of type entity \texttt{DBound} (i.e., part \textit{h} in Figure 4.24) that stores the lower and upper date boundaries. Note that, the time and date boundaries does not necessary need to have values. For example, if the \textit{system-based} constrains is just based on office hours, the \texttt{dateBound} entity is assigned to \texttt{null}.

**Hierarchy-based data model:** At the end of this step the entity \texttt{ObjParent} is generated and weaved to cover the inheritance relations within the \textit{entities} and their \textit{properties}. For this, this generated entity has a property \texttt{Parent}, of type \texttt{String} that holds the name of a \textit{data model element}.

---

Figure 4.24: Generated Data Model elements that will store the \textit{attribute-based} constraints
4.3.1.2 Discretionary- and Attribute-based Models

As discussed before, \( \Phi \)DAC and \( \Phi \)DACAM models are discretionary- and attribute-based models. Therefore the data model that needs to be generated and weaved for these models needs to be stored discretionary- and attribute-based constraints. The following discusses the generated data model for these models.

**\( \Phi \)DAC:** As shown in Figure 4.25, for the \( \Phi \)DAC model, the following entities are generated to store the discretionary- and attribute-based constraints:

- **Object Rights:** As Figure 4.25 shows (see part a), an entity \( PDObjRights \) is generated that consists of the object id (i.e., \( objID \)), the name of the object (i.e., \( objName \)), its parents entities (i.e., in case of property), the related operation (i.e., \( op \)), the type of the object (i.e., \( type \)), and its access rights (i.e., \( acRights \)). Note that for retrieving the access control rights, only the object’s id and the instances of its access rights are required. However, the rest of the properties are used within the authorisation management mechanism for displaying the related access control rights to the authorised users within the authorisation management mechanism.

- **Access Right:** This entity is statically generated, which holds an instance of the \( \Phi \)DAC-based access control rights of an object (See Figure 4.25). So, for storing the discretionary-based constraints, this entity has a property \( users \) to store a set of user identifier-based constraints. Moreover for storing the attribute-based constraints, the \( AccessRight \) entity contains the properties \( sysAtts \), \( userAtts \), and \( dataAtts \) for storing a set of system-, user-, and data-based constraints.

- **User Identifier:** Unlike all the other entities, the entity \( UIdent \) is not entirely generated statically. \( \Phi \) (through \( \Phi \)DACGen strategy) gets the defined entity, within the principal definition (explained in Chapter 2), that represents the users of the system, and makes the first property \( user \) based on the type of that entity. For example, if in an application the \( User \) entity used within the principal definition, property \( user \) is then, of type \( User \). Moreover, the
entity UIdent has the property logState that holds the logical state of the user identifier (see Figure 4.25). For example, if the sign related to the policy term is -, then the logState property has the false value.

ΦDACAM: The entity PDAMObjRights (shown in Figure 4.26) and PDACRight (if no ΦDAC model was defined) are generated to store the ΦDACAM constraints. Based on the fact that ΦDACAM has the same authorisation type as ΦDAC model, all the properties of the PDAMObjRights are identical to the PDDObjRights entity. However because these authorisations are based on authorisation management and not access control, their instances are stored separately.

![Figure 4.26: Generated Data model for the defined ΦDACAM model](image)

4.3.1.3 Mandatory- and Attribute-based Models

As discussed before, ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models are mandatory- and attribute-based models. Therefore the data model elements, that are needed to be generated and weaved for these models need to be able to store, the mandatory- and attribute-based constraints. The following elements are generated for storing the authorisation rights of these models:

ΦMAC: As Figure 4.27 shows, for the defined ΦMAC model, the following entities are generated to store the access control characteristics of this model:

![Figure 4.27: Generated Data model for the defined ΦMAC model](image)
• **PMObjRights**: This entity contains all the ΦMAC-based constraints for the defined controlled objects and their related authorisation rights. Similar to the PDObjRights entity it consists of properties that hold the general information about the controlled objects and their related operations, such as object’s name (i.e., ObjName), and related operation (i.e., op). Moreover, it contains the property acType which holds the list of mandatory- and attribute-based constraints (i.e., through PMACRight) for each controlled object and its related operation.

• **PMACRight**: This entity holds an instance of the ΦMAC-based constraints. As shown in Figure 4.27, the first two properties (i.e., confLabel and intLables) hold a list of allowed confidentiality based labels. Moreover, identical to ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models, it consists of the property sysAtts, userAtts, dataAtts, and udAtts for storing the attribute-based policy terms and their related signs.

• **ConfLabel and IntLabel**: As shown in Figure 4.27, these two entities hold an instance of the confidentiality and integrity labels. The classLevel property holds an integer number that later will be used for evaluating the ΦMAC-based constraints. Therefore, the dominance level between two same type labels are determined by the instances of this property.

• **Extensions on Web Application’s Data Models**: The instances of the User entity is extended so that the labels can be assigned to the users of the system during the run-time of the system. Moreover, the user can activate the assigned labels or their related less dominant labels after authentication. Therefore, for this, the Web applications’ session entity is extended (see part a), to hold the activated labels of the users, during their sessions.

**ΦMACAM**: The following entities are generated for each defined ΦMACAM (Figure 4.28) for storing mandatory- and attribute-based constraints. Therefore, as the authorisation type of ΦMACAM and ΦMAC are the same, only the name of entities and in case of user and session entities, their properties’ names are different. However, they will be used to store the ΦMACAM-based authorisation rights the same way as ΦMAC (discussed previously).
4.3.1.4 Role- and Attribute-based Models

As discussed before, the \( \Phi \)RBAC and \( \Phi \)RBACAM models are role- and attribute-based models. Therefore the data model that needs to be generated and weaved for these models need to stored role- and attribute-based constraints. The following two parts discusses the generated data model elements for the \( \Phi \)RBAC and \( \Phi \)RBACAM models.

**\( \Phi \)RBAC:** For the defined \( \Phi \)RBAC model, the following entities (See Figure 4.29) are generated:

- **PRObjRights:** This entity contains all the \( \Phi \)RBAC-based constraints for each defined controlled objects. Similar to \( P\)ObjRights and \( PM\)ObjRights entities in \( \Phi \)DAC and \( \Phi \)MAC models, it contains a set of properties that hold the general information about the controlled objects, such as name (i.e., objName), as well
as a list of related role- and attribute-based constraints, through acRights property and PRBACRight entity.

- **PRBACRight**: This entity is generated to hold instances of ΦRBAC-based authorisation rights. It holds the set of required roles through role property, and the attribute-based constraints (i.e., user-, data- and system-based attributes) with the rest of its properties.

- **Role**: The entity Role (shown in Figure 4.29) is generated to hold the information of the defined roles and their relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, and DSOD). Moreover it consists of the property cardinality and assignedNumber for storing the cardinality of each role and the number of times a role is assigned to the users of the application. The logState property holds the logical representation of the related policy sign for each role-based policy term.

- **Extension on the User and Session Data Model**: In ΦRBAC, similar to the ΦMAC model, the entity that represents the users of the system is extended (see Figure 4.29), for role assignments and activation. This is used for storing the the users of the system can activate their roles after their authentication. Moreover, the session entity is extended to store the users’ activated roles during the run-time of the system (see Figure 4.29).

**ΦRBACAM**: Figure 4.30 shows the generated entities for each defined ΦRBACAM model to store the role- and attribute-based constraints of such models. The ΦRBACAM’s authorisation type is the same as ΦRBAC model. Therefore, in principal it contains the same set of entities and properties which are generated for the ΦRBAC model (see Figure 4.29). However, these generated elements make it possible to separate between the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM defined authorisation rights. Please refer to the previous part to see the discussion on the generated entities and properties for holding the role- and attribute-based constraints.

![Figure 4.30: Generated Data model for the defined ΦRBACDM model](image-url)
4.3.2 Sorting the defined $\Phi$ Models

After generating and weaving the data model and $\Phi$-based data model variants, for the correctness of the approach and avoiding the repetition within the generated architecture, $\Phi$ needs to sort the defined $\Phi$-based models; before generating the rest of the architecture.

Syntactically, $\Phi$-based models designed in such a way that the list of the objects and policies are factorized from the list of the policy cases. Even though, each defined policy in access or authorisation management models is unique, but policies are interconnected in terms of the object and operation they are protecting. For example, as shown in Figure 4.31, for the controlled object page Students, and read operation, the first and third case are factorized and created a list of two related cases. Moreover, a unique identifier is given to this list. This identifier later is used for retrieving the access control rights of an object and its related operation.

![Defined $\Phi$AC Model](image)

Figure 4.31: Sorting policy cases based on the type of the object and its related operation, and assign a unique identifier to the list

Therefore, in this step, all the defined policy cases within the $\Phi$-based access control models, are sorted based (through uppermost $\Phi$isSort strategy) on each defined controlled object and data manipulative (i.e., create, read, update, and delete) or secret operations.

4.3.3 Transforming Access and Authorisation Management Rights

After generating the data model elements and enumeration types, $\Phi$, through uppermost $\Phi$isGWRights strategy, generates a set of global variables, to store the initial access and authorisation management constraints, based on the defined $\Phi$-based models. As Figure 4.32 shows, $\Phi$ gets the first step results: a set of objects, their operation, related policy cases and their identifiers; and transforms them into a set of global variables. Note that, after the $\Phi$ compilation, WebDSL compiler generates the database, based on the defined and generated (i.e., in case of $\Phi$) data models, and populates it with the defined global variables. Therefore this architecture provides a dynamic approach for authorisation enforcement and management.
Figure 4.32: *Global variables* are generated based on list of sorted policy cases.

Each element within the sorted policy case is transformed to a set of global variables, as following:

**Authorisation Rights:** Each case related to each *object, operation* relation, is transferred to an instances of an entity (i.e., based on their type) as following:

- **User Identifier:** As the following equation shows, each user identifier and its related *logical sign*, is transformed to an UIdent entity.

\[
\text{UItoGV}(\text{Self} == \text{Var}, \text{LS}) = \begin{cases} 
\text{varusr1: User} := \text{User} \{ \text{user} := \text{VlogState} := \text{true} \} \text{ if } \text{LS} := + \\
\text{varusr1: User} := \text{User} \{ \text{user} := \text{VlogState} := \text{false} \} \text{ if } \text{LS} := - 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.2)

- **User Attribute:** Each user attribute is transformed to an instance of UserAtt entity, based on the *policy term* and its related *policy sign*, as shown in Figure 4.33.

- **Data Attribute:** Similar to the user attributes (Figure 4.33 and 4.34); the instances of the data-based attributes are stored within the DataAtt entity.

- **System-based Attributes:** System-based attributes are based on *time* and *date* constrains. The last two points already pointed out how $\Phi$ generates the user and data attributes, and user/data attribute-based comparisons. As mentioned, the system-based attributes are stored within the SysAtt entities. Identical to part A.1 and B.1 the each *time* and *date* constraint is transfered to a *global variable* of type TBound (i.e., in case of *time constraints*), or DBound (i.e., in case of *data constraints*). Then the instance with its related *logical sign* will be a part of the SysAtt entity.
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### Figure 4.33: Global variables are generated based on a list of sorted user-based attribute policy cases

- **Labels:** All the sorted label-based policy terms related to labels are transferred by $\Phi$, to a set of global variables of type `confLabel` and `IntLabel` (in case of $\Phi$MAC), and `AdConfLabel` and `AdIntLabel` (in case of $\Phi$MACAM) entities.

- **Role and attribute-based:** All the sorted role-based policy terms, are transferred by $\Phi$, to a set of global variables of type `Role` (in case of $\Phi$RBAC) and `AdRole` (in case of $\Phi$RBACAM) entities.
### Gathering Access Rights

After generating all the instances of a case, all instances need to be gathered to represent a case in the $\Phi$ models. For this $\Phi$ gathers each case in the $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$ DACAM model into $\Phi$DACRight, $\Phi$MAC model into $\Phi$MACRight, $\Phi$MACAM into $\Phi$AdMACRight, $\Phi$RBAC into $\Phi$RBACRight, and $\Phi$RBACAM into $\Phi$AdRBACRight entities.

### Object Rights

At last, all the access and authorisation management rights related to the triple of (object identifier, object and its operation), with the information about the triples are transferred to a global variable of type $\Phi$ObjRights (i.e., $\Phi$DAC), $\Phi$DAObjRights (i.e., $\Phi$DACAM), $\Phi$MObjRights (i.e., $\Phi$MAC), $\Phi$MAOjRights (i.e., $\Phi$MACAM), $\Phi$OjRights (i.e., $\Phi$RBAC), and $\Phi$RAOjRights (i.e., $\Phi$RBACAM).
4.3.4 Predicate Handling Mechanisms

So far, Φ sorted, generated, weaved the instances of the access and authorisation management policies. At this point Φ through the uppermost strategy PhiPHGW generates a set of functions for checking the authorisation rights of each controlled object in both access and authorisation management models. Note that the calls for checking the predicates of the controlled objects are generated and weaved within the next step. The common points within all these functions are they all get the objID and the return value of type Bool. In this way, each function can find the object’s authorisation rights based on its id, and return True (i.e., the access can be granted) or False (i.e., the access is not granted).

The following points discusses generated functions and its elements for each Φ-based models:

**PDACCheck and PDACAMCheck:** The PDACCheck and PDACAMCheck functions, are generated and weaved by Φ, based on the defined ΦDAC or ΦDACAM models. Both these functions contain five function calls for checking the discretionary- and/or attribute-based constraints. They are as following:

- **CheckUAAtt:** This function checks the user attribute-based policies by getting their instances and their logical state which were stored within the global variables of type UserAtt entity.
- **CheckDAAtt:** This function checks for the data attribute-based policies by getting their instances and their logical state, which were stored within the global variables of type DataAtt entity.
- **CheckUDAtt:** This function checks for the user and data attribute-based comparisons by getting their instances and their logical state, which were stored within the global variables of type UDAtt entity.
- **CheckSAtt:** This function checks for the user and data attribute-based comparisons by getting their instances and their logical state, which were stored within the global variables of type UDAtt entity.
- **PDACChecks:** This function gets the object identifier and check for the access control rights of the given controlled object (see Figure 4.35). Note that the calls for checking the predicates of the controlled objects are generated and weaved within the next step. First this function for the user identifier and then goes through the instances of the ObjectRight, find the related instance (based on the object identifier), and then check the following:
Figure 4.35: The function PDACCheck checks the $\Phi$DAC-based policies, by finding the object’s rights and calling other functions to check the related attribute-based policies.

- **User Identifier:** For this, this function calls the checkUI function and passes an instances of the a property users and its logical sign, if its instances are not null (see part C in Figure 4.35).

- **User Attribute:** Then as Figure 4.35 shows (see part D), if the property userAtts is not null, then the function passes an instances of this property and its logical sign to the checkUAAtt function.

- **Data Attribute:** As Figure 4.35 shows (part E) this function calls the function checkDAtt, an passes an instances of it with its logical sign, to check the correctness of the data attributes.

- **User Data Attribute-based comparisons:** Then, as Figure 4.35 shows (see part F), this function first check if the property UDAtt is not null. Then it calls the function checkUDAtt and sends an instances of this with its logical sign to see its correctness, if it is correct it returns true.

- **System-based Attributes:** As Figure 4.35 shows (see part H), the function first checks if the property systemAtt is not null. If not, it calls the function checkSysAtt, and sends an instance of this property with its related logical sign. If the checkSysAtt returns true, then this function returns true.
PMACCheck and PMACAMCheck: The PMACCheck and PMACAMCheck functions, are generated and weaved by \( \Phi \), based on the defined \( \Phi \)MAC or \( \Phi \)MACAM models. Both these functions contain four function calls for attribute-based constraints and one function call to check its mandatory-based requirements. The attribute-based function call are identical to the previous point, however the function call checkLabel, checks the current user’s activated confidentiality and/or integrity labels in regard to the access right for the controlled object. So, both for both PMACCheck and PMACAMCheck functions, if all the function calls are true then in this case they return True (i.e., grand access), and if not they return False (i.e., no access must be granted).

PRBACCheck and PRBACAMCheck: These two functions, and their generated function calls and their related functions are generated for the \( \Phi \)RBAC and \( \Phi \)RBACAM models. They consists of five function call, and similar to the previous functions four check for the user, data, and system attributes. Moreover, these functions call a function roleCheck, in which the current user activated role is checked against the role-based authorisations of the controlled object. If all these functions calls are true, then the PRBACCheck and PRBACAMCheck functions return True (i.e., access granted), or false (i.e., access must be denied).

4.3.5 Access Control Predicates

Within the last step, the predicates are generated and weaved around the controlled object and their related operations. Here \( \Phi \) generates and weaves (i.e., through uppermost PhiACPRedGW strategy) the access control predicates that guards the controlled objects and their related operations by calling the predicate handling functions (i.e., previous step) and sends the object identifier as an input parameter.

\[
\text{if (PDACCheck(\text{identifier}))}{\text{(Obj <-> Oper) }}
\]

Figure 4.36: Simple illustration on weaving a function call (i.e., PDACCheck) around all the instances of the controlled object and its related operations

The rest of this part explains this generation and weaving step, based on the object and operation types, sorted from fine-grained to coarse grained, as following:
Entities and Properties: This part discusses weaving the predicate function call, based on the entities and properties and related operations, as shown below:

- **Create:** Within the WebDSL language the developer can *create* an entity. For guarding the entity and its related *create* operation, as Figure 4.37 shows, an *if statement* with the function call is generated and weaved around the entity Student and its related *create* operation. The if statement does not contain the *else* element, because the *unauthorised* user cannot see the operation (i.e., guard by the access control predicate) and does not need to know about the missing operation.

\[
[*1^e*, E(Student), create, \{cm,...,cn\}]
\]

1. Variable used of type Student

\[
\text{var s : Student := Student{}}
\]

\[
\text{if (PDACheck("1")\{ //Generated and Weaved}
\]

\[
\text{input(s.firstName) input(s.lastName)}
\]

\[
\text{if (PDACheck("1")\{ //Generated and Weaved}
\]

\[
\text{action("Create", createStudent(s))}
\]

\[
\text{action createStudent(st : Student){}
\]

\[
\text{st.save()}}\]

Figure 4.37: Guarding the entity Student and its *create* operation by generating the function calls and weaving them around its input and action call

- **Read or Secret:** Within the WebDSL language, the element *output* is used to display the entities and their properties. For this as Figure 4.38 shows, \(\Phi\) generate and weave the guards around *output* elements, that displays the instances of entity User (part A), or property Staff.salary (part B).

\[
e_{\text{sortedCases}} :=
\]

\[
\text{["1", E(User), Read, \{Cm,...,Cn\},}
\]

\[
\text{["2", Pr(Staff.salary), read, \{Cj,...,Ck\}]}
\]

(A)

(B)

Figure 4.38: Guarding the entity User (part A), and property Staff.salary and their related *output* elements
• **Update:** As Figure 4.39 shows, \( \Phi \) generates and weaves the predicate function call (i.e., PDACCheck) around the *input* mechanism of the *properties* of an entity and their *action* code.

\[
[*\: E(Publication), Edit, [Cm, \ldots, Cn]]
\]

Figure 4.39: Guarding the *edit* input mechanism and its related *action*, by generating and weaving predicate function call around them

• **Delete:** Similar to the create and edit operations, for the *delete* operation related to a control object of type *entity*, \( \Phi \) generates and guards the delete action (see Figure 4.40). Note that the assumption here is, an action that stores null for the instances of an entity is in fact the delete operation. This way there is a distinction between the *update* and *delete* properties.

\[
[*\: E(Publication), Delete, [Cm, \ldots, Cn]]
\]

Figure 4.40: Guarding the *delete* operation related to the *Publication* entity

**Template and XML:** For the *Template* and *XML* objects, only the *read* and *secret* operation can be used. As Figure 4.41 shows, similar to guarding the *entities* and *properties* and their related *read* or *secret* operation, \( \Phi \) generates the function call PDACCheck, and weaves them around the *template calls* and *XML nodes.*
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Group, and Block: Identical to the Template and XML objects, for guarding the Group and Block objects and their read or secret operation; $\Phi$ generates and weaves the PDACCheck function call around them as shown in Figure 4.42.

Page: For the controlled objects of type page and their related read and secret operation, $\Phi$ generated the function call to the related predicate handling function (e.g., PDACCheck) and weaved around the elements of the pages and their navigation links throughout the Web application code, as shown in Figure 4.43.

Figure 4.41: Guarding the the objects salaries template call and XML node address and their related read and secret operation

Figure 4.42: Guarding the the objects marks group and block sideNote and their related read and secret operation.

Figure 4.43: $\Phi$ guards the the page topCustomers and its navigation link, by the generating and weaving the function call.
4.3.6 Generating and Weaving $\Phi$ Panel

As Figure 4.22 shows, within the last transformation step, $\Phi$ (i.e., through upper-most PhiPanelGW strategy) enables the target Web application to have a $\Phi$ panel with the following functionalities:

**Access Rights Activation:** It enables the users of the application to activate a subset of their assigned *labels* and/or *roles* for the defined $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$RBAC models. The $\PhiDAC$ constraints do not need to be activated as they are based on each individual user (i.e., discretionary-based constraints) or attribute-based constraints (i.e., user-, data- and system-based attributes).

**Authorisation Management Rights Activation:** $\Phi$ enables the users with the administration rights to activate a subset of their administrative rights by activating their assigned *labels* and/or *roles* based on the defined $\Phi$RBACAM or $\Phi$MACAM models. Similar to the $\PhiDAC$ models, for the administrative rights related to the defined $\PhiDACAM$s models, no activation is required as the authorisation management rights are based on discretionary- and attribute-based constraints.

**Access Control Assignment:** When the authorised users of the authorisation management models activate a subset of their administrative rights, they can assign the related defined access control models to the users of the system.

The rest of this part discusses the mentioned functionalities of $\Phi$ panel, that are generated and weaved by $\Phi$ in more details.

4.3.6.1 Access Control and Authorisation Management Activations

The non-admin users of the system must be able to activate their access control rights after their authentication. Also, the admins of the application must be able to activate their administrative rights. For these functionalities the following elements are generated and weaved by the $\Phi$ (i.e., PhiPanelGW strategy):

**Authentication Modification:** In an application without access control and authorisation management mechanism, the application redirects the users’ *successful* authentications to a page (e.g., root page). However, here the users need to get redirected to a page to activate their access or authorisation management rights. For this, as Figure 4.44 illustrates, $\Phi$ adds a navigation to the PPanelActivation page, by generating it and weaving it to the authentication template code [22]. So, as Figure 4.45 shows (i.e., part A), this is the entrance point for the Web applications that have defined $\Phi$-based models.
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Figure 4.44: $\Phi$ Modifies authentication template by adding a navigation

**Authorisation Activation Page:** The page $P\text{PanelActivation}$ is generated and weaved by $\Phi$ (see part B in Figure 4.45) that provides the following functionalities to the users of the application.

- **Access control assignments** (i.e., $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$MAC, $\Phi$RBAC)
- **Authorisation management rights' activation** (i.e., labels/roles)
- **Manual logout action**
- **Auto navigation to** $P\text{PanelActivation}$ page (i.e., $\Phi$DACAM, $\Phi$MACAM, $\Phi$RBACAM)
- **Page root**

Figure 4.45: $\Phi$ Panel Workflow

**Access Control Activation.** Users of the system must activate a subset of their rights through activating a set of labels or roles that are assigned to them through defined $\Phi$-based access control models, or through authorisation management mechanisms that are generated by $\Phi$. After activating their labels or roles users are automatically redirected to the root page (i.e., part C in Figure 4.45). Note that, in this way the activities related to the users with non-admin rights are separated than the users with the admin related rights.

**Authorisation Management Activations.** Similar to the previous point, the users with the admin related rights can activate their labels (in case of defined $\Phi$MACAM model) and/or roles (in case of defined $\Phi$RBACAM model). After activation the users are automatically redirected to the $P\text{PanelAssignment}$ page to assign the access control rights to the users of the system. For this as Figure 4.45 illustrates within this page, $\Phi$ shows these mechanisms in case the user has the administrative rights through saved authorisation management rights, that are

```java
define auth()
{
    ...
    action login()
    {
        ...
        if (us.password.check(usr.password))
        {
            //Navigation link will be weaved here
            return (PPanelActivation(securityContext.principal));
        }
    }
}
```
based on defined \(\Phi\)MACAM and the \(\Phi\)RBACAM models. In case there is only a \(\Phi\)DACAM mechanism, \(\Phi\) generates a navigation link to the \texttt{PAssignment} page (i.e., see D.1 in Figure 4.45). This is because there might be a case in which the user has the \textit{both} access and authorisation management rights, and therefore, the user needs to choose between two sets of functionalities. After manual or automated navigation the users with the administrative rights will assign the related access control rights through the \texttt{PPanelAssignment} page.

### 4.3.6.2 Authorisation Management Assignments

The admins of the system must be able to \textit{assign} access control rights to the users of the system. For this, \(\Phi\) generates and weaves the \texttt{PPanelAssignment} page that can provide a subset of the following functionalities based on the defined \(\Phi\)-based authorisation management models, their relation to the defined \(\Phi\)-based access control model, and the current user’s administrative rights:

**Reading Assigned Access Rights.** The users with the sufficient administrative rights can \textit{read all} the defined access rights through the first group that holds the \textit{permissions} (i.e., relation between object and a relation) and their \textit{access control rights}. Moreover, if the admin of system activates different types of authorisation models (e.g., \(\Phi\)MACAM and \(\Phi\)RBACAM), the \(\Phi\)’s generated and weaved code, groups the related authorisation managements based on \textit{authorisation management models}.

**Creating Access Control Assignments.** The users with the required administrative rights can create \textit{new} assignments based on the \textit{users of the system} and underlying access control model related to the defined authorisation management models. The second group (i.e., ‘\textit{Create Access Control Assignments}’) within this page holds all the create operation for the current users based on their authorisation management rights. Although all the defined authorisation management models allow authorised users to create new assignments to the users of the system for their underlying access control model (i.e., \(\Phi\)DAC, \(\Phi\)MAC, and \(\Phi\)RBAC); but the generated \(\Phi\) code checks for the following constraints:

**Label Conflicts:** The authorised users can not assign a \textit{permission} (i.e., control object and its related operations) to a user that has the conflict with the assigned label based on its original access control rights.

**Role Conflicts:** Similar to the previous point, the assignment is unsuccessful if the admin tries to \textit{create} a new assignment to a user that has a conflict with the role based on the defined \textit{RBAC} characteristics within the defined \(\Phi\)RBAC model.
Updating and Deleting Access Control Assignments. Based on the semantics of the basic MAC models, $\Phi$MACAM cannot update or delete its underlying access control models. Furthermore, no authorisation management model allows update or delete operations on their underlying $\Phi$MAC model. Therefore for the defined $\Phi$RBACAM or $\Phi$DACAMs the authorised users can update or delete the access control assignments of their underlying access control if they are $\Phi$DAC or $\Phi$RBAC models. Moreover, similar to the assignment creation, the generated $\Phi$ checks for any role conflicts based on the access control assignment rights and the target users' current assigned roles.

4.4 WebDSL Extension

This part discusses how the $\Phi$ compiler, attached to the WebDSL compiler. For this, the syntax definition related $\Phi$ models, Phi.ini, and Z3 formulas were added, as an import module, to the WebDSL’s main syntax file (i.e., WebDSL.sdf). So, this way after rebuilding the WebDSL compiler, these added syntax became part of the WebDSL’s tree grammar, signature and parser.

For adding the $\Phi$’s transformation rules, a directory created and added to the languages directory that consists of the master file (i.e., Phi.str) with the uppermost strategy (i.e., Phi-Start) that first calls the uppermost strategy for validating and verifying $\Phi$ models (i.e., located in PhiVV.str file) and then if successful it calls uppermost strategy PhiGW (located in transformation.str file) for executing the transformation phase.

Moreover the WebDSL’s compiler pipeline (dsl-to-core.str) got extended by adding an extra step, which calls the uppermost strategy Phi-Start. After the WebDSL’s compiler is build, WebDSL is able to support the $\Phi$ models to developers.

4.5 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter discussed the concepts behind the $\Phi$ pipeline that was divided into testing and transformation phases, and how it was implemented.

There are ten consecutive steps in the validating and verification phase that are checking the structure of the defined access control elements, based on their semantics and their target language. These checks are written within the $\Phi$ compiler and designed for efficiency and cheapness to execute the validation and verification before transformation phase.

The $\Phi$’s transformation phase was divided into five consecutive steps, to generate and weave all the required elements for proving the $\Phi$-based mechanisms.
Φ compiler was developed as a part of the WebDSL. For this purpose, the syntax definition of Φ’s models, Phi.ini file, and related Z3 formulas and their results were defined and added as a part of the WebDSL’s syntax definition. Then for the transformation phase, the Φ’s transformation phase was imported to the WebDSL’s list of languages. Furthermore the Φ’s step was added to the WebDSL’s pipeline as a new stage, after the model-to-model transformation stage.
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Case Studies and $\Phi$ Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

This chapter shows the evaluation of the $\Phi$ language in terms of defining fine-grained access control and authorisation management models, through two case studies:

**Academic Research Group:** This case study covers the functionalities that are typically found in the Web pages of an academic research group. It was designed and implemented to evaluate $\Phi$RBAC and its role-based authorisation management system in a realistic medium-sized Web application.

**Social Networking:** This case study focuses on the social networking aspect of Web applications. It enables the registered users of the system to create an arbitrary number of networks from their list of related users, and perform some of the usual social networking functionalities (e.g., write a status). The aim of this case study is to evaluate $\Phi$ in terms of defining multiple access and authorisation management models for a single Web application.

Each case study consists of an underlying Web application\(^1\) that is developed using WebDSL, and, as an extension, a separate $\Phi$ model to define the access control component for the Web application. Then $\Phi$ during the compile-time generate and weave the target code of $\Phi$-based model (discussed in Section 4.3) into the WebDSL code. The aim of using different case studies is to evaluate $\Phi$ with respect to the following criteria:

**Effectiveness and developer efficiency:** It is important to show that the provided functionalities are effective in terms of access control and authorisation management models and mechanisms. I use white-box testing techniques for testing the access

\(^{1}\)http://www.philang.org/repos/case-studies
control and authorisation management models and the application code (see Chapter 4 for more details). Therefore it is critical for us to show the fact that each step is correct based on Φ semantics and the defined access control model. As mentioned in the previous chapter, I verify and validate the defined access control and authorisation management models both in isolation and in combination with their target application code. Therefore there is a wide range of errors that could occur during the code compilation. These errors must be reported to the developer in terms of the defined Φ models. It is important that the compiler gives the error messages on the right abstraction level.

**Ease of use:** It is important to show that Φ has the right abstraction level and is easy to use during development phase; in particular, it should not add more complexity to the development. This is measured by the quantitative evaluation at the end of each case study.

I measure separation of concerns, effectiveness, and ease of use metrics computed from defined Φ models, their generated code, and the application characteristics (e.g., number of controlled objects, functionalities, etc.). For measuring the correctness and error handing of Φ I introduced a set of errors and checked if the errors can be discovered during the run-time by using Φ. The seeded errors are a subset of possible errors that are presented in Appendix B.

### 5.2 Academic Research Group

The first case study consists of a Web application for academics and other users (e.g., post graduates, post doctorates, etc.) in the Programming Languages Research Lab at University of Southampton (PLUS). I chose this case study because it is a real-world example where I am familiar with the intended policy regulations. It makes a good case study to evaluate Φ’s role-based access control and authorisation management models (ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM) because of its size (i.e., 22 entities and 198 properties over 16 pages) and crucial role of the role-based authorisation approach in an organisational-based system.

The rest of this section explains the application and its components in terms of its data model, page flows, access control, and statistical overview of the defined ΦRBAC model with respect to the generated access control and Web application’s elements.
5.2.1 Data Model

The data model is divided into two categories of elements, *users* and *activities*. The full list of the data model entities, their properties and their descriptions is given at the Appendix C.

**Users**: The system needs to manage different activities for the different types of users in the application. The application code thus uses nine different entity types (see Figure 5.2). The type *Person* holds the general information regarding the users of the system, such as *username* and *lastname*. The remaining entities inherit from the *Person* entity. The entity *universityMember* is a super-type for the different types of university members such as *Academics*. It holds the general information regarding the university members, such as *universityID* and list of *Publications*. Other entities that inherit from *universityMember* entity store specific information about *academics*, *postdocs*, *postgraduates*, and project students (i.e., *MSc* and *BSc*) respectively. For example, the entity *Academic* holds the information about academics such as *biography* and his/her related postdocs and postgraduates. The entity *Partner* finally holds the information, such as *school name* or *duration* of collaboration about the external users of the system that collaborate with the users of PLUS.

**Activities**: There are a number of activities that are available to the users of the system, and the related entities store these activities’ information. The entity *Event* is the super-type entity for the *internalEvent* and *Seminar* activities and events. It holds the general information about an event such as *Date* and *Time*. The *internalEvent* entity stores information about the any event occurring in the PLUS group, such
as the description of an open day for the research group. The Seminar entity stores information about a talk for the group, such as speaker information. There are nine other entities that hold the information about the other activities, such as Publication or Blog. I refer the reader to see Appendix C for these entities description.

5.2.2 Page Structures

This Web application consists of 20 main pages that can be categorised as user- and activity-based pages:

**User-based:** Any user of the system starts with the homepage. In this page the user can see a list of interests, projects and publications. Moreover the user can register, login (after registration), and logout (if logged in). In the registration page the user can enter his/her credentials (e.g., username, firstname) to be added to the system as a user. After registration, the user can then login to the system, to become an internal user. After successful authentication the user is then automatically redirected to the user panel page where can use the authorised operations. The other user-based pages are Faculty (shown in Figure 5.4), PostDocs and Visitors, Students, Partners, Prospective Students and Former Staff. Within each of these pages a list of users and the navigation to their profiles are shown. All activities related to each user are shown within his/her profile.

**Activities-based:** There are also a number of pages that reflect the activities related to the research group. They are (Interests (shown in Figure 5.5), Projects, Publications, Seminars, and Events. These pages list the related activity within the page, and contain a number of links for more related information. For example, as Figure 5.5 lists the interests within the group and academics and projects, and a navigation to the interests profile page.
Moreover, the users can manipulate the data from within their profile page. For example, as Figure 5.3 shows, the user can add an event to the system through his profile page. Furthermore as Figure 5.3 shows, based on the user authorisation rights he can do more operations on other aspects of the Web applications through his user panel.

5.2.3 Page flows and their related functionalities

This section discusses the functionalities that are available through the Web application pages. There following points are common in all the pages:
Header Navigation Links: As it can be seen in Figures, authentication, registration, search, and other navigation links are part of the header. These links are present in all pages so that the users can navigate from one page to any other page. After registration, the user can authenticate and go to his/her panel.

Search: There are two search features in this Web application. First, a general search functionality is present on all the pages in the top right corner. In this case, the user can search the content of the Web application and retrieve a set of results, based on the user’s respective authorisation rights. There is also a specific "search event" mechanism that enables any user of the system to search for the events that were held or will be held in the research group. Here, if the user is not registered, he/she can only see the general available events, but if she/he is registered, she can see the internal events such as seminars as well.

Pages and Functionalities. As mentioned, I have a header navigation link that redirects users to all the pages except the user panel. These pages, such as interests, provide a general information about all the interests of the research group to the user. For example, the Interest entity has a blurb property. This property is used within the Interests page to give an idea about the group’s interests. Furthermore, the user can navigate from the list of interests to the each interest page and see more information about the interest. This sort of flow was also implemented for the other entities of the Web application (e.g., project, academic, publications, etc.).

Pages and CRUD Operations. I do not have different pages for the CRUD operations of each entity and its properties. In terms of access rights and operations on the controlled objects, I can divide all pages into User Panel and others. Within the user panel page, the authorised user, can create and delete the controlled objects. However, for reading or
editing the page the authorised user should navigate to the lists of objects at the same type. For example, an academic can only create a project when he/she is in his/her user panel page. However, to edit the description of the project, the academic needs to navigate to the Projects page. This is due to the fact that editing of the data should be coherent with the rest of the entries of the same type, so the user can see the effect of editing of an object based on itself and overall structure of other entries.

5.2.4 Defined ΦRBAC with ΦRBACAM authorisation models

This part of the thesis discuss the defined access and authorisation management models for the academic research group. Following this part I quantitatively evaluate the defined models with respect to the Web application.

Access Control Model

This case study is based on an organisation with a number of different roles and a hierarchy within the organisation, so that it is natural to define a ΦRBAC model. This part discusses the access control model based on the defined roles, their relations (e.g., hierarchy, SSOD) and the objects and operations they are protecting.

Roles and their relations: Figure 5.6 shows the used roles and the inheritance relation in the defined ΦRBAC access control model. In this model there are 14 roles divided into two main categories of University Members and external members (i.e., Intern, Visitor, External Examiner, and Partner). There are 6 roles that inherit from the University Members roles, such as Secretary. Furthermore, there are three roles that inherit the Academic role, such as Supervisor.

As Figure 5.7 shows, there are 30 static separation of concerns (SSOD) within the defined roles. As mentioned in Chapter 2 this relation means they can not be assigned to the same user any time during the system run-time. These relations separates the concerns within the university members and external users at all times.

Moreover, there are four Dynamic Separation of Duty (DSOD) relations between Internal Examiner, Supervisor and Advisor, Academic and Head of Group, Advisor and Supervisor.

Protected Objects: All the controlled objects in this case study are based on the defined entities and properties.

Policy Terms: There are 14 different policies for each roles with additional time attribute to enforce users to use the system during the office hours.
Policy Cases: As shown in Appendix C there are 15 number of policy cases that each defines a unique access control policy that all cover the controlled objects.

Authorisation Management Model

ΦRBACAM (see Appendix C) is used to define the authorisation management system for the defined access control model. It is based on the following elements:

Roles and their relations: There are three roles in this authorisation management model. The role admin with cardinality of one, represents the admin of the system. The roles EmUsrEditor and EmActEditor are also two roles within the authorisation management model that represent the emergency editor of the user- and activity-based data. These two roles can be assigned to a number of the users within the
system for a period of time to deal with unwanted changes by the users of the system.

**Authorised Managed Objects:** Based on the defined roles, the authorised managed objects are divided into three parts. First object is the Person entity and its properties, second is the set of user-based entities such as UniversityMember; and third is a set of activity-based entities, such as News.

**Policies and Policy cases:** The authorisation management polices are based on the mentioned three roles and five user attributes. These user attributes representing the five academics that created the PLUS research group. Moreover for each policy term there is a policy term (eight in total). The first case states that the user with the role EmUsrEditor is able to read and update the access control policies for the user-based entities. The second case states that the user with the role EmActEditor is able to read and update the access control policies for the activity-based entities. The last six cases belongs to the user with the role admin or an academic who created the PLUS research group. Each of these cases are able to read and update all the defined authorisation rights within the system.

### 5.2.5 Defined Φ Model

This part presents the defined access and authorisation management model for the first case study.

As Listing 5.1 shows, because of the nature of the academic research group, both the access control and authorisation management model is role-based models (ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM). The defined ΦRBAC is constructed based on the following elements:

**Basic RBAC elements:** As Listing 5.1 shows, there are 15 defined roles, such as HeadOfGroup. Moreover, there is 9 inherency relations within the university-based roles, such as the role Advisor inherits from the role Academic. Furthermore there are 25 SSOD relations between the defined roles, for instance, a Postdoc can not be the head of group. These relations are within the university-based roles and between the university and external users. Furthermore, there are 3 DSOD relations, such as between the HeadOfGroup and academic roles.

1. PhiRBAC{
2.  roles{ ProjectManager(*), UniversityMember(*), HeadOfGroup(1),
3.       PostGraduate(*), Intern(*), Academic(*), Advisor(*),
4.       InternalExaminer(*), Supervisor(*), Visitor(*), Postdoc(*),
5.       ProjectStudent(*), Secretary(*), Partner(*), ExternalExaminer(*)}
6.  hierarchy{UniversityMember => (HeadOfGroup, Academic, Postdoc, Postgrad,
ProjectStudent, Secretary). Academic -> (Advisor,
InternalExaminer, Supervisor})

ssod{ //Between university-based and external roles. Also within university-based roles
UniversityMember <-> (Partner, Advisor, ExternalExaminer, Visitor,
Intern), Partner <-> (Advisor, ExternalExaminer, Visitor, Intern),
Advisor <-> (ExternalExaminer, Visitor, Intern),
ExternalExaminer <-> (Visitor, Intern), Visitor <-> Intern,
HeadOfGroup <-> (Postdoc, Postgrad, ProjectStudent, Secretary),
Postdoc <-> (Postgrad, ProjectStudent, Secretary),
Postgrad <-> (ProjectStudent, Secretary), ProjectStudent <->
Secretary}

d sod { HeadOfGroup <-> Academic, InternalExaminer <-> (Supervisor,
Advisor})

objects( E(Person), Pr(Person,[nickname, dob, persTel, persAddress,
persEmail, profPicture, seminars]), E(Partner), E(Project),
E(Publication), Pr(Visitor,[title, firstname, lastname]),
E(Seminar), E(Calendar), E(Intern, Academic, Postdoc, Postgrad,
Project, Interest), E(ProjectStudent, Viva), Pr(Postgrad.|startingDate, finishingDate, nineMSubDate, nineMReview,
transSubDate, transReview, thesisSubDate, thesisReview, goesNominal,
reason, extendedUntil, internalExaminer, externalExaminer],
E(Project, Interest, Calendar), Pr(Postgrad.[researchTitle,
researchSummary]), E(Intern), Pr(Intern.[researchTitle,
researchSummary]), E(Visitor, Intern, ProjectStudent, Blog, Post,
Comment, Tag, Interest), Pr(Academic.[uniAddress, uniTel,
bio, mscProject, phds, postDocs, visitors, intern,
allocatedViva, onlineBlurb, fullProfile, interests,
firstAWrite]), Pr(Postdoc.[researchTitle, researchAbstract,
startingDate, finishingDate]]), E(Visitor, Intern, ProjectStudent,
Blog, Post, Comment, Tag(author), Publication, Interest),
E(Partner, Intern, Blog, Post, Comment, Tag),
E(Visitor, Intern, ProjectStudent, Blog, Post, Comment,
Tag, Publication, Interest), E(Viva),
Postgrad.internalExaminer.username, Pr(Postgrad.[nineMReview,
transferReview]), Pr(ProjectStudent.ProjectReview), Pr(Postgrad.|startingDate, finishingDate, nineMSubDate, nineMReview,transSubDate,
transReview, thesisSubDate, internalExaminer, externalExaminer]),
E(Visitor), Pr(Viva.[depName, schoolName]), E(ProjectStudent),
Pr(ProjectStudent.[researchTitle, researchSummary]), E(Event,
InternalEvent, Seminar, News, Calendar), Pr(Postgrad.thesisReview),
E(Partner), Pr(Partner.description), E(Postdoc, Pr(Postdoc.
[researchTitle, researchSummary])))
policies(
Self.username == This(Person, ProjectManager, Self.username ==
This.Project.manager, UniversityMember, Self.username ==
This.UniversityMember, HeadOfGroup, PostGraduate, Self.username ==
This.PostGraduate, Intern, Self.username == This.Intern,
cases {
  // Any insider user can update and delete his/her info. Also read his/her general info.
  (+,+,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i)  ->
  (i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,eud,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i),

  // User with role project manager can use CRUD for Partner and CUD his/her Project.
  (?+,+,+,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i)  ->
  (i,i,i,i,crud,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i,i
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//User with the role Internal examiner can update the project review of a project student the user is examining

//User with the role supervisor can read and update the info on his/her postgraduate student

//User with the role visitor can read his/her info and update his/her depart name and school name

//User with the role Project student can read his/her info and update his/her research title and summary

//User with the role secretary can use CRUD on a set of entities such as Event

//User with the role external examiner can read and update a postgrad's thesis review if the user is external examiner of the postgrad student.

//User with the role partner can read his/her info and update his/her description

//User with the role postdoc can read his/her info and update his/her research title and summary.

PhiRBACAM{

//Split the emergency between the user- and activity-based data
roles {admin, EmUsrFix, EmActFix}
hierarchy {(EmUsrFix, EmActFix) -> Admin}

objects
E(Person), E(UniversityMember, Academic, Postdoc, Postgrad), E(News, Calendar, Event, InternalEvent, Seminar)
policies
EmUsrFix, EmActFix, Admin, Self, username = "cc", Self, username = "bf", Self, username = "jr", Self, username = "gp", Self, username = "ps"
cases
//Read and update the policies.
(+, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?) -> (i, [r, u], i),
(-, +, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?) -> (i, i, [r, u]),
Controlled Objects: Listing 5.1 shows the controlled objects within the system. These objects are based on the defined entities and properties of the academic research group that discussed in the last two parts of this Appendix. The objects are grouped and ordered based on their related policies that are used within the policy cases.

Policies and Policy cases: Listing 5.1 shows the defined policy terms and Listing 5.1 shows the policy cases. The policy terms consists of the defined roles and a set of user attribute-based policy terms. The cases are based on the access control requirements that were discussed in details in Appendix C. For clarity there is a comment on the top of each case that shows the relation between the policy cases, policy terms and the controlled objects (shown in Listing 5.1).

Authorisation management model: Listing 5.1 also shows the defined authorisation management model (i.e, 18 LOC) for the research group.

5.2.6 Quantitative Evaluation

This section gives an quantitative overview on the Web application, the defined ΦRBAC model, and provides a set of quantitative data that compares the defined model with respect to the generated access elements and applications’ access control objects.

Web Application. The data model of this application consists of 22 entities and 189 properties, in which I have 120 basic type and 69 entity types properties. The core WebDSL compiler then generated 48 tables within the MySQL database. The size of the application is 4500 LOC that consist of 14 unique pages, and 16 hyperlinks and 637 buttons (i.e., CUD operations, panel, search, searchEvent, and logout).

ΦRBAC. The defined access control model is defined in 145 LOC, and has the following quantitative characteristics:

- RBAC elements: It has 15 roles (e.g., academic, supervisor, etc.), 25 SSOD relations (e.g., supervisor and postdoc), 3 DSOD relations (e.g., supervisor and advisor), it has 9 inherency relations (e.g., between academic and supervisor).
• **Controlled Objects:** It enforce access control directly on 20 entities, and 64 properties that are scattered throughout the application, such as Seminar and postgraduate.viva.feedback property.

• **Defined Policies:** It has 23 policy terms in which I have 14 roles (e.g., advisor, internalExaminer) and 9 are user context constraints (e.g., Self.username == This.Person). Based on these policy terms I have 30 cases that cover the 84 objects.

**Validation and Verification:** Before the code transformation phase, $\Phi$ on a MACBook Air with 8GB RAM and 1.7 GHZ CPU, validate and verified the defined model (Listing 5.1) in 6.1 seconds.

**Generated Access Control Elements.** 508 LOC was generated based on the defined $\Phi_{RBAC}$ model, based on the following quantitative characteristics:

• **Predicates:** There are 236 predicates that cover the 84 used objects and 252 buttons directly and 211 objects and 633 buttons indirectly. These predicates were generated in 472 LOC and weaved throughout the application.

• **Data Model Definition:** 8 LOC were generated for defining data model for storing the RBAC elements (i.e., role, activated roles, role assignment).

• **Access rules:** 4 LOC were generated for defining the access control rules for creating open point cuts for pages, templates, and actions.

• **Data Model Initialisation:** 160 LOC were generated to initialise the RBAC characteristics defined in the $\Phi_{RBAC}$ model.

• **Authorization Management System:** 30 LOC were generated for role assignment and activation functionality for the Web application.

**Conclusion.** The efficiency of $\Phi$ is calculated based on the following percentage: $\frac{(\text{targetcode-sourcecode})}{\text{targetcode}} \times 100$. By doing so based on the above information, I see that in this case study, with a medium size Web application, the efficiency of using the $\Phi_{RBAC}$ model is 76 percent.

### 5.3 Case Study Two: A Social Networking System

Social Web applications are collaborative, and multi-use software systems. Such systems require flexible security elements to guard the Web applications’ objects in an efficient manner. Therefore to cover different security aspects of such systems, it is necessary to
give the developer the ability of simultaneously defining a number of fine-grained access control and authorization management models. This case study is designed to check the efficiency of using $\Phi$ for defining and enforcing $\Phi$DAC, and $\Phi$RBAC access control, and $\Phi$DACAM, $\Phi$RBACAM authorisation management models on a single Web application. First, this part of the thesis discusses the available functionalities of this case study. Second, it explains the required access control and authorisation models and mechanisms; and finally evaluates the efficiency of $\Phi$ in social Web application domain.

**Available Functionalities.** This case study is a social networking system so that the registered users can do the following main tasks:

**Relationship:** The users can create an arbitrary number of relations to the other users of the system. The user A and B are related iff user A request to be related to the user B and user B accept the request, or vice versa.

**Network:** A user can create an arbitrary number of networks and add other users by accepting their request. Moreover, other users of the system can see the network and can join the network. Furthermore, the authorised users of a network can contribute to the network page by adding topics or comments.

**General Social Activities:** The user can also perform usual social activities by setting a new status or writing a Wall Post on his/her profile, and his/her related users’ profile page.

**Access Control:** Each user has the ability to set the security constraints for his/her profile page and each his/her created networks.

### 5.3.1 Data Model

Same as previous case study, the data model for this case study constructed in two steps. First, the hand-written data model elements, that are representing the data structure of the social networking system. The second set of data model elements will be generated to store the data related to the access control and authorisation management elements. The following give an overview of the data structure of this case study (see Appendix C for their description and their access control requirements).

**User:** the entity User stores the data related to the registered users of the system. Its properties hold the general information about the users such as username and nickname as well as their virtual networking life such as their latest status and their networks.

**WallPost:** This entity holds the data instances of the data related to the wall posts such as post’s author and its time-stamp.
Network: This entity holds the information related to each network such as name and its user list. Note that during the compilation the generated access control entities will be linked to the network entity, so that during the run-time the network creators can assign appropriate access rights to the members of a network.

Status: This entity holds the information related to the status messages that each user adds to his/her profile page. It also holds other general information such as time-stamp of each status message, that are filled by the Web application itself.

Topic and Comment: The instances of this entity hold the information regarding to the topics that were discussed within each network, such as the author and its related comments. Similarly the entity Comment holds the information about each comment related to a Post.

5.3.2 Page Structures, flows and their related functionalities

The pages of the social networking system are divided into homepage, profile, network, and topic pages. The rest of this section explains the related functionalities of this case study with respect to these pages.

Homepage: In this page (shown in Figure 5.8), the outside user can register herself by providing the general information of herself and choosing a username and password. Each registered user can login to the system by entering his/her username and password.

![Figure 5.8: Social networking homepage](image)

User Profile: After the user authentication, the user gets directed to his/her profile page. In this page the user can do the following tasks:
• **Profile Settings:** Each registered user has a default profile settings. The user can do edit the personal information on her profile or delete his/her own profile on the system.

• **Relations:** Each user can send a *relationship request* to the other users of the system. Also the user can *accept* or *deny* a relationship request from the other users.

• **WallPosts:** A user of the system can *add*, *delete* or *edit* a *wall post* on his/her *profile* and on her profile page and anywhere else he/she is the author of the Wall post.

• **Networks:** Any user of the system can *add* and then *edit* or *delete* a set of networks. The user can add arbitrary number of related users to each created networks. Moreover, also other users of the system can *request* to join a network. For example, if a user A defines a network for Web application development (e.g., `WebAppDev`), other users of the system can see the network name but they can’t contribute to the network; because it is access controlled. Therefore for any user who wants to contribute to the network, he/she needs to send a *request* to the user A to be the part of the `WebAppDev` network.

• **Search:** An insider user can *search* for other users in the system based on their general information, such as *firstname*. Search results are based on the user privileges with respect to the other users’ information.

**Network:** As mentioned each user can create an arbitrary number of networks and, by accepting their *request*, add arbitrary number of users to those networks. There are the following functionalities available for each network:

- **Add/Delete a user:** As mentioned the added users to the system can be *added* or *deleted* from the network, by the *authorised users*.

- **Topics and their comments:** The authorised users of a network can *add* or *delete topics* to the network page. Moreover, other authorised users can add *comments* to these topics.

- **Join Request:** Any user of the system can send a *Join request* to the creator of a network.

**Topic:** Each topic within any network has its own unique page. The authorised user can *add* or *delete* comments related to each topic page.

### 5.3.3 Access Control and Authorisation Management

The main aim of this case study is to demonstrate that the developer has the ability to easily define multi-declarative fine-grained access control models with their related authorisation management model, for a single social Web application. The defined data,
access, and authorisation management models related to this case study and their description can be seen at Appendix C.

**User profile**

This part discusses the defined access and authorisation management model for the user profile page. **ΦDAC** and **ΦDACAM** were used to define the access and authorisation management model for the User entity because for each user of the system, the data that he/she is adding on the profile page is very important. Therefore the system requires to consider each user as an administrator on the data he/she is putting on the profile page. Therefore, ΦDAC defined for authorising access on each user profile page. Moreover, the authorisation management of each user page is given to the user so that he/she can manage the users who are contributing to his/her page by adding wall posts, and could have access to his/her related users.

The following shows the ΦDAC access control elements (see the defined model in Appendix C):

- **Controlled objects:** The controlled objects are based on the defined entities that were used within the user panel page. They are namely User, Status, and Wallpost entities.

- **Policy and policy cases:** There are four different policy terms based on the ownership of the user profile (the person who created the profile), related users and the author of a Wallpost. There are also four unique policy cases that state the access rights of four sets of authorised and not authorised users. The model and its description is shown in Appendix C.

The following shows the ΦDACAM elements:

- **Managed Objects and operations:** The authorisation management is on the instances of the entities used within the user profile (i.e., User, Status, and Wallpost)

- **Policy and policy cases:** Within this model, only the owner of the profile is able to read and update the authorisation rights defined within the access control model.

**Network**

This part explains the defined access and authorisation management model for the Network data model. Each network can have large number of users, and they are designed to be used as discussion boards of the Web application. So, there are different groups
of people who are contributing to each network. Therefore to enforce a set of access on a group of contributes ΦRBAC is used to control set of operations and objects of the network. Moreover ΦRBACAM is defined to manage the controlled objects’ authorisation rights, because there are a number of connected management-based roles.

The defined ΦRBAC is constructed based on the following elements:

**Roles and their relations:** There are five roles in the defined ΦRBAC model for the networks of the system. They are namely *NetworkOrganizer, Admin, LeadContributor, Contributor,* and *NetworkUser.* Moreover there are three inheritance relation. For example, the the role *NetworkOrganizer* inherits from *Admin* and *LeadContributer* roles.

**Controlled Objects:** The controlled objects are based on three entities of *Network,* *Topic,* and *Comment.*

**Policies and Policy cases:** The defined roles create the policies of this model. Also there are four cases that each represents the authorisation rights of a role. For example the user with the role *NetworkUser* can only read the content of the Network. Note that the full description of the model is discussed in Appendix C.

Also, the defined ΦRBACAM is based on the following elements:

**Roles and their relations:** There are two disjoint roles. They are *NetworkManager* and *NetworkMonitor* roles.

**Controlled Objects:** Also the authorisation management is on the access controlled objects (i.e., *Network,* *Topic,* and *Comment* entities).

**Policies and Policy cases:** In addition with the mentioned two roles there is also a user attribute-based policy term which is based on the creator of a *Network* entity. Moreover for each of these policy terms there is a policy case. For example the creator of the *Network* entity is able to read and update all the authorisation rights related to the *Network* entity.

### 5.3.4 Defined Φ Model

This section shows and discuss the defined Φ-based access and authorisation management models for the social networking Web application. In this case study the following models were defined:

**ΦDAC with ΦDACAM:** A discretionary-based access and authorisation management model were defined, for the user profile page. As discussed in Chapter 5 because
every user needs to protect her own data discretionary-based models were the most efficient model. As Listing 5.2 shows, the access control model is based on the following elements:

**Controlled Objects:** The controlled object in this model consists of the properties within the **User**, **Status**, and **Wallpost** entities.

**Policies and policy cases:** There are three polices and 4 policy cases. The following explains the polices and their cases:

- **Profile owner:** Each user who creates a profile (after registration) become the owner of the profile. The first policy term and case says the owner of a profile (**Self == user**, +) is able to use all the available operations on the related instance of the entity **User** and all its related properties.

- **Related users:** The related users of each profile are able to read the following properties: **nickname**, **title**, **firstname**, **lastname**, **wallPosts**, **writtenWP**, and **allStatus**. Moreover they are able to **create**, **update**, or **delete** a wallpost. The second and third policy case states the mentioned criteria for related users.

- **Non related users:** The unrelated users are able to see the **group addRequest** that consist of a name of a user (i.e., instances of **firstname** and **lastname** properties) and its related **Join request** action. The fourth policy in Listing 5.2 represent this description.

**Authorisation Management.** The authorisation management model simply has one policy case, that states the **profile owner** is able to **read** and **update** all the mentioned policies related to the entities (i.e., **User**, **Status**, **Wallpost**) that are used within the user profile page.

1 PhiDAC{
2 objects(E(User), Pr(User.[nickname, title, firstname, lastname, 
3   wallposts, writtenWP, allstatus]), Pr(User.wallPosts), G(addRequest))
5 policies( Self == User, Self == relatedUser, Self.username == WallPost.
6   author)
7 cases{ (+, -, -, -) -> ([crud], i, i, i),
8   (-, +, -, -) -> (i, r, c, i), //Related but didn't create any wallpost
9   (-, +, +, -) -> (i, r, [r, u, d], i),
10  (-, -, -, -) -> (s, s, s, r)}
12 PhiDACAM{ objects(E(User, Status, Wallpost))
14 policies(Self == User)
15 cases{ (+) -> ([r,u])}
16 }
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ΦRBAC{
  roles{NetworkOrganizer, Admin, LeadContributor, Contributor, NetworkUser}
  hierarchy{ (Admin, LeadContributor) -> NetworkOrganizer,
             Contributor -> LeadContributor, NetworkUser -> Contributor}
  objects( E(Network), E(Topic), E(Comment))
  policies( NetworkOrganizer, LeadContributor, Contributor, NetworkUser)
  cases{ (+,+,+,:)  -> ([c, r, u, d], i, i),
         (-,+,+,:)  -> (i, [c, r, u, d], i),
         (-,-,+,:)  -> (i, i, [c, r, u, d]),
         (-,-,-,:)  -> (r, i, i)}

ΦRBACAM{
  roles{ NetworkManager, NetworkMonitor}
  objects(Network, Topic, Comment)
  policies( Self, username == Network.creator, NetworkManager, NetworkMonitor)
  cases{(-,+,--)  -> (i, [ru], i),
         (--,+-)  -> (i, i, [ru]),
         (+,?,:)  -> ([ru], i, i)}
}

Listing 5.2: Defined ΦDAC model with discretionary-based authorisation management for the user profiles

ΦRBAC with ΦRBACAM: As mentioned before for the ΦRBAC with ΦRBACAM were used to define the access control and authorisation models. The ΦRBAC access control model consists of the following elements:

- **Roles and their hierarchy:** As mentioned in prior to this section, and as Listing 5.2, there are five roles within the system. They are namely NetworkOrganizer, Admin, LeadContributor, Contributor, and NetworkUser. Moreover as shown in Listing 5.2 there are set of inheritance relation between these roles, for example, NetworkOrganizer inherits from Admin and LeadContributor.
- **Controlled Objects:** The controlled objects consists of the Network, Topic, and Comment entities and their properties.
- **Policies and policy cases:** The first policy case states that the user with the role NetworkOrganizer is able to use the CRUD operations on the Network entity
and its properties. Moreover the second case states that the users with the role LeadContributor are able to use the CRUD operations on the entity Topic. Furthermore, the users with the role Contributor are able to use the CRUD operations on the Comment entity. Finally the users with the role NetworkUser are able to read the content of the Network entity.

Authorisation Management Model. As Listing 5.2 shows, there are two disjoint roles. They are namely NetworkManager and NetworkMonitor. As the first two policy cases within the ΦRBACAM shows, the user with the role NetworkManager is able to read and update the authorisation rights related to the entity Topic; and the user with the role NetworkMonitor is able to use read and update the authorisation rights related to the Comment entity. Furthermore, as the third policy case states, the creator of the a network is able read, and update all the authorisation rights related to the entity Network and is related properties.

5.3.5 Quantitative Evaluation

This part of the report discusses the quantitative overview of the social web application, the defined Φ models and gives a set of quantitative data that compares the defined models with respect to the generated access and authorisation management elements and authorised objects.

Web Application. The data model of this application consists of 5 entities and 37 properties, in which I have 23 basic type and 14 entity types properties. The core WebDSL compiler then generated 15 tables within the MySQL database. The size of the application is 2000 LOC that consist of 3 unique pages, and 10 hyperlinks and 145 buttons (i.e., CUD operations, panel, search, searchEvent, and logout).

Defined Model. As mentioned, three types of access control and authorisation management models were used for user profile, relations, and networks. The defined model is 38 LOC based on the following elements:

Access rights: Overall there are 10 roles (for enforcing role-based access and management rights on networks), and \( m \) amount of DAC rights for each user in the system where \( m \) is the number of the related users. Overall the Φ models defined in 45 LOC.

Controlled Objects: Overall these Φ models directly control the defined data model (i.e., 37 properties in 5 entities), except the created network names as they are public to all the user.

Validation and Verification: Φ on a MACBook Air with 8GB RAM and 1.7 GHZ CPU, validate and verified the defined model (Listing 5.1) in 2 seconds.
**Defined Policies:** For the networks I have 7 access and 6 authorisation management policy terms. For the user profile, 4 number of DAC-based policy terms as the user needs to link each of the related users to a set of objects and operations. Therefore over all I have 23 unique policies that enforces defined authorisation rights through out the application.

**Generated Elements:** 373 LOC was generated based on the defined $\Phi$ models. They have the following quantitative characteristics:

- **Predicates:** From 23 unique policies, 144 predicates were generated to cover the properties of the defined models.
- **Data Model Definition:** 25 LOC were generated for defining data model for storing the RBAC(i.e., role, activated roles, role assignment), activated roles, label assignment), and DAC elements (i.e., assigning users to permissions).
- **Access rules:** 4 LOC were generated for defining the access control rules for creating open point cuts for pages, templates, and actions.
- **Data Model Initialization:** 80LOC were generated to initialise the RBAC, and DAC characteristics defined in the $\Phi$ models.
- **Authorization Management System:** 120 LOC were generated for role assignment, role activation, label assignment, label activation, and a discretionary assignment (i.e., (object, oper) pair to each user) functionalities for the Web application.

**Conclusion.** Similar to the evaluation of case study one (see 5.2.6), I calculate the efficiency of $\Phi$ language by the following formula: \[ \frac{(targetcode-sourcecode)}{targetcode} \times 100 \]. Here the defined model is 38 LOC while the generated code is 373 LOC, and therefore the efficiency of $\Phi$ is 89%.

### 5.4 $\Phi$ Evaluation

This part summaries the findings and weaknesses of the $\Phi$ language in defining multi-declarative fine-grained access control models for a single Web application.

### 5.4.1 Findings

**Run-Time Access Constraints:** The first issue that was realised using $\Phi$ was the fact that I need to provide an access control mechanism that can be fully or partially configured during the Web application run-time. For example, in this case study, only during the run-time the user can assign the $\Phi$DAC constrains, through a network, to a set of users.
**Design:** During this case study, regardless of the security perspectives, I realised the fact that using $F$ is helping the design of the application. For this case study I spread 11 unique functionalities through just 3 pages. This was only because I had the ability to enforce access control on fine-grained objects and their related operations regardless of their location within the application.

### 5.4.2 Weaknesses

The following points show the weaknesses that became clear during the development of the second case study:

**Automated abuse intervention mechanism:** In this case study I give each user the ability to set their profiles authorisation rights for the other users through different networks. In this case, if a user, by mistake or by choice, assigns a set of authorisation rights to a set of users that shouldn’t have any right; those users could abuse their power to operate on a set of controlled objects. This highlights the fact that as the authorisation settings move from development phase towards run-time phase the application needs to have a mechanism to pick abusing behaviours and stop such users to use the system (e.g., change their password automatically and stopped the abusers to authenticate to the system).

**Data History:** Also these two case studies taught me the fact that, the application needs to have a mechanism to record the history of the data for auditing purposes. For example, consider a case that user $A$ give the user $B$ the full read access right for a network, friends. In this case user $B$ could find the information related to the other users in the network friends and use their data. In this case user $A$ does not know about the actions that user $B$ are doing based on granted read access rights. If I had an automated mentoring mechanism in the system; the user $A$ could see this fact and take away the user $B$’s read access rights to the friends network.

### 5.5 Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presented two case studies, to check the efficiency (see 5.2.6 and 5.3.5 sections) of the access control, authorisation management models, architectures and mechanisms that were introduced in this research. Moreover after each case study $F$ was evaluated quantitatively based on its usage.

In case study one, the Web application implemented for the research group. The used access control model was $F$RBAC model with the centralised authorisation management system (the default setting). In case study two, the Web application was implemented for a social networking system. The access models used in this case study were $F$DAC
with $\Phi_{DACAM}$, and $\Phi_{RBAC}$ with $\Phi_{RBACAM}$. Moreover at the end, the weaknesses and shortcomings of $\Phi$ were discussed.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

This research presented the design and implementation of a declarative and fine-grained policy language (i.e., $\Phi$) for the Web application domain. This chapter first summarises the contributions of this research, then it addresses the raised research questions that discussed in the introduction, and finally provides the potential future path of this research.

6.1.1 Summary of contributions

The following points are the contributions of this research:

**Design:** The work area of this research is an intersection of access control, authorisation management, Web application, language design and software testing. Each of these domains and the subsection of their unions have different set of research background in which they tackle declaratively and fine-granularity of authorisation- based models in different set of solutions and abstraction levels. Therefore, throughout the course of this research the following design decisions were vital to create the $\Phi$’s characteristics.

- *Right Abstraction Level:* Policy languages such as Ponder [61] claim that they are declarative, however the abstraction level of their syntax are far away from authorisation notions (i.e., roles, SOD, etc.). In $\Phi$, and consequently in this research, there is no difference between standardised authorisation notions (e.g., NIST RBAC [145]) in literature and $\Phi$ models.

- *Fine-Granularity:* This research presented fine-grained access and authorisation management models, not just in terms of enforcing access and management on
fine-grained objects; but also the policy of \( \Phi \) models are fine-grained themselves. Therefore, the developer can define a set of models based on fine-grained access and authorisation management policies on a set of fine-grained controlled objects.

- **Covering different aspects:** Web applications can be developed in such a way that cover different aspects of an organisation. To support this core concept, \( \Phi \) allows the developer to define, up to three different types of access control models (i.e., \( \Phi \)DAC, \( \Phi \)MAC, and \( \Phi \)RBAC), and also for each access control model, up to three different types of authorisation management models (i.e., \( \Phi \)DACAM, \( \Phi \)MACAM, and \( \Phi \)RBACAM). Therefore, \( \Phi \) gives the capability to the developer to decide on the types of access and authorisation management models for the users of a Web application.

- **Coverage:** Only the developer of the application knows about the usage requirement of access control and authorisation management models. Therefore, \( \Phi \) provides the coverage concept for both access and authorisation management models, to the developer, to define a set of sufficiency checks for \( \Phi \) models. So, during the compiler time if this criteria is not fulfilled the \( \Phi \) compiler will terminate the compilation.

**Architecture:** The practical outcome of this research is \( \Phi \). As mentioned earlier, \( \Phi \)'s compiler has a pipeline architecture that is divided into testing and transformation phases. The novelty of the pipeline is that, \( \Phi \) extensively tests the defined models and the target application before the transformation phase; by using a set of written strategies and an SMT solver during the compile time. Then, if the testing phase is successful, \( \Phi \) generates and then weaves the access control and authorisation management mechanisms within the target application.

**A Ground Work for further research:** \( \Phi \) is not just a concept but it is developed as an add-on language to a domain-specific language WebDSL. This enables a tool for the researchers to use and do the further experimental research in the following domains:

- **Language-based solutions:** This research provides an in-depth discussion for designing and implementing a declarative and fine-grained policy language for the Web application domain. This research in its core is a language based solution for the complexity of implementing authorisation-based models. As a result, \( \Phi \) can be imported to the other languages such as Scala [94] or Web development frameworks such as Grails [8] or Play [13].

- **Extensions:** \( \Phi \) provides declaratively and fine-granularity just for the access control and authorisation management models. \( \Phi \) is used as a ground work for other security-based solutions such as data-history and provenance.
Publications: I did publish two papers [79, 78], as the first author, in the domain of software security. Both focuses on variations of ΦRBAC, its validation and verification and transformation stages. The first publication [79], focuses on ΦRBAC and its usage in the domain of Web application; and why it is essential to have a declarative- and fine-grained policy language. The second publication [78], continues with this discussion by adding the attribute-based constrains (i.e., user-, data-, and system-based) to the ΦRBAC model.

6.1.2 Answers to Research Questions

This section discusses the raised questions introduced in the first chapter.

Research Question 1  How can I provide a fine-grained access control modelling mechanism to the developer?

The main aim of this research was to provide a policy language (i.e., Φ) that is declarative and fine-grained. In Φ, both access control and their authorisation management models are abstracted and separated from the Web application code. Afterwards the Φ generator generates the low level code (e.g., data mode, pages, etc.) and then weaves them into the target application. By using this method Φ achieves the following points:

• **Productivity and Maintainability:** Φ was designed in a way that handles the maintainability such that the authorisation-based changes are only through Φ models. This is an advantage for the Φ compared to the current access control modelling in WebDSL. This is due to Φ’ separation of concerns characteristic (see Chapter 5 for examples). For example, if the developer needs to change something with the current settings, the developer needs to change the definitions of access control rules as well as the data model and other related templates.

• **Reliability:** Φ models, as any other software element, need to be validated and verified. As shown in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), because of using a high abstracted notion within a matrix structure, the semantical validated and verified of the access control models and their authorisation management definitions were formulated into a first order logic formula and validated and verified with an SMT solver during the compiler time.

Research Question 2  Is it possible to define the notion of fine-grained access control models outside the context of their implementation approach?

Yes, by using Φ, the developer defines authorisation-based models outside any language terminologies (i.e., functional, agent oriented, etc.) but with respect to the authorisation
based terminologies (i.e., DAC-, MAC-, or RBAC-based). Moreover, Φ can be applied to the other programming languages by importing its syntax and rewrite strategies with the compiler of the host language. Important to note that, a set of language-based justifications need to be considered, such as generating the host language code through the Φ’s rewrite strategies.

**Research Question 3**  *What elements need to be considered during the testing phase of a fine-grained access control model and its mechanism?*

Φ tests both the defined models and the target application before the transformation phase. Φ tests the models based on the set of controlled objects they used (i.e., object scope validation), the structure of the access control elements (i.e., for ΦMAC and ΦRBAC); and if the policy and coverage cases of Φ models are overlapping or incomplete. Moreover, Φ checks for the dead authorisation code within the target application based on the location of the objects. The way that Φ handles object scope and Web application validations, builds its compiler’s pipeline based on first testing and then transformation phases.

**Research Question 4**  *What are the benefits and constraints of the fine-grained access control models and their mechanisms?*

Φ models enforce access and authorisation management mechanisms to a range of objects with different fine-granularity levels, such as pages or a property of an entity. Moreover, the policy terms of the model are fine-grained as well. Φ also considers the authorisation definitions during the transformation phase. This fine-granularity provides a very flexible environment for the developer to enforce declarative and fine-grained access and authorisation management models. Note that, the fine-grained authorisation management mechanisms helps the authorised user of the application to do the managerial work. However, the constraints are related to the characteristic of the access control models themselves. Access control models deal with how to enforce access restrictions to different objects of the system. If the researcher wants to explore other security related areas, they are needed to extend the Φ models. For example, if they want to tackle the issue of SQL attack, or use a data history in provenance-based solutions, they need to extend Φ syntax and its generated components to deal with saving the user actions during the system run-time.

### 6.2 Future Work

The following points are the related future work to the Φ language.
**Provenance:** On the top of the mentioned contributions I can add a provenance module. Provenance uses the data history that is gathered by the generated $\Phi$ mechanism automatically to test the user behaviours through their interactions with the application.

**Explore Main Stream Languages:** Currently $\Phi$ generates WebDSL code. WebDSL code itself is a domain specific language. To provide $\Phi$ for more developers, it will be an interesting step to generate new modern languages such as Scala \[94\], or importing it to the other Web frameworks such as Play \[13\].

**Further Validation and Verification on Financial Regulations:** Policy regulations are used in financial sector. These policy regulations need to be implemented in software systems. It will be a good idea to see the challenges that $\Phi$ will face in such circumstances, and if necessary, update the $\Phi$ to be adoptable in the financial sector.

For my future plan after the PhD, I have started my position as a lecturer at PSU (Prince Songkla University), Phuket, Thailand since June 2013.
Appendix A

Syntax Definition

This part shows and discusses the defined syntax\(^1\) of Φ language, Z3 formalism, and Φ’s configuration file (i.e., Phi.ini). For the semantical meanings of the Φ language please refer to Chapter 3.

A.1 Φ Language

The Φ’s syntax definition (written in SDF [90]) is discussed here based on the controlled objects and their related operations, policy terms and their signs, access and authorisation management models.

A.1.1 Lexical Syntax

This part explains the defined lexical syntax, that are defining the following elements within the Φ language:

**Object related operations:** As Listing A.1 shows (lines 2 and 3), Φ supports all the data manipulation operations (create, read, update, and delete), with additional secret, and ignore operations. The create (i.e., c), update (i.e., u), and delete (i.e., d) can be used only in relation with the defined entities and properties. The read operation (i.e., r), secret (i.e., s), and ignore (i.e., i) can be used in relation with all the supported objects.

**Policy Signs:** Listing A.1 shows three types of policy related signs (see line 6). The + indicates the related policy term holds, and - indicates it does not hold; and the ? states the don’t care state, that is, the related policy term does not effect the policy case.

\(^1\)Available at http://philang.org/repos/SyntaxDefinition/Phi.sdf
Comparison Signs: These signs are used within the policy terms of type discretionary- or attribute-based (i.e., user, data, system, or user and data comparisons). Listing A.1 shows the list of available comparison signs (see lines 9-11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Object-related operations</td>
<td>&quot;c&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;d&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Policy-related signs</td>
<td>&quot;r&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;s&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;u&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;i&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;o&quot;    -&gt;  PhiOOper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Comparison signs</td>
<td>&quot;=&quot;   -&gt;  CompSign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;+&quot;   -&gt;  CompSign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;-&quot;    -&gt;  CompSign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;?&quot;    -&gt;  CompSign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing A.1: The defined lexical syntax

Role Cardinality: As discussed before, role cardinality needs to be initiated for each defined role in a ΦRBAC or ΦRBACAM model. As Listing A.1 shows (line 14), the role cardinality is either defined as a number or a wild card (i.e., *) the wild card shows that, there is no limitation in assigning the role to the registered users within the Web application.

A.1.2 Objects

This part presents the syntax definition of the supported object, that are sorted based on their granularity levels.

Properties: The most fine-grained object supported object within the Φ language and WebDSL [83] is the properties of the entities (e.g., User.username). Φ enables developers to define the properties of the entities as a controlled object based in the two different following ways:

- **Single Property**: There might be a case in which only one property of an entity needs to be used within the access control or the authorisation management model. In this case, as Listing A.2 shows, the developer can use a path to the property the same way that the WebDSL [22] supports (e.g., Pr(UniversityMember.id).
- **Multiple Properties**: There might be a situation in which the developer wants to use a set of properties of an entity as one controlled object within the access and authorisation management models. In this case, as Listing A.2 shows
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(lines 12), the developer can use brackets to declare a set of properties of an entity (e.g., Pr(User.[address, phone, email])).

XML Nodes: As Listing A.2 shows (See line 8), the developer can use XML nodes within the set of objects used in the Φ's access and authorisation management models.

Entity: A set of entity names can be used, as an object, after the E keyword, as shown in Listing A.2.

Group: A set of group names can be used, as an object, after the G keyword, as shown in Listing A.2.

Entity:

Group:

A set of "objects" can be used, as an object, after the E keyword, as shown in Listing A.2.

A set of group names can be used, as an object, after the G keyword, as shown in Listing A.2.

"objects" "(" { CObj "." }+ ")" "" -> PhiCObs {cons("PhiCObs")}

"Pr" "(" { PhiPath "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiPr"), prefer}

"P" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiP"), prefer}

"T" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiT"), prefer}

"B" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiB"), prefer}

"G" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiG"), prefer}

"E" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiE"), prefer}

"X" "(" { Id "," }+ ")" "" -> CObj {cons("PhiX"), prefer}

Exp -> PhiPath {cons("NormPath"), prefer}

Id -> PhiPath {cons("Path")}

Id "," "] PathContent "]" -> PhiPath {cons("NodesList")}

{ Id "," }+ -> PathContent {cons("PhiLevelOne")}

Id "," "[" PhiPath "]" -> PathContent {cons("PhiNested")}

Listing A.2: Used controlled objects within Φ language

Block: Listing A.2 shows that, a set of block names can be used, as an object, after the B keyword.

Page: A set of page names can be used, as an object, after the P keyword, as shown in Listing A.2.

Template: Listing A.2 shows that, a set of template names can be used, as an object, after the T keyword.

A.1.3 Policy terms

As mentioned throughout the thesis, the policy terms within the Φ models are defined after the policies keyword (see Listing A.3). The syntax definition of policy terms (Listing A.3) that can be used with the Φ's access and authorisation management models, are described as follows:

Discretionary: The discretionary constraints can be used within the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models. This constraints are based on the value of the user identifiers defined
within the Web application. For this reason, $\Phi$ allows developers to use $\text{Self}$ keyword, followed by a comparison sign (discussed earlier) and value, to indicate the discretionary-based requirements.

%% Defined Policies.
"policies" "(" $\{ \text{PhiTerm } ",\} + ")" $\rightarrow$ PPolicies $\{\text{cons("PhiPolicies")}\}$

%% Role || Label.
Id $\rightarrow$ PhiTerm $\{\text{cons("RoleOrLabel")}, \text{prefer}\}$

%% Attribute-based comparisons.
PhiAtt CompSign Exp $\rightarrow$ PhiTerm $\{\text{cons("VCond")}\}$
PhiAtt CompSign PhiAtt $\rightarrow$ PhiTerm $\{\text{cons("AttCompAtt")}\}$

%% Discretionary constraints.
"Self" $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("UserIden")}\}$

%% User and data attributes.
"Self" "." DMObjPath $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("UserAtt")}\}$
"This" "." DMObjPath $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("DataAtt")}\}$

%% System attributes (time).
"Sys" "." "time" TimeRange $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("TimeAtt")}, \text{prefer}\}$
CompSign TimeDigit $\rightarrow$ TimeRange $\{\text{cons("TimeRange")}\}$
"(" CompSign TimeDigit "," CompSign TimeDigit ")" $\rightarrow$ TimeRange $\{\text{cons("TimeLimRange")}\}$

%% System attributes (date).
"Sys" "." "date" DateRange $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("DateAtt")}, \text{prefer}\}$
CompSign DateDigit $\rightarrow$ DateRange $\{\text{cons("DateRange")}\}$
"(" CompSign DateDigit "," CompSign DateDigit ")" $\rightarrow$ DateRange $\{\text{cons("DateLimRange")}\}$

"Sys" "." "time" CompSign Exp $\rightarrow$ PhiAtt $\{\text{cons("TimeAtt")}, \text{prefer}\}$
Int "/" Int $\rightarrow$ TimeDigit $\{\text{cons("TimeDigit")}, \text{prefer}\}$
Int "/" Int $\rightarrow$ DateDigit $\{\text{cons("DateDigit")}, \text{prefer}\}$

%% For avoiding ambiguities with the WebDSL’s original identifier
"Self" $\rightarrow$ Id $\{\text{reject}\}$
"This" $\rightarrow$ Id $\{\text{reject}\}$

Listing A.3: Policy terms in $\Phi$

**Attribute-based policies:** As mentioned throughout the thesis, the supported attribute policies are based on users, data, and system (date and time) constraints. These policies are:

- **User- and Data-based attributes:** As Listing A.3 shows (lines 11-15), the $\text{Self}$ keyword, followed by a property path, a comparison sign and a value can be used to define a user-based policy term (e.g., $\text{Self.age > 18}$). Also, for the data-based attributes, the $\text{This}$ keyword can be used, followed by a property path, a comparison sign, and a value, as defined in Listing A.3 (e.g., $\text{This.username := "John"}$). Moreover, the comparison between the user and data attributes can be used as a policy term. For this, as Listing A.3 shows, the $\text{Self}$ keyword followed by the property path, a comparison sign, and the $\text{This}$
keyword followed by the property path, can be used to define such comparisons (e.g., Self.salary == This.salary).

• System-based Attributes: Moreover, the system-based attributes can be used as a policy term. The system-based attributes defines a range of time or dates with lower and upper bounds. Listing A.3 shows, for defining the time-based constraints, the developer uses the Sys.time keyword and then within its brackets define the lower and upper time bounds (e.g., Sys.time(9:00, 17:00)). Within the Φ syntax, the developer uses Sys.date keyword, and within its brackets defines the date bounds, Φ (Listing A.3). Furthermore, as shown in the Listing A.3, the comparison signs can be used for the system-based attribute’s bounds limitations (e.g., Sys.date(>=1/1/2010, <= 1/1/2020)).

Labels and Roles: As shown in Listing A.3, the WebDSL identifier is used to declare labels for the Φ's mandatory-based (i.e., ΦMAC and ΦMACAM) and roles for role-based models (i.e., ΦRBAC, and ΦRBACAM).

A.1.4 Policy and Coverage Cases

The syntax definition of the policy and coverage cases are discussed in this section (See Listing A.4 and A.5).

Policy Cases. For each access or authorisation management model within the Φ language has a set of policy cases defined within curly brackets of the cases keyword (see Listing A.4 line 1).

```````
cases " { PhiCase "{","}+ "}"* -> PhiCases {cons("PhiCases")}
```````

%% Each policy case
```````
{ PhiOper ",","}+ 
-> PhiCase {cons("PhiCase")}
```````

```````
ObjOper
-> ObjOper {cons("SingleOper")}
```````
```````
MultOper
-> ObjOper {cons("MultiOper")}
```````

Listing A.4: Policy cases syntax definition

As Listing A.4 shows, on the left hand side of each policy case the set of policy signs are used. These policy signs are related to the defined policy terms based on their order. As mentioned before, the policy signs give a logical meaning (i.e., true or false) to their related policy terms. Then after the -> keyword on the left hand side the object-related operations are used individually or as a set within the brackets (see Listing A.5).

Coverage Cases. The coverage cases can be defined by the developers for each access or authorisation management model. Listing A.5 shows the syntax definition of the coverage cases. Similar to the policy cases, on the left hand side of each policy case, a set of policy signs (i.e., +, -, ?) can be used separated by comma. On the right hand side as shown in
Listing A.5 a set of object related operations can be used individually or as a set and their related percentage can be assigned to them.

```
"cases" "{" CovCase ","+ "}" -> CovCases { cons("AllCovCases") }
"{" PhiPOper ","+ "}" "-="
"{" { PercRange ","+ "}"* -> CovCase { cons("CovCase") }

%% r < 10 or r > 90
ObjOpers CompSign Int
-> PercRange { cons("OperPerc") }

%% Range for one operation ( <10, >80 ).
ObjOpers "{" CompSign Int "," CompSign Int "}"
-> PercRange { cons("OperPercRange") }

%% Single Value [c,r,u].(<10).
"{" [" { ObjOpers ","+ "]"=". "{" CompSign Int "," CompSign Int "}" ]""
-> PercRange { cons("OperPerc") }

%% Lower and upper bound value range for list of operations [c,r].(<90)]
"{" [" { ObjOpers ","+ "]"=". "{" CompSign Int "," CompSign Int "}" ]""
-> PercRange { cons("OperPercRange") }
```

Listing A.5: Syntax definition of coverage cases

A.1.5 Access Control Models

This part discusses the syntax definition of the Φ-based access control models. They are as follows:

ΦDAC: Listing A.6 shows the syntax definition of the ΦDAC model that consists of objects (discussed in A.2), policies and their cases (discussed in A.3 and A.4). Moreover, for the coverage as shown in Listing A.6, after the coverage keyword, with its brackets, the objects, policies, and coverage cases can be used. As Listing A.6 shows, an authorisation management model is defined for the ΦDAC model.

```
"ΦDAC" "{" PhiCObs PPolicies PhiCases
 DACCoverage? PhiAM "}" -> PhiDACModel { cons("ΦDAC") }
"coverage" "{" PhiCObs PPolicies CovCases "}"
-> DACCoverage { cons("DACCoverage") }
```

Listing A.6: The ΦDAC defined syntax

ΦMAC: Listing A.7 shows that, a ΦMAC model consists of the following elements:

- **Labels:** As the syntax definition shows (see lines 4 and 5), the user defines a set of confidentiality- and/or integrity-based labels. Please refer to Chapter 3 and 4 for their semantics and examples.
Objects: Similar to ΦDAC, the discussed objects can be used. However, for the ΦMAC model, the defined confidentiality and/or integrity labels are attached to the objects.

```
"PhiMAC" "{" ConLabels? IntLabels? MACObjects PPolicies
PhiCases MACCoverage? PhiAM* "}" -> PhiMACModel {cons("PhiMAC")}
"conLabels" "{" {Id "->" }+ "}" -> ConLabels {cons("ConLables")}
"intLabels" "{" {Id "->" }+ "}" -> IntLabels {cons("IntLables")}
```

Listing A.7: ΦMAC defined Syntax

Policies and Cases: The syntax definition for the policy cases is the same as ΦDAC model. As mentioned before, because of the MAC semantics, the use of create and delete operations are treated as an error during the compilation of the ΦMAC model (see Chapter 4).

Coverage: Same as ΦDAC model, the coverage consists of objects, policies and coverage cases. The difference with the ΦDAC is that, in the coverage of the ΦMAC model, as Listing A.7 shows, the confidentiality and/or integrity labels needs to be declared for each object.

Authorisation Management: Similar to the ΦDAC model, as Listing A.7 shows, the developer defines an authorisation management model (i.e., ΦDACAM, ΦMACAM, ΦRBACAM).

ΦRBAC: As Listing A.8 shows, the ΦRBAC syntax definition is based on the following elements:

- Roles: The developer defines a set of roles and their cardinalities within the brackets of the roles keyword.
- Roles’ relations: The developer also defines a set of hierarchy, ssod and dsod, relations after hierarchy, ssod, and dsod keywords, for and between the defined roles.
- Objects: All the defined objects can be used as the controlled objects within the ΦRBAC models.
- Policy and Coverage Cases: The developer uses roles and attribute-based policy terms as a set of policies. Identical to ΦDAC and ΦMAC the policy cases consist of the policy signs and object-related operations.
• **Authorisation Management:** Identical to the ΦDAC and ΦMAC, the developer uses a Φ-based authorisation management model for the ΦRBAC model.

\[
\text{"ΦΦΦ mies" "\{" ΦΦ\}} φ \text{" \}} \quad \rightarrow \text{ΦΦΦ \}} \quad \rightarrow \text{ΦΦΦ \}}
\]

\[
\text{\\% Roles and cardinalities}
\]

\[
\text{\% hierarchy relations}
\]

\[
\text{\% SSOD and DSOD relations.}
\]

\[
\text{Listing A.8: ΦRBAC defined syntax}
\]

**A.1.6 Authorisation Management Models**

This part discusses the syntax definition of the Φ-based authorisation management models (Listing A.9) are as follows:

**ΦDACAM:** This model consists of objects, policy terms, policy cases and coverage identical to the ΦDAC model (discussed in section A.6).

**ΦMACAM:** This model is defined within the curly brackets of the keyword ΦMACAM. It syntactically uses all the elements of the ΦMAC model (i.e., labels, objects, policies and their cases, and coverage) except the authorisation management elements.

\[
\text{%% ΦΦΦ mies model}
\]

\[
\text{\% ΦΦΦ mies model}
\]

\[
\text{\% ΦΦΦ mies model}
\]

\[
\text{Listing A.9: Φ-based authorisation management models}
\]
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\( \text{ΦRBACAM:} \) Listing A.9 shows that, the syntax definition of the ΦRBAC model consists of roles and their cardinalities, their optional relations, objects, policies and their cases and coverage. All these elements described in the ΦRBAC model.

### A.1.7 Attachment to WebDSL’s Syntax

After defining the syntax of the Φ language, these definitions need to be included and attached within the WebDSL’s syntax definition, so that it can be the part of the WebDSL’s parser (i.e., `WebDSL.tbl`). For this purpose all the Φ-based access and authorisation management models are attached to the WebDSL language by adding them to the WebDSL’s Definition (Listing A.10). Therefore the Φ-based models are defined outside the context of the Web application’s page or template elements (page, templates, functions, etc.), as a set of standalone models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhiDACModel</td>
<td>=&gt; Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhiMACModel</td>
<td>=&gt; Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhiRBACModel</td>
<td>=&gt; Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhiAM</td>
<td>=&gt; Definition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing A.10: Φ models are attached to the WebDSL’s definition element

### A.2 Z3 Formalism

The Listing A.11 shows all the syntax definition which added to the WebDSL’s syntax for generating and the pretty-printing the Z3 formulas and their results.

### A.3 Phi.ini

As mentioned before, the file `Phi.ini` needs to be initiated by the developer to cover the following elements:

**Path to Model Checker:** First the developer needs to define the path to the Z3 model checker, while the Φ compiler, validates and verifies the defined Web application based on the Z3 (Listing A.12 (See line 1)).

**Path to Z3 Parser:** The developer should also declare the path to the Z3 parser after the keyword `Z3Parser` (see Listing A.12).

**Warning Termination:** As mentioned in Chapter 4, Φ for the last two steps of the validation and verification phase, can either terminate or continue upon the occurrences of incompleteness or coverage issues. As Listing A.12 shows (lines 3,4,
Listing A.11: Defined syntax related to Z3

6 and 7) the developer can declare the termination in case of a warning (i.e., by using `Terminate`) or continuation (i.e., by using the `Continue`) keyword, after the `Incomp` and/or `Coverage` keywords.

Listing A.12: Defined syntax for initialisation file
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Validation and Verification in Φ

This Appendix provides all the possible errors and warnings that a developer can trigger based on the defined Φ-based access and authorisation management models.

B.1 Error Handling

This part provides all the types of errors\(^1\) that are handled by Φ during its eight consecutive steps for handling the errors (discussed in 4.2.2).

B.1.1 Multiple Access Control Validation

In this step, three types of errors can be find by Φ, based on defined access control models, categorised as follows:

ΦDAC: Multiple ΦDAC models are not allowed in a single Web application, and leads to an error of type 1.1.

ΦMAC: Multiple ΦMAC models are not allowed in a single Web application, and in this case, they triggers the error of type 1.2.

ΦRBAC: Multiple ΦRBAC models are not allowed in a single Web application, that results in the error of type 1.3

B.1.2 Object Scope Validation

In this step, Φ discovers all the errors related to the object scope validation. As following shows, there are three main types of errors related to this category:

\(^1\)philang.org/repos/errors
Out of Scope: At first, each used object within the access control models are checked against all the object defined within the application code. If any of controlled objects (i.e., page, template, group, block, XML, entity, and property) is not used within the application an error is given to the developer.

Authorisation Uniqueness: Φ does not allow objects to be shared within different access control models. Therefore, if two access control models share same object, directly or indirectly an error will be given to the developer.

Shared Scope: Here Φ validates if the used object within an access control and its authorisation management model are in fact directly or indirectly related. Table B.1 shows all types of errors related to this sub-step.

Table B.1: Different types of errors related to the shared object scopes within elements of access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2.1</td>
<td>ΦDAC and its coverage (2.2.1.1) ΦDAC and Authorisation Management (2.2.1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.2</td>
<td>ΦMAC and its coverage (2.2.2.1) ΦMAC and Authorisation Management (2.2.2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>ΦRBAC and its coverage (2.2.3.1) ΦRBAC and Authorisation Management (2.2.3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.4</td>
<td>ΦDACAM and its coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.5</td>
<td>ΦMACAM and its coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2.6</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM and its coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.3 Validation of Object-Operation Relation

In this step, Φ checks if there is any relation between data manipulative operations and non-data model objects. Table B.2 shows the error types related to the location of the illegal relation within different Φ-based models.

Table B.2: Different types of errors related to the object-operation relation validation within elements of access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>3.1</th>
<th>3.2</th>
<th>3.3</th>
<th>3.4</th>
<th>3.5</th>
<th>3.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1.1 coverage (3.1.2)</td>
<td>3.2.1 coverage (3.2.2)</td>
<td>3.3.1 coverage (3.3.2)</td>
<td>3.4.1 coverage (3.4.2)</td>
<td>3.5.1 coverage (3.5.2)</td>
<td>3.6.1 coverage (3.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.4 Policy Terms Correctness Validation

This step checks the correctness of each policy term within each model as follows:
Out of Context Validation: As mentioned here, Φ checks for the the policy terms that are not related to the access control semantics, such as using a role within the policy terms of an ΦDAC model. Table B.3 shows, the error types are categorised based on the defined access or authorisation management model and its semantical scope.

Table B.3: Different types of errors related to the out of context validation within elements of access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Defined Model</th>
<th>4.1.1</th>
<th>4.1.2</th>
<th>4.1.3</th>
<th>4.1.4</th>
<th>4.1.5</th>
<th>4.1.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.1.1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.1.2.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.1.3.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.1.4.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.1.5.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.1.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.1.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Duplicaitons: As mentioned before, here Φ checks for repetitions within the policies of the access control models, their coverage and authorisation management and their coverage. Table B.4 shows the error types that are categorised based on the defined access or authorisation management model.

Table B.4: Different types of errors related to the duplication validation within elements of access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Defined Model</th>
<th>4.2.1</th>
<th>4.2.2</th>
<th>4.2.3</th>
<th>4.2.4</th>
<th>4.2.5</th>
<th>4.2.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.2.1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.2.2.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.2.3.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.2.4.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.2.5.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.2.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.2.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User Identifier Validation: Φ checks the correctness of user identifier-based policy terms, within ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models.

Attribute-based Validation: Here Φ validates the attribute-based terms. As Table B.5 shows, similar to the previous steps, the error types are categorised based on the Φ model they are defined within.

Table B.5: Different types of errors related to the validation of the out of attribute-based policy terms within the access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Defined Model</th>
<th>4.4.1</th>
<th>4.4.2</th>
<th>4.4.3</th>
<th>4.4.4</th>
<th>4.4.5</th>
<th>4.4.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.4.1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.4.2.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.4.3.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.4.4.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.4.5.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.4.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.4.6.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.1.5 Access Element Correctness Validation and Verification

As mentioned before, at this step Φ validate and verifies the ΦMAC, ΦMACAM, ΦRBAC, and ΦRBACAM models. This part, categorises this type of error and give a number of examples.

**Role and Label Duplication Validation:** Table B.6 categorises different types of errors in the ΦRBAC, ΦRBAC, ΦMAC, ΦMACAM, based on duplications in role and label definitions.

Table B.6: Different types of errors related to the duplication validation within ΦMAC, ΦMACAM, ΦRBAC, and ΦRBACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>5.1.1</th>
<th>5.1.2</th>
<th>5.1.3</th>
<th>5.1.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duplication Validation</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>5.1.1.1 (Confidentiality labels)</td>
<td>5.1.2.1 (roles)</td>
<td>5.1.3.1 (Confidentiality labels)</td>
<td>5.1.4.1 (roles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>5.1.2.2 (hierarchy)</td>
<td>5.1.2.2 (hierarchy)</td>
<td>5.1.3.2 (SSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.4.2 (hierarchy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>5.1.2.3 (SSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.2.4 (DSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.3.3 (Integrity labels)</td>
<td>5.1.4.3 (SSOD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
<td>5.1.4.4 (DSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.4.4 (DSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.4.4 (DSOD)</td>
<td>5.1.4.4 (DSOD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shared Label:** Label names can not be shared between the confidentiality and integrity labels within the MAC-based models. These errors are divided into two categories based on the type of the model (see Table B.7).

Table B.7: Two types of errors related to the validation of shared labels within the defined confidentiality and integrity labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>5.2.1</th>
<th>5.2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Labels</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>5.2.1</td>
<td>5.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>5.2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Object Label Errors:** This relates to the object label errors and duplications.

Table B.8: Two types of errors related to the validation of the defined objects within the ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>5.3.1</th>
<th>5.3.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object-Label Error</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>5.3.1</td>
<td>5.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>5.3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hierarchy Verification:** This type (see Table B.9) of error relates to the hierarchy verification within ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM.
Table B.9: Two types of errors related to the roles’ hierarchy verification within the ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>5.4.1</th>
<th>5.4.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.6 Validation and Verification for the Correctness of Each Case

This phase checks the correctness of each policy and coverage case within the Φ’s access and authorisation management models. This part discusses the sub-steps of this validation and verification phase based on the type of the Φ’s models.

ΦDAC and ΦDACAM Models

This step verifies each defined policy and coverage case of the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models, based on the following consecutive sub-steps:

User Identifier Verification: This sub-step verifies within each case, if two user identifiers are true at the same time. As Table B.10 shows, two errors are given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error (i.e., policy or coverage case).

Table B.10: Four errors related to the user identifier verification within the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Identifier</td>
<td>6.1.1 (policy)</td>
<td>6.4.1 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.1.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.4.2 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attribute-based Verification: This sub-step verifies each case based on the attribute-based policy terms and their signs based on the following types of attributes:

- User-based Attribute Verification: Here the user-based attributes are checked within each case. Table B.11 shows the errors based on the type of the model and their location.

Table B.11: Two types of errors related to the user-based attributes verification within the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.3 (policy)</td>
<td>6.4.3 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.1.4 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.4.4 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• *Data-based Attribute Verification:* Here the data-based attributes policy terms and their related policy signs are checked, and in the case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error, as shown in Table B.12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.5 (policy)</td>
<td>6.4.5 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.1.6 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.4.6 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.12: Four different error messages related to the data-based attributes verification within the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models

• *User- and data-based Comparison Verification:* Here each policy term, which is the comparison between the user- and data-based attributes and their policy signs, are checked, and in the case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error (see Table B.13).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.7 (policy)</td>
<td>6.4.7 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.1.8 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.4.8 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.13: Four different error messages related to the comparisons between user- and data-based attributes within the ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models

• *System-based Verification* This part checks the system-based policy terms (i.e., *time* or *date*) and their related policy signs, and in the case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on the types of the model and the location of the error as shown in Table B.14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.9 (policy (time))</td>
<td>6.4.9 (policy (time))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.10 (coverage (time))</td>
<td>6.4.10 (coverage (time))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.11 (policy (date))</td>
<td>6.4.11 (policy (date))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-based attributes</td>
<td>6.1.12 (coverage (date))</td>
<td>6.4.12 (coverage (date))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ΦMAC and ΦMACAM Models

This step checks the correctness of each defined policy and coverage case within the ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models, based on the following consecutive sub-steps:

**Allowed Operation Validation:** Here the not allowed operations (i.e., update and delete) are checked within the ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models, and the appropriate error is given to the developer as categorised in Table B.15.

Table B.15: Different error messages related to the unallowed operations within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not allowed Operation Error</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>6.2.1 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.1 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MACAM</td>
<td>6.2.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.2 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAC Property Verification:** Within this sub-step, the information flow of both confidentiality and integrity dominance levels are checked based on policy signs within each policy or coverage case. The error is based on the fact, that the upper levels have + signs while their lower levels have - signs. In this case, the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location they are in, as shown in Table B.16.

Table B.16: Different error types related to the MAC property verification within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not allowed Operation Error</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>6.2.3 (policy - conf)</td>
<td>6.5.3 (policy - Conf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MACAM</td>
<td>6.2.4 (coverage - conf)</td>
<td>6.5.4 (coverage - Conf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.5 (policy - Integ)</td>
<td>6.5.5 (policy - Integ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.6 (coverage - Integ)</td>
<td>6.5.6 (coverage - Integ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strict-Property Validation:** After checking the policy signs related to the information flow and the dominance levels, this sub-step checks for the strict-property validation. Strict-property validation checks if for an object the related operations is a set of Create and Read with in a policy case, then the related policies within that case must be equal to the assigned labels to the object. In case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error; as illustrated in Table B.17.

**Confidentiality Verification:** In this sub-step the confidentiality-related properties are checked, as following:
Table B.17: Different error types related to the strict-property validation within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strict-property verification</td>
<td>6.2.7 (policy-conf)</td>
<td>6.2.8 (coverage-conf) 6.2.9 (policy-Integ)</td>
<td>6.2.10 (coverage-Integ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5.7(policy-Conf)</td>
<td>6.5.8 (coverage-Conf) 6.5.9 (policy-Integ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Read-down property Verification**: Here the read-down concept within the defined ΦMAC or ΦMACAM is checked, and in the case of an error the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error (see Table B.18).

Table B.18: Different error types related to the read-down property within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-down property verification error</td>
<td>6.2.11 (policy)</td>
<td>6.2.12 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.11 (policy) 6.5.12 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Write-up Property Verification**: Here the write-up concept within the ΦMAC and ΦMACAM is checked, and in the case of an error, based on the location of the error and the model it is in, an error message is given to the developer. All the sub-types of these errors are categorised within the Table B.19.

Table B.19: Different error types related to the write-up property within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write-up property verification error</td>
<td>6.2.13 (policy)</td>
<td>6.2.14 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.13 (policy) 6.5.14 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Integrity Verification**: In this sub-step the integrity-related properties are checked, as following:

- **Read-up property Verification**: The read-up concept with the defined policy cases are checked, and in the case of an error, an error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error (see Table B.20).
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Table B.20: Different error types related to the read-up property within $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>$\Phi$MAC</td>
<td>$\Phi$MACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not allowed Operation Error</td>
<td>6.2.15 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.15 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.16 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.16 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Write-down property Verification:** The write-down property of the defined $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models are checked here based on the defined policy or coverage cases and their related objects and their security clearance labels. In case of an error, as Table B.21 shows, the error message is given to the developer based on the type of the model and the location of the error.

Table B.21: Different error types related to the write-down property within $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>6.2</th>
<th>6.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>$\Phi$MAC</td>
<td>$\Phi$MACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not allowed Operation Error</td>
<td>6.2.17 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.17 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.18 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.18 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attribute-based Verification:** Identical to the $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$DACAM models, the attribute-based policies and their related policy signs are checked; and in case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on their location as categorised in Table B.22.

$\Phi$RBAC and $\Phi$RBACAM Models

This step validates and verifies the correctness of each defined policy and coverage case within the $\Phi$RBAC and $\Phi$RBACAM models, based on the following consecutive sub-steps:

**Hierarchy and SSOD/DSOD Verification:** As mentioned in Chapter 4, at first the logical state of each policy and/or coverage case is checked based on the defined roles’ relations (i.e., hierarchy, SSOD, DSOD) and the policy signs. In the case of an error, as Table B.23 categorised, the error message is given to the developer based on the location of the error.

**Attribute-based Verification:** Identical to the $\Phi$DAC, $\Phi$DACAM, $\Phi$MAC, and $\Phi$MACAM, the attribute-based policy terms and their related policy signs are verified as shown Table B.24 an error is given to the developer based on the location of the error.
Table B.22: Different error types related to the attribute-based policy terms and their signs within ΦMAC and ΦMACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>ΦMAC</th>
<th>ΦMACAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-based attributes</td>
<td>6.2.19 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.19 (policy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.5.20 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.20 (coverage)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-based attributes</td>
<td>6.2.21 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.21 (policy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.5.22 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.22 (coverage)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User data attributes</td>
<td>6.2.23 (policy)</td>
<td>6.5.23 (policy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparisons</td>
<td>6.5.24 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.5.24 (coverage)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sys-based attributes</td>
<td>6.2.24 (policy (time))</td>
<td>6.2.24 (policy (time))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6.2.25 (coverage (time))</td>
<td>6.2.25 (coverage (time))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.26 (policy (date))</td>
<td>6.4.26 (policy (date))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.2.27 (coverage (date))</td>
<td>6.4.27 (coverage (date))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.23: Different error types related to the relation and policy signs checks within ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>ΦRBAC</th>
<th>ΦRBACAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not allowed Operation Error</td>
<td>6.3.1 (policy)</td>
<td>6.6.1 (policy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.6.2 (coverage)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.7 Overlapping Validation and Verification

As discussed in Chapter 4, this step checks the overlapping within the Φ-based models. The following three parts shows the categorisation of the error messages within different types of the Φ models, in regarding to the overlapping validation and verification checks.

ΦDAC and ΦDACAM Models

This step validates the overlapping cases within ΦDAC and ΦDACAM models’ policy and coverage cases. As mentioned in the Chapter 4, these checks are carried out by Φ compiler without using the model checker for these models. In case of an error, the error message is given to the developer based on the location of the error as illustrated in Table B.25.
Table B.24: Different error types related to the attribute-based policy terms and their signs the $\Phi$RBAC and $\Phi$RBACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>6.3</th>
<th>6.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-based attributes</td>
<td>$\Phi$RBAC</td>
<td>6.3.3 (policy)</td>
<td>6.6.3 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.4 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.6.4 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-based attributes</td>
<td>$\Phi$RBAC</td>
<td>6.3.5 (policy)</td>
<td>6.6.5 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.6 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.6.6 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User data attributes</td>
<td>$\Phi$RBAC</td>
<td>6.3.7 (policy)</td>
<td>6.6.7 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparisons</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.8 (coverage)</td>
<td>6.6.8 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sys-based attributes</td>
<td>$\Phi$RBAC</td>
<td>6.3.9 (policy (time))</td>
<td>6.6.9 (policy (time))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.10 (coverage (time))</td>
<td>6.6.10 (coverage (time))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.11 (policy (date))</td>
<td>6.6.11 (policy (date))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3.12 (coverage (date))</td>
<td>6.6.12 (coverage (date))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.25: Different error types related to overlapping cases within $\Phi$DAC and $\Phi$DACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>7.1</th>
<th>7.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping cases</td>
<td>$\Phi$DAC</td>
<td>7.1.1 (policy)</td>
<td>7.4.1 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>7.4.2 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.8 $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM Models

This step checks the overlapping cases within the $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models. As discussed before, for finding these errors, the $\Phi$ language turns the defined models into first-order logical formulas and then check for their satisfiability through the model checker Z3 [62]. In case of SAT an error is given to the developer, based on the error and the location of it. The Table B.26 categorises all these errors based on the type of the model.

Table B.26: Different error types related overlapping cases within $\Phi$MAC and $\Phi$MACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Defined Model</th>
<th>7.2</th>
<th>7.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping cases</td>
<td>$\Phi$MAC</td>
<td>7.2.1 (policy)</td>
<td>7.5.1 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>7.5.2 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.1.9 ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM Models

Within this phase, the ΦRBAC and/or ΦRBACAM models are verified for the overlapping cases. As discussed in Chapter 4, similar to the Φ’s MAC-based models, Φ checks the overlapping cases of these models through a model checker by transforming these models, parsing every two cases (i.e., one for policy and one for coverage cases) and checks for the satisfiability through the model checker Z3 [62]. In case of SAT, an error is given to the developer in terms of the defined model, based on the location of an error. The Table B.27 categorises all these errors based on the type of the model.

Table B.27: Different error types related overlapping cases within ΦRBAC and ΦRBACAM models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>7.3</th>
<th>7.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping cases</td>
<td>7.3.1 (policy)</td>
<td>7.6.1 (policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.3.2 (coverage)</td>
<td>7.6.2 (coverage)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.1.10 Dead Authorisation Code Verification

This step checks the dead authorisation code within the Φ’s access and authorisation management models. As discussed in Chapter 7, the overall approach for these errors within the Φ’s access control and authorisation management models are similar. For the concept of the dead authorisation code within the access control models please refer to Chapter 4. Table B.28 shows three types of categorises of these errors based on the location of these errors.

Table B.28: Different types of errors with the Φ’s access and authorisation management models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>8.1</th>
<th>8.2</th>
<th>8.3</th>
<th>8.4</th>
<th>8.5</th>
<th>8.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.2 Warning Handling

This part provides all the types of warnings\(^2\) that are handled by Φ during its two consecutive steps of the warning handling phase.

---

\(^2\)philang.org/repos/test-warnings
B.2.1 Completeness Verification

As discussed within the validation and verification phase, this step checks the completeness of the policy cases within Φ’s access and authorisation model, by transforming these models into first-order logic formulas and gives a set of warning and provides the missing cases to the developer. The table B.29 shows this warning categorises into six types of error messages, based on the type of the model.

Table B.29: Different categories of warnings related to the completeness verification within Φ models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warning</th>
<th>9.1</th>
<th>9.2</th>
<th>9.3</th>
<th>9.4</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>9.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.2.2 Coverage Verification

As mentioned in Chapter 4 the developer has the option to define a set of coverage cases for the defined access and/or authorisation management model. So, during the last step of the validation and verification phase within the Φ language, the defined access and/or authorisation management models are checked against the coverage cases. As the Table ?? shows, this error can occur within each defined Φ-based model and therefore it is categorised into six different error messages based on the type of the model.

Table B.30: Six different categories of warning related to the coverage verification within Φ models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warning</th>
<th>10.1</th>
<th>10.2</th>
<th>10.3</th>
<th>10.4</th>
<th>10.5</th>
<th>10.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defined Model</td>
<td>ΦDAC</td>
<td>ΦMAC</td>
<td>ΦRBAC</td>
<td>ΦDACAM</td>
<td>ΦMACAM</td>
<td>ΦRBACAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Defined Data, Access, and Authorisation Management Models

This appendix describes the defined data models for the two case studies that were presented in Chapter 5.

C.1 Academic Research Group

This part of the thesis, first describes the defined data model for the research group case study, and the fine-grained access control requirements for the defined entities and their properties. Second, based on all the requirements a $\Phi$-based access control model and its authorisation management model is constructed. The data model is divided into user- and activity-based models, so the next two parts explain these models, and their fine-grained access control requirements. Moreover at the end of this part the defined access control and authorisation management model is presented.

C.1.1 User-based data models and their access control requirements

This part of the thesis discusses the data model for different types of users (see Figure C.1) within the research group. The general information about each user is stored in the Person entity and also other type of users have their own representatives. The rest of this section presents the defined entities, their properties and their access control requirements.
C.1.1.1 Person

The entity Person holds the general and common information among the users of the web application, such as username and password. The information is filled by the user who likes to register herself. Some users might register to the system to apply for a project they are interested in and therefore I have, a property registerNote, so that the user can explain why he/she is registering for the membership. The personal information such as personal telephone number and email are optional, so the user can choose not to fill them without interfering with the user registration.

```mermaid
entity Person {
  username :: String (id)
  password :: Secret
  nickname :: String (name)
  title :: String
  firstname :: String
  lastname :: String
  dob :: Date (optional)
  persTel :: String (optional)
  persAddress :: String (optional)
  persEmail :: String (optional)
  registerNote :: WikiText
  profPicture :: URL
  seminars -> Set<Seminar> (optional)
}
```

Listing C.1: Person data model

**Access Control Requirements.** Each user of the system must be able to use read, update, and delete) operations on the all the properties of the entity Person that are related to herself. Note that the create operation on the Person entity is not access controlled as any outside user can register to the system. Moreover the users with the
role UniversityMember can read the following properties: dob, persTel, persAddress, persEmail, Seminars. Furthermore, the outside users can read the following properties: title, firstname, lastname, profilePicture.

C.1.1.2 Partner

The entity Partner represents the partner that are collaborating the members of the system. It inherits from the entity Person and therefore can use its properties as well. The partners can be a member and/or a sponsor of a set of projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entity</th>
<th>Partner : Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>partnerID</td>
<td>:: String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memberOf</td>
<td>-&gt; Set&lt;Project&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sponserOf</td>
<td>-&gt; Set&lt;Project&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>:: WikiText</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing C.2: Partner data model

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on this entity:

Project Manager: A user with a role ProjectManager can use CRUD operations on this entity and its properties.

Partner: The user with the role Partner can update his/her description. Also the user can read an instance of the entity partner and its properties.

Academic: Only the users with the role Academic can read the instances of this entity and its properties.

C.1.1.3 Visitor

The entity Visitor represents the visitors of the research group. As Listing C.3 shows, the properties of this entity hold the information regarding the visitor users such as the user they want to visit (i.e., visiting), and by whom they were invited (i.e., invitedBy).

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on this entity:

Academic: The users with the role Academic can use the CRUD operations on the Visitor entity and its properties.
entity Visitor : Person {

visitorID :: String (name)
from :: Date
until :: Date
visiting => Set<Person>
invitedBy => Set<Academic>
depName :: String
schoolName :: String
viva => Set<Viva> (optional) //Not all visitors are examiners!
}

Listing C.3: Visitor data model

University Member: The users with this role can read the name of the visitors (i.e., Visitor.title, Visitor.firstname, Visitor.lastname properties) and their visit duration (instances of from and until properties).

Visitor: A user with the role Visitor are able to read all their instances and update their department and school names (i.e., depName, schoolNames properties). Note that the users with the role ExternalExaminer are not able to operate on the property viva and their access described within the Viva entity.

C.1.1.4 Intern

The Intern entity represents a set of users that are doing internship with academics. So its properties represent the information for this type of user, such as researchTitle and managers.

entity Intern : Person {

managers => List<Academic>
researchTitle :: String
researchSummary :: WikiText
startingDate :: Date
finishingDate :: Date
}

Listing C.4: Intern data model

Access Control Requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of this entity:

Head of Group or Academic: A user with the role HeadOfGroup or Academic are able to use the CRUD operation on the Intern entity and its properties.

Intern role with user and data attributes: The user with the role Intern is able to read all the properties of this entity when they are related to herself. Moreover,
the user is able to update his/her research title (i.e., \texttt{researchTitle} property) and summary (i.e., \texttt{researchSummary} property).

\section*{C.1.1.5 University Member}

The entity \texttt{uniMemeber} represents the users who are university members and stores their information. In our system a university member is a person that has an university ID and email from both \texttt{university} and \texttt{school} that he/she is involved in. Also, the member can do a set of activities such as events and vivas. The properties in the \texttt{uniMember} entity represent the set of data that are linked to the information and activities that a university member can have such as \texttt{publications}.

\begin{verbatim}
entity UniMember : Person {
    uniID :: String (name)
    uniEmail :: Email
    schoolEmail :: Email
    firstWrote -> Set<Publication>  (inverse = Publication.firstAuthor)
    publications -> Set<Publication>  (optional)
    events -> Set<Event>  (optional)
    vivas -> Set<Viva>  (optional)
    projects -> Set<Project>  (optional)
    workAddress -> Address  (optional)
    ecsEmail :: Email
    homePage :: URL
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing C.5: Data model related to the university members

\textbf{Access control requirements.} The users of the system with the following roles can operate on the \texttt{uniMember} entity and its properties:

\textbf{Secretary:} Each user with the role \texttt{Secretary} is able to \texttt{create}, and \texttt{update} all the properties related to the university members. Moreover, the user is able to \texttt{read} the \texttt{vivas} property.

\textbf{Head of Group:} The user with the role \texttt{HeadOfGroup} is able to \texttt{delete} an instance of this entity and therefore forever suspend a university member from the system. Moreover, the user is able to \texttt{read} the \texttt{vivas} property.

\textbf{Academic} Each user with the role \texttt{Academic} is able to use CUD operations on the following properties: \texttt{firstWrote}, \texttt{publications}, \texttt{vivas}, \texttt{workaddress}, and \texttt{homepage}. Moreover the user with the role \texttt{Academic} is able to read the instances of the \texttt{vivas} property. Note that other properties are readable throughout the application by any type of user, so the academics are able to read them before they use the CUD operations.
University Members and their own data: The users with the role UniversityMember are able to update their homepage address (i.e., homepage property).

C.1.1.6 Academic

The entity Academic belongs to academic users and holds their information. The properties related to this entity represents the set of tasks that the academic can do such as managing a set of postdocs or supervising a set of postgraduates. The property onlineBlurb shows a short introduction of user among other academics. The property bio holds the whole introduction of the academic.

Listing C.6: Academic data model

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on this entity:

Head of Group: A user with a HeadOfGroup role is able to use the CUD operation on the following properties: contractFrom, contractDue, position, and which project they are supervising (superProject). Moreover, the user with role is able to read the following properties: contractFrom, and contractDue.

Academic: A user with the role Academic is able to use the CUD operations on the following properties: uniAddress, uniTel, bio, mscProject, phds, postDocs, visitors, interns, allocatedViva, onlineBlurb, fullProfilo, interests, and firstAWrite.
Note that at this level some properties of the entity Academic are not access controlled, because they are fine-grainedly controlled at their own level. For example, any user with any permission is able to read the name of the Ph.D. students of an academic. So here instead of controlling the property phds of type Postgrad entity, the fine-grained access controlled within the entity Postgrad.

C.1.1.7 Postdoc

The information related to the post doc user, such as manager, is stored in the entity Postdoc. Even though there might be the case that the research title is not necessary, the postdoc entity has a property researchArea that is devoted to the research direction of the postdoc user.

```java
class Postdoc : UniMember {
    manager : Academic
    researchTitle : String
    researchAbstract : WikiText (optional)
    startingDate : Date
    finishingDate : Date (optional)
}
```

Listing C.7: Defined data model for postdocs

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of the entity postdoc:

Head of Group: A user with the role HeadOfGroup is able to use the create and delete operations on the Postdoc entity. Moreover, the user as the head of the group, must agree on each postdoc manager. Therefore the user with this role is able to update the entity manager.

Academic: A user with the role Academic must be able to use the update operation on the following properties of a postdoc: researchTitle, researchAbstract, startingDate, and finishingDate.

Postdoc and related data: Also the user with the role postdoc must be able to read all the properties of this entity when they are related to him/herself. Moreover, the user can update her research title (i.e., researchTitle) and her research abstract (i.e., researchAbstract).

C.1.1.8 Postgraduate

The entity Postgrad stores the information about the postgraduate user. The information stored in its properties are related to a set of general information that are required for
postgraduates, such as their \texttt{supervisor} and \texttt{adviser}. There are a set of properties that are optional as they do not need to be filled during adding the postgraduate record.

\begin{verbatim}
entity Postgrad : UniMember {
    supervisor \rightarrow Academic
    adviser \rightarrow Academic (optional)
    researchTitle :: String
    researchAbstract :: WikiText
    startDate :: Date
    finishingDate :: Date (optional)
    nineMSubDate :: Date (optional)
    nineMReview :: WikiText (optional)
    transSubDate :: Date (optional)
    transReview :: WikiText (optional)
    thesisDate :: Date (optional)
    thesisReview :: WikiText (optional)
    goesNominal :: Date (optional)
    reason :: WikiText (optional)
    extendedUntil :: Date (optional)
    internalExaminer -> Academic
    externalExaminer -> Visitor
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing C.8: Defined data model for postgraduate students

\textbf{Access control requirements.} The users with the following roles are able to operate on the properties of the entity \texttt{postgrad}:

\textbf{Head of Group:} A user with the role \texttt{HeadOfGroup} must be able to use the \texttt{create} and \texttt{delete} operation on the entity \texttt{Postgrad}. Moreover the user is able to use the \texttt{update} operation on the following properties: \texttt{supervisor}, \texttt{adviser}, and \texttt{goesNominal}. Furthermore the user with this role can \texttt{read} the property \texttt{thesisReview}. Moreover the user with this role can \texttt{read} the following properties: \texttt{startDate}, \texttt{finishingDate}, \texttt{nineMSubDate}, \texttt{nineMReview}, \texttt{transSubDate}, \texttt{transReview}, \texttt{thesisSubDate}, \texttt{thesisReview}, \texttt{goesNominal}, \texttt{reason}, \texttt{extendedUntil}, \texttt{internalExaminer}, \texttt{externalExaminer}.

\textbf{Supervisor:} A user with the role \texttt{Supervisor} must be able to use the \texttt{update} operation on the following properties: \texttt{startDate}, \texttt{finishingDate}, \texttt{nineMSubDate}, \texttt{nineMReview}, \texttt{transSubDate}, \texttt{transReview}, \texttt{thesisSubDate}, \texttt{thesisReview}, \texttt{goesNominal}, \texttt{reason}, \texttt{extendedUntil}, \texttt{internalExaminer}, \texttt{externalExaminer}, and \texttt{externalExaminer}. Moreover the user with this role can \texttt{read} the property \texttt{thesisReview}. Moreover, the user with this role has the \texttt{same read} authorisation rights with the user with the role \texttt{HeadOfGroup}.

\textbf{External Examiner:} The external examiner is able to \texttt{read}, \texttt{update}, and \texttt{delete} the property \texttt{thesisReview}.

\textbf{Postgraduate:} A user with the role \texttt{postgraduate} can \texttt{update} the \texttt{researchTitle} and \texttt{researchSummary} properties. Moreover, the user can read the following properties: \texttt{startDate}, \texttt{finishingDate}, \texttt{nineMSubDate}, \texttt{nineMReview},
transSubDate, transReview, thesisSubDate, thesisReview, goesNominal, reason, extendedUntil, internalExaminer, externalExaminer.

Note that any user with or without any permission can read the following properties: supervisor, advisor, researchTitle and researchAbstract.

C.1.1.9 Project Student

The entity ProjectStudent represents the projects that are taken by the undergraduate or graduate students. So, its properties include the information related to projects such as title (i.e., projectTitle) and supervisor.

```plaintext
entity ProjectStudent: UniMember {
    projectTitle :: String (name)
    summary :: WikiText
    startingDate :: Date
    finishingDate :: Date
    supervisor -> Academic
    examiner -> Academic
    projectReview :: WikiText
    projectMark :: Float
}
```

Listing C.9: Defined data model for master degree students

**Access control requirements.** The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of this entity:

**Head of Group:** The user with the role HeadOfGroup is able to read all the instances of the entity ProjectStudent and its properties.

**Academic:** In this system, any academic is able to supervise an Msc or an undergraduate project. So a user with the role Academic is able to use the create, delete operation on the entity PorjectStudent; and also update its properties. Moreover the user with the role Academic can read all the instances of this entity.

**Msc or Bsc Student:** A user with the role MscStudent or BscStudent is able to update the summary (i.e., summary property) and title of his/her project (i.e., projectTitle property).
C.1.2 Activity-based data models and their access control requirements

This part shows and discusses the activity-based data models related to the research group. Moreover it provides the fine-grained authorisation of each activity-based entity and its related properties.

C.1.2.1 External and Internal Events and Seminars

As Listing C.10 shows, the entity Event represents the general information about the events, such as a starting date. The property endDate is optional because there are some events for a day and within a period of time. I also have properties startTime and finishTime to present the time of the event. The property blurb is a very short introduction that briefly represents the event. Based on the blurb property the user can go to the part of the application that represents the event and see the full description that is stored in the property eventNote.

Moreover, there are some events that are hold internally such as the entity InternalEvent, which inherits from Event (Figure C.2), represents these events and its properties store the data related for such events such as abstract of an event. The internal events have a set of organisers and sponsors of university member and partner entities. The invitees are from set of university members, however I use the value 0 to indicate the event is open for public. Furthermore, The entity Seminar inherits from InternalEvent entity and represents stores the speaker information of person entity.

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on the above entities (Event, InternalEvent, and Seminar):

Secretary: The secretary of the research group has a task to organise all the events that are related to the research group. So a user with the role secretary is able
entity Event {
  title :: String (name)
  link :: URL
  startDate :: Date
  endDate :: Date
  startTime :: Time
  endTime :: Time
  blurb :: WikiText
  eventNote :: WikiText
}

entity InternalEvent : Event {
  abstract :: WikiText
  organisers -> Set<UniMember>
  sponsors -> Set<Partner>
  invitees -> Set<UniMember>
  location -> Address
}

entity Seminar : InternalEvent {
  speaker -> Person
}

Listing C.10: Defined data model for internal and external events and seminars

to use the create and delete operations on the Event, InternalEvent, Seminar entities; and update their properties.

University Members: The users with the role universityMember are able to read all the properties related to the InternalEvent, Seminar entities. Note that all the instances of the entity Event are readable by any inside or outside user.

C.1.2.2 Blog, Post, and Comment

The Blog entity holds the information about the created blogs within the system. Moreover, each blog has a post, in which the entity Post stores the information about the blog posts. Furthermore, the authorised users of the system can add a comment or a tag to a post. For these the entity comment and tag holds the information about each post of every created blog within the system.

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on the entities listed in Listing C.11:

Academic: For the efficiency of the user generated content of this application to attract more collaboration with the research group, only the academics are able to have a blog. So, the users with the role Academic are able to use the create and delete operations on the Blog, Post, Comment, and Tag entities. Moreover these users are able to use the Update operation on the properties of these entities.
Listing C.11: Defined data models for Blog, Post, Comment, and Tag

University Member: To join the discussion within the blog posts, the users with the `universityMember` role can use the `create` operation on the entity `Comment`.

Also any inside or outside users are able to `read` the instances of the `Blog`, `Post`, `Comment`, and `Tag` entities.

C.1.2.3 Project

This entity represents the projects that the members of the system are involved. The properties of this entity represent the information about each project such as `members` and its `description`.

Access control requirements. First, the users with the following roles can operate on the entity `Project` (Listing C.12) and its related properties:
Head of Group or Project Manager: All the projects are solely related to the research group, therefore a user with the role HeadOfGroup or ProjectManager is able to use the Create and Delete operations on the entity Project; and use the Update operation to update its properties.

Moreover, any other user with or without roles, are able to read the content of the instances of the entity Project and their properties.

C.1.2.4 Publication

This entity stores the information about the publication of the university members. Its properties are self explanatory, and they are a standard knowledge about each publication.

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can do the following operations on the Publication entity (Listing C.13) and its related properties:
**University Member:** The users with the role *UniversityMember* are able to *create* a publication and add it to system.

**Academic:** Moreover, in case of a duplication or error, the users with the role *Academic* are able to *update* all the properties of this entity or *delete* an instance of the *Publication* entity.

Same as the *Project* entity, all the instances of the *Publication* entity are not access controlled, and are available to any inside and outside users of the system.

### C.1.2.5 Viva

This entity and its properties represents the viva that can hold within the students and the academics of the system. The access rights for each properties are decided based on the defined access control which will be discussed later.

```plaintext
entity Viva {
    vivaID  :: String  (id, name)
    student -> Postgrad
    supervisor -> Academic
    internalExaminer -> Academic
    externalExaminer -> Visitor
    dateOfViva  :: Date
    timeOfViva  :: Time
    placeOfViva :: String
    outcome  :: WikiText
}
```

Listing C.14: Defined data model for viva

**Access control requirements.** The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of the entity *Viva* (Listing C.14):

**Supervisor or Advisor:** The user with the roles *supervisor* or *Advisor* are able to use the *CRUD* operations on the entity *Viva* and its properties.

**External Examiner:** A user with the role *External Examiner* is able to *update* the property *outcome* property of this entity. Also the user is able to read all the properties of *Viva* entity.

**Postgraduate:** Moreover, the user with the role *Postgraduate* can *read* the content of this entity *iff* the instance of the entity relates to the user.

**Head of Group:** The user with the role *HeadOfGroup* is able to read all the instances of the *Viva* entity.
C.1.2.6 Interests

**Access control requirements.** The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of the entity *Interest* (C.15):

- **Head of Group or Academic:** The users with the role *HeadOfGroup* or *create* or *delete* an instance of the entity *Interest*. Moreover they are able to *Update* all its properties.

Moreover similar to the *Project*, and *Publication* entities, the instances of the entity *Interest* are available to the public, therefore any inside or outside user can read the instances of this entity and its properties.

C.1.2.7 News

There is a news component to this Web application that shows the latest news through homepage. So, the entity *News* and its properties represent the *title* and *description* of each news. Same as the entity *Comment* the author and time stamp is automatically filled and stored.

**Access control requirements.** The users with the following roles can operate on the properties of the entity *News* (C.16):

- **Secretary:** As mentioned before the secretaries of the research group have a task to organise a set of events such as seminars. Therefore they should be able to announce
these events through the news functionalities of the Web application. Therefore the users with the roles Secretary are able to create or delete an instance of the News entity. Moreover they are able to update its properties.

Moreover, other inside or outside users of the system are able to read the instances of the entity News from the homepage and their page.

C.1.2.8 Address

This entity represents the information about the address of the user.

```
entity Address {
    country :: String
    city :: String
    street :: String
    building :: String
    floor :: String
    section :: String (optional)
    room :: String (optional)
    bay :: String (optional)
}
```

Listing C.17: Defined data model for address

Access control requirements. The entity address is related to a set of entities within the data model, such as Person. The access control on this entity is based on those entities, because the Web application does not have any interface for just adding an instance of the Address entity to the system.

C.1.2.9 Calendar

This entity holds a set of notes based on the dates within the calendar. Therefore the users can see a set of notes (i.e., instances of note property) based on their chosen dates.

```
entity Calendar {
    noteDate :: Date
    note :: String
}
```

Listing C.18: Calendar data model

Access control requirements. The users with the following roles can operate on the entity Calendar (Listing C.18):

Head of Group or Secretary: The users with the role Secretary or HeadOfGroup are able to create or delete an instance of the entity Calendar. Moreover they can update noteDate and note properties.
University Members: As calendar is used for internal purposes, only the users with the role *UniversityMember* are able to read the instances of the entity *Calendar*.

C.2 Social Networking

This section first presents the data model created for the second case study, *social networking system* and their access control rights. Second it presents the defined access and authorisation models for this case study.

C.2.1 Data model and their access rights

This part of the Appendix discuss the defined entities and properties of this case study based on used data within the *User Profile* and *Network Pages*.

C.2.1.1 User Profile

The data instances that are operate on the *User profile* are the following:

**User**: The entity *User* stores the general information about the users (e.g., *username*) the status and wall posts they are writing on their and other profiles. Moreover it stores the networks they are created (i.e., *createdNetworks*), and the relationships they are added (i.e., *addedUsers*) to their profiles of the system.

**Status**: Each user can add a new *status* on his/her profile page. This entity stores this information, such as when it was written (e.g., *dateofPost*).

**Wall post**: Each user can add a wall post to his/her profile or on related users. The entity *Wallpost* stores these information.

**Access control requirements**. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the entity *User* stores the general and specific information about each user and their activities such as writing status for their profiles. Therefore the access control on the *user*, *status*, and *Wallpost* entities, should be discretionary-based (ΦDAC). For this each user (i.e., *Self*) must be able to use the *CRUD* operations on these entities and their properties.

C.2.1.2 Network

As Listing C.20 shows, there are the following entities that are used to store the data related to the networks of the system and their related functionalities:
Listing C.19: Defined entities for the user, status, and wall post

**Network:** The entity `Network` stores the general information about each network that is created in the system, such as its `name` and the `creator` of it.

**Topic:** The entity `Topic` stores all the instances of the created topics within each network. Its properties store the general information about each topic, such as their `author` and its related network.

**Comment:** The entity `Comment` stores the instances of a comment which is related to a topic. Its properties store the general information such as the `content` of the comment and its related topic (i.e., via `relatedTopic` property).
Appendix C Defined Data, Access, and Authorisation Management Models

Listing C.20: Defined Model for the network, topics, and their related comments

Access control requirements. There are the following four roles that do a set of operations on the Network entity and its related properties:

Network Organiser: The users with the role NetworkOrganizer are able to use the CRUD operations on the entity Network and its properties.

Admin: First, the users with this role are able to use the the users with the role contributor and leadContributer role.

Lead Contributor: The users with the role leadContributer are able to use create a topic, and then able to read, update, and delete any topic within the network. So these users are able to use the CRUD operations on the Topics property of the Network entity. Also they inherit the Contributor rights.

Contributor: The users with this role are able to create comments (i.e., comments property) within each network and if necessary update or delete their own comments. Also they inherit the rights of the role NetworkUser.

Network User: The users with the role, NetworkUser, are able to use the read operation, on the properties of the Network entity.
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